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Abstract:

The relationship between the rate of solvolysis and the withdrawing nature of any

substituent for remotely substituted "model 5*L" substrates is well understood.

The correlation between these molecular characteristics as described through a

linear Hammet plot, has been shown to be true in a great many systems. Equally a

linear correlation for these systems can be seen between their rate of solvolysis

and that of the "model 5*L system" l-bromo adamantane, in a range of binary

solvents systems providing a spectrum of solvent ionising strengths and

nucleophilicities, thus indicating that they undergo solvolysis via the same

mechanistic pathwa/, and thus all show 5*L character.

Flowever, previously detailed analysis of the effect of remote substituents on this

Raber Harris correlation has not been shown.

This thesis details such a study, including the development of the BIPCON Suite

at the University of Adelaide, utilised in the conductometric analysis of the

solvolyses of a series of 3-substituted adamantyl 1-tosylates in a range of solvents.

The observed decrease in the degree of effect of the solvent ionising strength on

the solvolysis of these substrates as the electron withdrawing nature of the remote

substituent increased with be shown, and potential explanations for this

unexpected decrease in 5*L character given.

Furthermore, the synthesis of some kinetically interesting L,3-disubstitued

bicyclo[1.L.L]pentanes, through the trapping of the intermediate bridgehead cation

will be discussed.
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Chapter 1-

Introduction and Development of Hypothesis.

Abstract:

Historically, through the use of solvolysis, a greater understanding of the S*1

mechanism has been achieved. There have been multiple systems have been

utilised as "model' SN1 substrates, in order to probe the effects of various

conditions on the 5*L mechanism. For many years, the adamantyl system has

provided a suitable "model" for these experiments. This system will now be used

to investigate the effect of changes in the electron withdrawing nature (oI) of a

remote substituent on an S,u1. system, on the resPonse of the substrate to the

ionising strength of the solvent ("m").
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L.1 Introduction.

There has traditionally been significant interest in the elucidation of reaction

mechanisms, not only to determine the reaction steps of the system observed, but

to use this knowledge to predict the results of other related systems.

As with all fields of chemistry, advancement in mechanistic theory is crucial. The

continual development of proposed mechanistic processes is essential to gaining a

clearer understanding of the pathways by which chemical transformations occur.

In seeking this understanding, much valuable information can be gained through

an understanding of the kinetics of the reaction. Through an understanding of the

kinetics of the reaction, we can observe the energetics of the reaction system, probe

what species in the reaction mixture is participating, and determine the order of

this participation in the reaction and use this information to determine likely

outcomes for the reaction studied and others similar.

In this way, an understanding of the kinetics of a reaction can help categorise a

reaction into a mechanistic type. For example, the kinetics involved with an 3*L or

E1 reaction are clearly different from those of an S*2 or E2 reaction (Figure 1.1).

E1

SOH +
-x- > SOH

@

sru1

-x-

OS

+
H

E2X
Sru2

Figure 1.1: The trad.itional mechanistic description of the solvolytic process.t

The rate of reaction for the 5*L or EL mechanisms would not be influenced by the

concentration of the nucleophile, but only of the starting reagent. This
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unimolecular ionisation would thus be easily differentiated from the bimolecular

rate associated with the S*2 and E2 reaction types.

Kinetic experiments also allow us to probe the effect of steric hindrance,

modification of the solvent system, leaving grouP stability, conformational

isomers and other similar changes to the reaction that may alter the mechanism.

1.1.1 The S*1/ S.*2 Reaction Classifffi

Of particular importance to this body of work has been the classification of the 5*L

and S*2 reactions (Figure 1.2).

Sru1
slgw -r.d.s.

cl
R.X R+ X-

Nu-

R-Nu
Nu-

Sru2

Figure 1,.2: The traditional view of the 5*L and S*2 processes.

Through an understanding of the available rate data, significant insights into the

mechanistic pathways involved with these reactions could be made.' Subtle

changes to the solvent system, concentration of nucleophiles present, substitution

patterns on the reagent or the leaving group would allow us to elucidate

considerable information regarding the mechanistic pathway of the reaction.

If the reaction was following an S*1- mechanism, then structural features that

would stabilise the formation of the carbocation would accelerate the rate

determining ionisation step. Thus, modification of electron withdrawing nature of

any substituents on the system will significantly effect the rate of an 5^L reaction.

However, changes in the concentration of nucleophile present in the reaction

mixture will have no effect on a pure 5.uL reaction. The presence of sterically

hindering groups on the substrate would have little effect on the rate of an S*1

reaction, as compared to the S*2 process, as the carbocation would approach a

planar formation, reducing the effect of these grouPs on the trapping by the

nucleophile.
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For an S*2 reaction, changes in the electron withdrawing nature of any

substituents will have very little effect on the rate, as these reactions proceed with

little or no charge build up. The concentration of nucleophiles present in the

reaction mixture will, however, have a direct effect on the rate, as it is the rear side

attack of a nucleophile to the system with the concerted loss of a leaving grouP

that defines an S*2 reaction. Further, sterically hindering grouPs would

significantly reduce the rate of the reaction, as the nucleophile would be prevented

from approaching the rear face of the substrate for attack.

Thus, these two reaction mechanism could be easily differentiated through their

kinetic response to modification of the reaction conditions.

L.2 The Solvolytic Reaction.

A favoured approach for probing the 5*L mechanism has been to conduct

solvolyses. A solvolytic reaction is one where the ionisation occurs in a solvent

which provides the nucleophile. In this way, the concentration of the nucleophile

can be assumed to be constant, and thus allows us to observe psuedo-first order

kinetics.

This is particularly important, as categorising reactions as S¡1 or S*2 can be

fraught with danger, as in solution many reactions fall between the two extremes

that define these mechanistic types noted in text books. A more accurate picture

of the reaction is shown below (Figure 1.3).
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OR-XO O - polar so¡vent molecule

SOH

Weakly lonising Solvent

Sr..r2

lnversion

Solvated Molecule

R+X

lntimate lon Pair

OR*Ox-O
Sr.r1

Sr..r2

Mostly racemisation,
some inversion

SOH

Solvent Seperated lon Pair

R+

SOH Sr..r1

Racemic product

X- O High lonising Solvent

Free lons

Figure L.3: "species proposed as intermediates in solvolysis reactions."2 Figure

ad.apted from "Perspectives on Structure and Mechanism in Organic Chemistry."2

In a solvolysis reaction the substrate undergoes ionisation followed by trapping

with a solvent molecule. The products and their stereochemistry are determined

by the extent to which the ionisation occurs. At the formation of a tight ion pair,

the close interaction of the ions results in the only available approach for the

nucleophile to the carbocation is from the rear face, which results in the formation
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of the stereochemically inverted products associated with an S*2 mechanism.

However, if this tight ion pair becomes separated by a solvent molecule, the

interaction between the ions pair is reduced. This reduced influence between the

ions allows the cation to be trapped from all faces, however, the presence of the

anion will result in a slightly higher proportion of the inverted product in the

mixture of stereoisomeric products. Further ionic separation prior to trapping of

the cation would result in the formation of free ions, where the ions no longer

have any influence on each other. With the formation of free ions, trapping of the

cation will result in a completely racemic mixture of stereoisomers traditionally

associated with an 5*L mechanism-

For a given substrate, modification of the solvent ionising strength and

nucleophilicity can be used to probe which pathway the solvolysis of the substrate

and the intermediates involved, will foliow. The use of binary solvent systems,

based on either aqueous ethanol or aqueous 2,2,2-trifluoroethanol mixtures,

provides the ability to control the extent of the solvents ionising strength or

nucleophilicity. As described in further detail later in this chapter, through

modification of the amount of water in these binary solvent systems allows us to

monitor the effect of changes in either the nucleophilicity or the ionising strength

of the solvent alone, with provides significant insights into the kinetics of the

reaction, and consequently the mechanism.

The use of substituent effects, especially the electron withdrawing nature of

substituents on the substrate also allow us to probe this transition between the Sr1

and S,u2 mechanisms. Through the construction of Hammet relationships between

the rate of solvolysis of the substrate and the electron withdrawing nature of its

substituent (oI) it is possible to observe if changes in the substituent effect the rate,

and whether this effect is consistent across a range of substituents. Through

modification of the reaction conditions in this way, it is possible to drive the

reaction through particular mechanistic pathways, which allows us to ascertain

the extent to which the substrate undergoes these solvolytic Processes in various

reaction environments.
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Reactions.

Historically analysis of solvolytic reactions have been used to probe the effect on

the mechanism of multiple structural characteristics of the substrate systems,

including strain energy, hyperconjugation and inductance, remote substituent

effects, deuterium isotope effects, resonance and fragmentation, steric hindrance

about the cation centre and leaving groups effects.2-6 Through the study of these

effects, a greater understanding of the relationship between the mechanism of the

reaction and its kinetics was established. However, as many of these effects were

not directly investigated in this project, they will not be discussed in significant

detail in this thesis, except where appropriate.

L.2.2 The Grunwald-Winstein Correlation

It was through the analysis of the solvolysis of f-butyl chloride (1.) that Grunwald

and Winstein developed their description of the effect of solvent ionising strength

on the rate of solvolysis.T

From this study, the authors developed the "Y" scale of solvent ionising Power.

The rate of the solvolysis of ú-butyl chloride (1) was measured in the solvent of

interest, and compared to the rate observed in the binary solvent mixture 80%

ethanol in water (80E). In this way "Y" could be expressed (Equation 1.L).

Y=logßt-Bvo / hú-Bu<r)

Y = solvent ionising strength.

¡ t-Bu{r 
= rate of solvolysis of ú-Bu-Cl in the solvent of interest at 25oC

ko t-ou-ct 
= rate of solvolysis of ú-Bu-Cl in 80E at25"C.

Equation 1..1: The relationship used in the development of the scale of solvent

ionising strengths, based on the solvolysis of f-bufyl chloride (1).

Through the development of this scale, further analysis of other reactions was

made possible. The solvotysis of any other substrate could be described utilising

this scale of solvent ionising strength (Equation 1-.2)'
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log (k,/k) - ffiY"

Y, = solvent ionising strength of solvent s.

ks = rat€ of solvolysis of the substrate in solvent s.

ko = rate of solvolysis of the substrate in 80E.

m = t]ne response of the substrate to the ionising strength of the

solvent.

Equation 1.2: The Grunwald-Winstein equation: Relationship between the rate of

solvolysis of any substrate and the solvent ionising strength (Y) based on the

solvolysis of ú-butyl chloride (1).

Grunwald and Winstein later expanded their description of these solvolytic

processes with the inclusion of a description of the solvent nucleophilicity and its

effect on the substrate (Equation 1.3).t't

log(k,/k)-lN,+mY"

N, = solvent nucleophilicity.

Y, = solvent ionising strength of solvent s.

k = rate of solvolysis of the substrate in solvent s.

ko = rate of solvolysis of the substrate in 80E.

m = thte response of the substrate to the ionising strength of the

solvent.

I = the response of the substrate to the nucleophilicity of the solvent.

Equation l-.3: The expanded Grunwald-Winstein equation: Relationship between

the rate of solvolysis of any substrate and the solvent ionising strength (Y) and the

nucleophilicity (N) based on the solvolysis of f-butyl chloride (1).

The authors based this relationship on the solvolysis of t-butyl chloride, for which

they assumed that the rate was solely due to the ionising strength of the solvent.

Consequently for f-butyl chloride (1) "m" was given the value of unity, and "1" t}:te

value of zero, since the tertiary structure of the precursor was expected to

preclude totally the possibitity of any S*2 character. Any other substrate systems

could then be related to ú-butyl chloride (f) by their values for "m" aÍld "1". All

5*L reactions could be expected to have "m" valtes close to unity and an "1" vahJe
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of. zero. T]¡e "Tn" value would be seen to decrease as the amount of S*2 character

in solvolysis increased, while t}:re"l" value would increase.

1.2.3 Refinement of the Description of solvolytic Processes.

With the expansion of their equation, Grunwald and Winstein provided the first

description of solvolytic processes in a quantitative fashion. This allowed

considerable advances in the understanding of how the properties of the

precursors and intermediate structures as well as the nature of the solvent

medium influenced the kinetics of organic reactions.

There were however discrepancies observed when comParing the rates of

solvolysis in strongly nucleophilic solvents.6'10'11 Shiner had observed that the rate

of solvolysis of f-butyl chloride (L) was unexpectedly accelerated with an increase

in the nucleophilicity of the solvent, when carried out in 2,2,2-trifluoroethanol

based binary solvent mixtures.6 Schleyer and co-workers also noted that when

compared to the solvolysis of polycyclic alkanes that were also identified as

"model" 5*L substrates.l2 ú-butyl chloride (1,) exhibited an accelerated rate of

solvolysis in nucleophilic solvents.lo'tt

From the solvolysis of 2-adamantyl tosylate (2), Schleyer noted that the "ffi" value

for f-butyl chloride (L) elucidated from this new model system had a value of 0.5.

This value, significantly removed from the value of unity anticipated for a

unimolecular solvolysis, provided evidence of the participation of nucleophilic

assistânce during the ionisation of f-butyl chloride (1).s For comparison, the

solvolysis of methyl tosylate (3), known to undergo bimolecular solvolysis/ was

also carried out. fte "m" value associated with this "model" S*2 substrate was

determined to be 0.3, indicating that the ionising strength of the solvent was still

important in the solvolysis of S.2 substrates,s however, the rate was strongly

dependant on the nucleophilic strength of the solvent.

Raber and Harris postulated that through analysis of the rate of solvolysis of any

substrate in a range of solvents, which provided a spectrum of ionising and

nucleophilic strengths, the extent of nucleophilic assistance occurring during

solvolysis could be observed. If the assumption that a unimolecular solvolysis

would provide arr "m" value close to unity, while a Pure S*2 solvolysis would

show an "m" value < 0.3, then analysis of tlrre "m" value for a solvolysis reaction
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would provide information concerning the effect of the nucleophilicity of the

solvent on the solvolysis.l

In order to prepare the solvent systems required to investigate this proposed

correlation, ethanol (E) and 2,2,2-ttifluoroethanol (TFE) were utilised. "Aqueous

TFE and aqueous ethanol are quite different solvent systems. Ethanol and water

are both highly nucleophilic, but water has a much greater ionising Power;

consequently, for aqueous ethanol increasing ethanol content produces a sharp

decrease in ionising power accompanied by essentially unchanged nucleophilicity.

In contrast, water is far more nucleophilic than TFE, although both solvents have

high ionising power; consequently, an increase in TFE content in aqueous TFE

produces a sharp decrease in the nucleophilicity accomPanied by essentially

unchanged ionising power."l (Figure L.4).

-1,C

-2,0

-3.0

-2,A -1,0 0 1,0 2'0

Y

Figure L.4: "A plot of solvent nucleophilicity (N) against solvent ionising Power

(Y, based on 2-adamantyl tosylate (2)) for aqueous ethanol and aqueous 2,2,2-

trifluoroethanol. The numbers near the points refer to the percentage of

nonaqueous component in the solvent mixtures". Figure and description from

reference.l

The authors noted that for the solvolysis of a range of suitably substituted

polycyclic subsfrates, the logarithmic plot of the rate of solvolysis of the substrate,

versus the logarithmic plot of the rate of solvolysis of L-adamantyl bromide (4),

produced a single linear correlation. The slope of this line, which equated to the

"m" vah)e for the solvolysis, was observed to be close to unity for these model S*1

substrates. However, with the solvolysis of 2-propyl brosylate (5), or any other
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substrate effected by the solvent nucleophilicity, the resulting Raber-Harris plot

was seen to fragment (Figure L.5).

f,
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Figure L.5: (i) Raber-Harris plot of 2-adamantyl tosylate (2) versus 1--adamantyl

bromide (4).

(ii) Raber-Harris plots of (open symbols) l-adamantyl chloride (6) and (closed

symbols) exo-2-rlotbornyl tosylate versus 1-adamantyl bromide (4).

(iii) Raber-Harris plot of Z-propylbrosylate (5) versus 1,-adamantyl bromide (4).

(iv) Raber-Harris plot of methyl tosylate (3) versus L-adamantyl bromide (4).

Figures and text from adapted from reference.l

Consequently, it was possible, through the const¡uction of a Raber-Harris plot of

the rates of solvolysis for any substrate in a range of solvents to observe the extent

of nucleophilic assistance in the solvolysis. The authors described an SN1

solvolysis as one where, the slope and intercept obtained from both ethanol and

2,2,2-trif\uoroethanol based solvents were equal, and the slope ("m") close to

unity. For an S*2 solvolysis, the observed slope and intercept from the ethanol
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based solvents, should be less than those observed for the 2,2,2-lrifluoroethanol

based solvents, and consequently give a fragmented graph-l

1-2.4 Identification of the s*2 Nature of the solvol)¡sis of ú-Butyl Halides and

While the solvolysis of ú-butyl chloride (1) was acknowledged as anomalous by

previous authors, the solvent ionising scales developed by Grunwald and

Winstein remained in use. It had been assumed that the accelerated rate of

solvolysis of the t-butylhalides was due to rate-limiting elimination,6'12 however,

investigation by Bentley and Carter questioned this assumption. They found that

through manipulation of the solvent systems, the effect of the solvent

nucleophilicity on the f-butyl system could be closely monitored.

They confirmed that the adamantyl system was "insensitive to solvent

nucleophilicity,"l3 and as such would be "vety good models (or 5.L behaviour."l3

The adamantyl system was also favoured as it further simplified the investigation

of remote substituent effects on the mechanism, through the exclusion of

elimination products, being disfavoured due to ring strain. Additionally, classical

S*2 processes are not possible due to the polycyclic nature of the substrate.

l-Adamantyl chloride (6) was thus, used to generate a scale of solvent ionising

power, designated Y.,. A direct comparison of Yç, to the classical Y scale of

Grunwald and Winstein yielded an interesting result (Figure 1.6)
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Figure 'J,.6: "Correlation of logarithms of solvolysis rates for L-adamantyl chloride

(6) vs. tert-butylchloride (L) at 25"C." Figure and description from reference.l3

From this comparison, it was observed that in the presence of nucleophilic

solvents, the solvolysis of ú-butyl chloride was three thousand times faster than in

non-nucleophilic solvents. This clear sensitivity to nucleophilicity, allowed the

authors to conclude that all available evidence led to the interpretation of the

solvolysis of t-butyl chloride (1) via a nucleophilically assisted ionisation

mechanism.t3

3 t 5

Through their investigation, Bentley and Carter also identified the need to

generate solvent ionising scales appropriate to the leaving grouP of interest.

Changes in the solvent effects on the leaving group could significantly skew the

interpretation of the results if an inappropriate Y scale was utilised. The authors

detailed solvent ionising scales based on 2-adamantyl tosylate (2) (Yor,), l'-

adamantyl bromide (a) (YrJ and l.-adamantyl chloride (6) (Y.J,u't3 and there have

been further scales prepared by other researchers since.
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1.2.5 The Effect on the Rate of Solvolysis of the l-Adamantlzl S)¡stem with

Substitution at the 3-Position.

The L-adamantyl system had been shown to solvolysis via an S*1 mechanism for

all leaving groups studied. Grob and co-workers were interested to see if this S.1

character of the solvolysis was consistent throughout a range of substitutions at

the 3-position.la'1s Through analysis of a wide range of 3-substituted L-adamantyl

tosylates, Grob observed a linear Hammet relationship between the rates of

solvolysis of these substituents in 80E and the oI values of their respective

substituents (Figure 1,.7).
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Figwe 1,.7: "PIot of log k for 3-substituted L-adamantyl toluenesulfonates vs.

inductive substituent constants orq/' in 80E at 25'C. Figure and description from

reference.to

As anticipated, there was a proportional decrease in the rate of solvolysis with an

increase in the electron withdrawing nature of the substituent. This linear

relationship provided clear evidence that the mechanism of solvolysis for these

substituted adamantyl tosylates was consistent, regardless of the substitution, and

that the rate of solvolysis controlled by the withdrawing nature of the substituent

(oI) alone.
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The combination of this finding, and those of Raber and Harris, allowed for the

confident assignment of S*1 character to the solvolysis of these 3-substituted 1-

adamantyl tosylates. Further confirmation came through the analysis of the

solvolysis of these 3-substituted l--adamantyl tosylates in 97T, which again

showed a linear relationship when plotted against the oI values for the

substituents (Figure 1.8).t'
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Figure 1-.8: "Plots of log k for 3-substituted L-adamantyl p-toluenesolfonates in

97% TFE (filled circles) and 80% EIOH (open circles) vs- oyq." Figure and

description from reference.t6

This linear correlation, indicated that in both 80E and 9TI, t}ite solvolysis of the 1-

ad.amanytl substrates proceeded via the same mechanism, regardless of the

substitution at the three position. However, the authors did not comment on the

significance of the change in slope of the two plots, in changing from a

nucleophilic to a non-nucleophilic solvent system.

1.3 Comparison to Other Polycyclic Alkanes-

With the development of the use of the L-adamantyl system as the model 5*L

substrate for the description of solvolytic processes, the investigation of other

polycyclic alkanes were carried out by a range of research groups. These

polycyclic alkanes, due to their caged shape were expected to exhibit similar
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results to the solvolysis of the l-adamanytl system, as their caged structure would

once again prevent rear side nucleophilic "attack" by the solvent, and the strain

energy associated with the cage would discourage elimination Process. The

solvolyses of a large range of polycyclic alkanes has been carried out. In the vast

majorify of cases, it has been found that the solvolyses of these systems was reliant

solely on the ionising power of the solvent. The differences in the rate of

solvolysis for these systems could be directly correlated with the strain energy

associated with the formation of a non-planar carbocation, as shown in

independent studies by MüIler and p"11u.s'rz-za
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Figure 1.9: "Plot of the free energies of solvolysis versus the MM2 calculated

strain energy difference (AE,(R.-RH))." Figure and description from reference.n

While this correlation held for most of the potycyclic alkane systems studied, the

[n,1,1]bicyclo alkanes (n=!,2,3) showed an unexPected acceleration in their rate,

based on strain energy alone. This behaviour resulted in significant, and ongoing

interest into the solvolysis of these systems, as discussed further in chapter six. It

was through the solvolysis of some bicyclo[L.1.L]pentanes that Taylor observed an

interesting effect of remote substitution on the solvolysis.z2 Following the

solvolysis of a series of 3-substituted bicyclo[L.L.1]pentyl bromides in a range of

binary solvent systems, the generation of Raber-Harris plots yielded linear

correlations for these solvolyses when compared to that of l.-adamantyl bromide

(a) (Figure 1..10).
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Figure 1.L0: Plot of log k of solvolysis of (i) 1-bromobicyclo[1.1.1]pentane (7), (ii) 3-

tert-buty|bicyclo[1.L.L]pentyl bromide (8) and (iii) 3-phenyl bicyclo[l.1.L]pentyl

bromide against log k for solvolysis of L-adamantyl bromide (a) in various binary

solvents. Figures from reference.22

The "ffi" values associated with these plots were, however, found to be lower than

anticipated. While, for the parent system, L-bromo bicyclo[L.1.L]pentane (7), the

"m" valt)eobtained was 0.97, close to the value of unity anticipated, the "m" vahre

obtained from the solvolysis of 3-tert-butyl bicyclo[1.L.1]pentyl bromide (8) was,

however, found to be 0.77. And further, llrre "m" value obtained for 3-phenyl

bicyclo[L.L.1]pentyl bromide (9) was found to be 0.59. Although not commented

upon at the time of publication, this trend in the reductions of "ffi" value seemed

to correlate with the increase in the electron withdrawing nature of the

substituent.

1.4 Establishment of HyPothesis.

This unexpected observation led to our re-evaluation of the convergence of the

Hammet plots constructed by Grob, for the 3-substituted l,-adamantyl series

(Figure L.9). We hypothesised that the change in slope between the two Hammet

plots could be indicative of a reduction in the "m" valt)e proportional to the

increase in the electron withdrawing nature of the substituent, similar to that

observed in the substituted bicyclo [ 1. 1. L ]pentyl system.
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If such a correlation was found to be present, then it would provide a significant

step in the understanding of the kinetics of these systems, and allow researchers to

carry out solvolytic experiments with a far greater understanding of the fuIl effect

of the system of interest. Furthermore, should this correlation be able to be

described mathematically, then such an equation could be utilised in the

predictíon of novel rate data with improved accuracy over the current predictive

procedures. It could be envisioned that if a correlation between "ffi" and oI could

be established, then through the measurement of the measurement of the rate of

solvolysis of two differently substituted substrates, both in two significantly

differing solvents, such as 97T and 80E, then the rates for all other substitutions

could be extrapolated, significantly reducing the time and exPense involved with

the kinetic description of a substrate system. Furthermore, this data could then be

expanded to provide kinetic information for the solvolysis of these substrates in

any solvent for which the Y value was known, through substitution into the

Grunwald-Winstein correlation.

L.4.L Choice of Kinetic Substrates.

In order to explore the possibility of this correlation between oI and "m", tt:re

solvolytic study of a series of polycyclic alkanes was envisioned. The known

literature provided many possible substrate systems, as many solvolyses of these

polycyclic alkanes had been previously observed by other researchers. We felt,

however, that the initial study would be best served through the examination of

the solvolysis of 3-substituted 1-adamantyl tosylates.

Many examples exist in the known literature of the preparation of 3-substituted l,-

adamantyl systems which would provide us with several useful approaches to the

substrates necessary for this investigation. Further, through the use of these 3-

substituted L-adamantyl substrates, the direct comparison with the known rate

data for this system could be made. We felt that the establishment of this

hypothesis on the system used to model 5*L character was necessary, prior to

attempts to expand the scope of the investigation.

The choice of the p-toluenesulfonyl (tosyl) leaving groupr was made as the known

kinetic data for l.-adamantyl tosylates indicated that we would be able to carry out

the vast majority, if not all of our experiments at 25"C, thus avoiding the need to

extrapolate in order to determine the rate data.
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Thus the synthesis of a series of 3-substituted L-adamantyl tosylates, that would

provide a spectrum of oI values would be necessary for this study (Figure 1.11).

R oI

H 0.00

CH, -0.01

Ph 0.12

CHTOAc 0.15

CH,OTS 0.23

COzMe 0.32

OAc 0.38

Br 0.47

CN 0.57

OTs 0.58

Figure L.1.L: The proposed 3-substituted L-adamantyl tosylates to be prepared,

and their associated oI values.

Once prepared, the solvolysis of these substrates would then be observed in a

range of binary solvent systems, based on ethanol and 2,2,2-trífLuoroethanol.

1.5 Establishment of the BIPCON Suite.

In order to investigate the effect of the electron withdrawing nature (oI) of

substituents on the l--adamantyl tosylate group, on the "m" of their solvolyses, a

large number of solvolytic experiments would need to be carried out, with both

high efficiency and high accuracy. In order to generate a Raber-Harris correlation

for one substrate in five solvents, with each solvolysis carried out in triplicate,

fifteen independent kinetic experiments would be required, (Figure L.L2), the

figure would be more if all solvolyses in each binary mixture could not be

conducted at the same temperature'
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Figure L.L2: Theoretical Raber-Harris plot for a substrate in five solvent systems.

Each point would be generated from the average rate determined through the

observation of the solvolysis of the substrate in that solvent in triplicate.

Consequently, in order to observe the solvolysis of the ten proposed substrates,

one hundred and fifty kinetic experiments would need to be carried out.

Unfortunately, many of the traditional methods of carrying out solvolytic studies

were not compatible with the number and frequency of experiments required for

this project to be completed within a reasonable time scale.

Classically the majority of work carried out in this field had relied uPon either

titrimetricT'70'73'24 or conductometricl'3's'6'12'14 monitoring of the solvolysis Process.

Other methods, including chromatographic and spectroscopic monitoring of the

reaction are also known, however, their use is less common.

The widely favoured titrimetric technique, observing changes in the pH of the

reaction mixture as the solvolysis reaction occurs, has been shown to be almost

universal in its application, and can be applied to most systems for which kinetic

data is required. However, the use of titration to determine rate constants for

large kinetic studies is problematic. The titrimetric process is extremely time

consuming and laborious, as at each time interval an aliquot of the reaction

mixture must be collected, quenched and stored, awaiting titrimetric analysis.

Consequently, the solvolytic reaction needs to be of a sufficiently large scale to

allow for the sequential loss of a given volume at each required data point.
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Furthermore, a high degree of care must be taken to ensure that each aliquot is

handled in the same way to ensure the results are comParable.

As the reaction conditions of the solvolytic reaction need to be maintained

throughout the kinetic experiment, it becomes difficult to analyse reactions with

short half lives, as the ability of the researcher to take sufficient data points, with

significant spacing becomes challenging. The only solution is through

temperature manipulation, which unfortunately often leads to the introductions of

error through the extrapolation of the data.

A similar method to that above employs HPLC or GC to observe changes in

substrate/product concentrations over time during the solvolytic process. In

either case analysis of the aliquots would allow the researcher to observe the

increase of the products of the solvolysis, with a proportional decrease in the

starting substrate. This again has the difficulties associated with the accumulation

of aliquots. The handling of the aliquots however, needs not to be as exacting, as

internal standards can be utilised to more accurately determine the extent of

reaction. Unfortunately, the cost associated with the set up of a chromatographic

study, as well as the necessity to prepare specific protocols for each substrate and

solvent system, make the use of these techniques unsuitable for large scale kinetic

studies. In addition, only substrates visible by UV spectroscopy would be

identifiable by these processes, reducing the number of substrate types that can be

monitored.

The use of spectroscopic methods, involving either NMR or IR observation of

kinetic experiments has been carried out with considerable success by Müller and

others.ã'26

The advantages in utilising spectroscopic techniques to follow a kinetic

experiment are through the ability to sample the reaction products as the reaction

continues without affecting the reaction conditions. However, due to the

requirement of these experiments to be carried out in the spectrometer reduces the

scope of the potential experiments. Accurate, prolonged modification of the

temperature within the spectrometer is almost impossible, reducing the number of
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reaction types that can be observed. Furthermore, the use of systems visible to the

spectrometer is necessary in order to follow the reaction. This again reduces the

range of systems that can be analysed through these techniques. The equipment

requirements for these studies further disadvantages their expanded use. As all

kinetic experiments require multiple runs to ensure accuracy, the use of

spectroscopic methods would require either multiple spectrometers, or up to triple

the time required to carry out a kinetic study.

Methods.

The method of following kinetic experiments that has shown the greatest

adaptability to changes in the reaction conditions between experiments has been

the conductometric method. The kinetics of a solvolytic reaction can be observed

through the change in the resistance of the reaction solution as the substrate

ionises.2T This change in resistance over time can be measured through taking

measurements of the resistance between electrodes in the reaction mixture and

recorded. as a continuous plot from the impedance bridge.s

This data plot can then be manipulated to give the requisite kinetic data.

Unfortunately, the process requires the manual extraction of data from the

resistance plot, which can lead to the entry of significant errors into the rate

calculations. Further, due to the cost and spatial requirements in establishing a

conductometric analysis array, the simultaneous operation of multiple kinetic

experiments is prevented, once again, increasing the time required to carry out a

solvolytic experiment through the need to triplicate the kinetic experiments.

Techniques.

From the inception of the use of conductometric analysis of kinetic experiments,

there has been an ongoing desire to improve the technique. Shiner and co-

workers significantly advanced the field of conductometric kinetics through the

progressive development of the techniques used. Murr, working in collaboration

with Shiner provided an accurate mathematical description of the changes in the

resistance of the solution as the solvolysis progressed.2s This description allowed

for the development of the first automated conductometric apparatus by the
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Shiner group. The device was named BIPCON, from its use of the bi-polar puised

technique, described by Jones and Josephs, 
2e and shown in 7970 by Johnson and

Enke to be able to be used to measure resistance.3o

The development of the BIPCON system continued through the work of the

Shiner group, culminating in the modemisation of the system by Tilley tn 7996 as

part of his Ph.D. research.2T This system, based around a current Intel based CPU

provided sufficient computing power to allow the BIPCON system to undertake

multiple simultaneous data acquisitions. Consequently, this system provided the

advantages of using conductometric analysis, while allowing multiple

simultaneous experiments, and collecting and analysing all data electronically.

The advantages provided through the use of a BIPCON system were immediately

apparent. There were however, no analogous systems in the Southern

Hemisphere. We felt that in order to achieve the aims of this particular project, the

development of a BIPCON suite was essential.

While the components required to assemble the BIPCON hardware were

available, the development of the suite was not found to be an easy task. Through

nearly 50 years of development at the University of Indiana, the Shiner group had

maintained and operated the BIPCON system following techniques developed in

house. While many of these were covered in the material available on the

BIPCON system,27 a great deal of information concerning the environmental,

spatial and electronic requirements was not covered, as in many regards was

considered common knowledge within the Shiner grouP.

A significant portion of this research project was to establish the development of a

BIPCON suite at the University of Adelaide, and is described within Chapters 2

and 3, with Chapter 3 providing what we believe to be the first comprehensive

manual for the use of the BIPCON suite.
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L.6 Anticipated Results from the Kinetic Study.

Following the synthesis, and solvolytic analysis of the substrates highlighted

previously (Figure 1,.11), the correlation between the rate of solvolysis and the oI

values will be determined. We anticipate that the results of Grob will be

replicated, again showing convergence of the appropriate Hammet plots (Figure

1.8).tu Raber-Harris plots for each substituent will then be generated, and the "m"

values determined.

It was anticipated that, in a similar fashion to the 3-substituted bicyclo[1.1.1]pentyl

bromides studied by Taylor,2z a decrease in tirre "m" values of these 3-substituted

1-adamantyl tosylates would be seen, with an increase in the electron

withdrawing nature of the substituent. If this is the case, we postulate that a

correlation between "m" andol may exist, and that this correlation manifests itself

in the ratio of the separation of the Hammet plots for significantly different

solvent systems, such as 80E and 97T.

If this is the case, then from analysis of the plots generated by Grob,16 an estimate of

the decrease in "m" vah)e could be determined. On the assumption that the

separation of the plots for the parent system 1-adamantyl tosylate (10) represents an

"m" value of unity, then extrapolation would give an approximate "m" value for the

3-cyano substituted system of 0.2.

The ramifications of an "m" value of this low a magnitude for an L-adamantyl

substrate are substantial. This extrapolated value falls well into the range

typically associated with an S"2 solvolysis, when the L-adamantyl system has been

shown and assumed to be solely SNL in character'

Regardless of the determination of mechanistic character of the solvolysis of these

substrates, a finding of a correlation between oI arrd "m" would allow the

prediction of rate data from a much smaller subset of kinetic experiments. The

potential of this work as a predictive tool will also be investigated.
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1.7 Further Investigation of Other Substrates of Interest.

Upon the determination of any correlation between oI ar.d "m" foÍ the 1-

adamantyl series, other systems of solvolytic interest will be investigated,

Significantly, the synthesis of some novel 1,3-disubstituted [1.1.1]pentanes will be

attempted, as their synthesis would provide not only systems of solvolytic

interest, but also provide valuable information concerning the mechanism via

which these systems are produced (Figure L.L3).

Figure L.1.3: 1.,3-disubstituted bicyclo[L.L.L]pentanes of interest (X and/or Y = I,

Br,Cl, Nr, OH)
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Chapter 2

Development of the BIPCON Suite at the Department of Chemistry, the

University of Adelaide.

Abstract:

Although many methods are known for the kinetic study of solvolytic reactions,

few of these methods are suitable for carrying out studies involving a large

number of solvolyses. The BIPCON system, originally developed by the Shiner

group, from the University of Indiana, USA, was designed specifically to be

utilised for such large scale kinetic studies. As this system would provide

accurate, consistent and reliable kinetic data from any solvolytic system, we felt

that the development of a BIPCON suite was imperative to the success of the

proposed kinetic study.
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2.L Development of the BIPCON Suite

The essential components required for a BIPCON suite were brought together at

the Department of Chemistry of the University of Adelaide. These components

were either specially purchased or designed and manufactured within the

Deparfment. The development of the suite constituted a considerable portion of

the research time for this project.

2.1.L The BIPCON System

The heart of the BIPCON suite is the BIPCON system itself that was purchased

from the Shiner group from the University of Indiana, Bloomington Indiana USA.

The system consists of two discrete components, a computer which houses the

circuit boards that control the measurement of the analogue resistances and an

external chassis which houses the boards that select the cell and measure

resistance values. The system is controlled by the BIPCON software written and

developed especially for these instruments.

Software
Signal

Output to
Software

Pulse
Digital Signal
Timing Signal

Figure 2.1,. Asimplified diagram of the BIPCON system showing the relationship

of the various components.

The computer responsible for running the system is a l.20MHz 486DX IBM

compatible PC with a 387 math co-Processor chip, running DOS 6.22, and a

specially customised set of BIPCON software. The circuit boards that are housed
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within the computer mini tower are the pulse generation board (PULSE), the

analogue to digital converter (AD Converter) and the 32bit real time clock (RTC),

as well as a + / - 15 volt DC /DC converter. The external chassis houses the pulse

amplification board (PULSE Amp.), the relay boards (RELAY) and the cell

amplification board (CELL A-P.).

Pulse Generator Board (PULSE)

The pulse generator board, in combination with the DC/DC converter produces

the voltage pulse used through the system in the resistance calculations. Through

synchronisation with the real time clock (RTC), the two on board digital to

analogue converters provide simultaneous positive and negative voltage pulses,

producing the bipolar pulse. As the pulse is generated a signal is sent to the

analogue to digital converter to synchronise the system to read the voltage at the

end of the pulse, and a second signal sent to the relay board specifying the channel

to be measured and the feedback resistor to be used.

Pulse Amplification Board (PULSE Amp.)

The pulse sent from the pulse generation board is passed through the pulse

amplifier which ensures that the pulse maintains its square wave shape through

the system to prevent signal loss and reduce noise.

Relay Board (RELAY)

The relay board contains the hardware for selecting the channel and feedback

resistor to be used in each measurement and ensures that the pulse is sent to the

correct channel. This selection is controlled through a signal sent from the pulse

generator board with the timing controlled through the real time clock (RTC).

Cell Amplification Board (CELL Amp.)

The cel| amplification board contains the hardware for carrying out the actual

resistance measurement from the cell through measuring the voltage across the

cell at the end of the pulse. From this voltage, (Vm), the cell resistance (Rc) can be

determined using the equation detailed below (Figure 2.2).
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Rc = Rf {Vplvm}
Rc = cell resistance Vp = generated pulse voltage

Rf = feedback resistance Vm = measured pulse voltage

Feedback

Measured
Vo

Generated
Pulse (Vp)

Celi (Rc)

Figwe 2.2: Equation detailing the measurement of a resistance point, and the

schematic diagram of this resistance measurement.

The system contains four feedback resistors, that can be used in the determination

of the cell resistance. In this way a calibration function can be employed by the

software in choosing the known best fit within a particular resistance range. This

calibration is achieved through the BIPCON software, the use of which will be

discussed in detail further in this thesis'

Analogue to Digital Converter (AD Converter)

The analogue to digital converter receives the signal from the cell amplification

board and converts it into a digital data stream that can be interpreted and used

by the computer to determine the rate constants.

Real Time Clock (RTC)

The RTC provides to the nearest one hundredth of a second synchronisation

between all of the BIPCON circuit boards and provides the timing of the system

which allows for the accurate running of the instrument.

The design and manufacture of the custom hardware contained in the BIPCON

system was carried out by the Shiner group and is discussed in greater detail in

publications by them from which this simplified description was adapted.zT
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2.1.2 BIPCON Software

All of the BIPCON measurements carried out by the hardware discussed above

are controlted by the BIPCON software, which has been constantly redeveloped

and rewritten by members of the Shiner group, most recently by Dr. Leon Tilley.

There are many programs that are used in the control of the BIPCON suite and in

his PhD thesis, Tilley provides a great deal of information concerning the

development and evolution of these programs.tt A listing of the Programs

required to control the BIPCON system is included in the following chapter which

discusses the use of a BIPCON suite.

Throughout the evolution of the BIPCON system, the programs have been

adapted to many areas of interest. White we are interested in utilising the suite for

conductometric analyses, the software can also analyse data from other kinetic

studies, such as polarmetric, UV spectroscopy or any kinetic data directly

proportional to concentration to calculate first order rate constants.

While there are many programs required for the complete control of the BIPCON

system, only three are employed manually by the user when carrying out a kinetic

study with the BIPCON system. BIPREAD provides the interface to the system for

setting up and running the experiments, TRANSHDR which adjusts the output

from the BIPREAD program to account for the calibration data and converts the

data to a form usable by KINPROG which carries out the calculations to determine

the rate constant. The following chapter of this thesis will discuss the use of these

programs to carry out conductometric analysis, however, the actual software

design and function will not be discussed in any detail, except where adaptations

to the software have been made.

2.1.3 The Conductance Cells

The conductance experiments were carried out in specially constructed glass cells

containing a pair of platinum electrodes. We employed cells obtained from a

variety of sources to optimise the functionality of the BIPCON system including

Philips PW 95 series quick-fit probes housed in L0 ml conical flasks (cell type i), a

kinetic cell constructed by the Shiner group (cell type ii) and cells designed by the

Taylor group and constructed within the Department of Chemistry (cell types iii,

iv).
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Figure 2.3: Cell types (i) The Philips PW95 series cell, (ü) cell designed and

constructed by the Shiner gtottp, The University of Indiana (iü) cell designed and

constructed by the Taylor group, The University of Adelaide, including a stirrer

bulb and (iv) simplified cell design from the Taylor group, The University of

Adelaide.

The cell design was very flexible as the prerequisites of the cell were only that it

housed two platinum electrodes and that the cell could be adequately sealed to

prevent solvent contamination and evaporation. The latter is especially important

when conductance measurements are taken at elevated temperatures. This gave

us a large amount of freedom in designing and manufacturing cells in order to

overcome any difficulties we experienced in using cells from other sources, such

as inadequate seals, inconvenient volumes and less than ideal construction

methods.

The Philips PW 95 series cells (cell type i above), were used for many of the initial

experiments in the preparation phase of the BICPON suite development and were

constructed from a Philips probe that held the electrodes in a glass support fitted

with a quick-fit joint that allowed us to complete the cell with a L0 ml quick-fit

conical flask.
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Electrode attachment

Bakerlite housing
containing glass support

for electrode wires

Glass support

QuickFit
8L9 ground glass

joint

10 ml QuickFit
Conical Flask

Glass support

Platinum electrodes
held in glass support

60 mm

25 mm

25 mm

10 mm

.+
9mm

Figure 2.4:The Philips PW 95 series cell.

This cell design was not ideal for our system, as its construction required the

probe to be removed from the cell for washing, drying and cell preparation and

we found that the glass electrode support was not designed for such constant

handling and was damaged easily. Furthermore, the cells required a Teflon sleeve

in the neck of the conical flask to ensure that a complete seal was made around the

electrode. This sleeve had to be replaced after each run to prevent cross

contamination, which was not ideal for long term studies.

We did however, continue to use the Philips cells throughout the study to some

extent as their volume, requiring only L0 ml of solvent for each run, was preferable

for the 2,2,2-trifluoroethanol (TFE) based solvent system studies, due to the cost of

purchasing TFE.

Another cell that we also utilised throughout our early investigations was
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designed and constructed by the Shiner group (cell type ii above) which was

provided to us with the BIPCON system.
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Figure 2.5: The Shiner cell.

This cell provided the inspiration for our first cell design. It incorporated the

electrodes into the cell structure itself, thus reducing the chance of damage to the

electrodes or their glass support when preparing and using the cell. The difficulty

in producing cells of this nature is in ensuring that there is an adequate seal

around the electrode wires where they protrude from the glass cell. If adequate
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seals are not made then when the cell is immersed in the oil bath, contamination of

the cell by the oil will occur. The Shiner group/ having had difficulties in

producing a direct glass to platinum seal due to the differences in the expansion

coefficients of the Pyrex glass and the platinum wires, experimented with various

sealant methods. The method that they used for their final cell construction

consisted of running the electrode wire through a threaded glass joint tap

produced to accommodate a 2 mm wire and filling the gap with silicon adhesive

sealant. Further sealing was achieved through the use of a Teflon sleeve and

ferrule around the electrode wire as it ran through a narrowed length of glass

tubing to create a seal between the platinum and the glass of the cell.

While this technique successfully sealed the cell, the procedure for manufacture of

the cells was very complicated and in the event of damage to the cell, the

disassembty of the cell for repair would be considerably difficult. It was also

important that we had multiple cells available so that we could carry out

numeïous synchronous runs, enabling us to maximise the throughput of the

BIPCON system.

Therefore our early attempts at cell construction focussed on forming seals

between the glass and platinum wires that were not as labour and time intensive

to produce. We experimented with direct glass to platinum seals that we were led

to believe would be possible using the electrodes that we had had manufactured

by Englehard - Clal of Melbourne, Australia. However, we were unable to create

adequate seals around both electrodes, while the first electrode would seal

successfully, our attempts to insert the second electrode did not yield a usable seal

while maintaining the first as the glass and platinum wire expanded at different

rates, and as they re-cooled would produce leaks around the wire. A solution to

this was to use an intermediary glass to form the seal around the platinum, which

had a closer expansion coefficient to the wire and then seal this glass bonded wire

into the Pyrex cell. Flowever, if this solution was to be employed, then there

would be great difficulty in removing the electrodes from the cell at a later time

for maintenance or repair and so we postulated another sealant method that could

be used in the cell manufacture. The solution that we decided on was to employ

telfon young taps, custom bored to accommodate the electrode wire in a similar

configuration to the original Shiner cells. We anticipated having to use a telfon

paste or similar sealant around the wire to ensure a seal, however, in a trial system

where the electrode was inserted through the young tap and the tap incorporated
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into a high vacuum manifold, there was a sufficient seal around the electrode wire

to hold a high vacuum, from which we concluded that this sealant method would

be more than adequate for use in our cells (cell types üi and iv).

Teflon core
ter jacket rotates independently to the

teflon core, allowing adjustment of the electrode
position while maintaining a seal.

Platinum disc,
L0 mm diameter

Inner Teflon
seal, supporting
the electrode

Figure 2.6: Tlne electrode housing constructed from a modified Young Tap, used

in the cells constructed at The University of Adelaide.

The use of these seals made the manufacture and maintenance of the cells

significantly easier, as the electrodes could be removed from the cell completely,

which simplified the manufacture of the cells as the complication of incorporating

soft metal components into the Pyrex was eliminated and allowed for an easier

firing process in the cell construction. In addition, it also made it easier to clean

and dry the cells between experiments, as now the electrodes could be removed

and the cell baked dry ensuring the complete removal of any solvent on the cell

walls. The current cost of a pair of platinum electrodes is AU$1,800 and is the

major contributing cost to the cell construction.

Heat Shrink covered
platinum wire
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Figure 2.7: CelI design constructed at The University of Adelaide.
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Figure 2.8: The simplified cell design, constructed at The University of Adelaide.
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The improvement in the glass to platinum seal was not the only cell development

that we undertook. The original Shiner design that we based our original cell

design on, utilised a telfon plug that sealed the neck of the cell with a pair of O-

rings, and incorporated a second chamber for stirring of the solution. We

constructed two cell types, one that incorporated this stirring chamber, and also a

simplified design using only a single chamber to reduce the solvent needed for

each run. On both cell types we made use of SPL bored caps (701-42) and flanges

(7OI-LL) to create screw top seals for the cell necks, which eliminated the need for

O-rings or Teflon sleeves which we found became contaminated with the solvent

system / solvolytic products and required frequent replacement. These SPL seals

were also able to withstand a higher vapour pressure, which would allow us to

carry out experiments at higher temperatures without the fear of solvent loss

during a solvolytic run.

25 SPL flange (701-11)

SPL bired cap (701-42)
sliding on insert

110 mm

Figure 2.9:The insert for the Adelaide cells, utilising the SPL seals.
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2.'1,.4 T emoerature Control

In order to have comparable and consistent kinetic data, accurate temperature

control and stability was essential. To provide this for the BIPCON suite we

employed the use of a ]ulabot F3¿-MD Refrigerated Circulator oil bath. This was

chosen as it could provide a wide range of temperatures at high stability and

accuracy from a single oil system (-40'C through to l-L0oC, with a setting

resolution of 0.1-oC, which was stable to +0.001oC when calibrated).

2.L.5 Other Comnonents

The other components of the BIPCON suite include the solvent systems, that were

prepared by literature methods as discussed in the preparation section further in

this chapter and in more detail in the experimental chapter, a "dial-an-ohm"

resistance box obtained from General Resistance Inc, Branford CT, USA which is

necessary for the calibration of the BIPCON hardware and software and finally the

establishment of a BIPCON Remote Access Terminal (BRAT) which could be

utilised to analyse experimental data from completed runs or large volumes of

Kinetic data without the requirement of stopping Kinetic data accumulation. The

BRAT that we initially established utilised a 120MHz 486DX IBM compatible

computer, although any PC compatible computer capable of runningDOS 6.22

could be employed with the appropriate BIPCON software installed. We found

that through use of PC emulation software (Virtual PC@) on a Power Macintosh

gave us the greatest degree of functionality, as while the software PC handled the

BIPCON functions, the functions of the more modern operating system could be

employed for tasks such as screen capture, multitasking and other calculations.

The BRAT software is a specially customised BIPCON software set, designed

especially for data analysis on a remote terminal, and significantly increases the

automation of the analysis of multiple Kinetic data sets. Through the use of an

analysis terminal, the productivity of the BIPCON suite was therefore optimised,

allowing for simultaneous data collection and analysis, which is not possible from

the use of just the BIPCON.

While many of the essential components of the BIPCON suite were purchased, the

further developments and customisations of the system which were made during
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these studies, especially in the areas of software automation, user interface, overall

BIPCON stability and cell design, result in what we believe to be one of the most

efficient, accurate and robust conductometric analysis suites in the world.

2.2 Set-uo of the BIPCON Hardware.

With the initial phase of purchase and manufacture of the essential components

for the BIPCON system complete, the next stage was to set up and prepare the

system for kinetic studies. At first, as a matter of convenience, the BIPCON

system was set up in an available instrument room on the top floor of the Badger

Laboratories close to the research laboratories.

2.2.1 Radio Freouencv Shieldine.

However, our early attempts to calibrate and run the BIPCON system (as

described in further detail later in this thesis) were haunted by large errors in the

calculated resistance values obtained through the system, resulting in our inability

to obtain any useful data. After a complete check of the BIPCON hardware for

faults and multiple unsuccessful attempts to carry out software calibrations of the

BIPCON system, we started investigating the possibility of external sources of

error. Our early investigation focussed on the arrangement of the components of

the system as it had been noted in some experiments from the Shiner group3l that

radio frequency (RF) interference between the components could cause errors in

the reading of the resistance values. We found that there was a certain level of

interference resulting.from the component configuration, however, we were

experiencing sporadic errors which occurred regardless of the system

configuration,leading us to look for external causes of RF interference.

Our investigation was frustrated by our inability to isolate any apparent cause for

the errors. As the errors would be present one day and apparently removed the

next, we were often led to believe that we had removed the source of our

problems. We considered many possible sources within the Department, such as

the NMR facilities, the use of mobile phones, and the rururing of other instruments

in the instrument room, however, the pattern of interference did not match with

the periods and frequency of use of these and many other believed sources.

Having exhausted all of the possibilities within the Department, our investigation

of RF sources focussed outside the Department. We rapidly realised that through
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the placement of the BIPCON suite on the top floor of the Badger Laboratories

caused the system to pick up the transmissions of the University Radio Station.

The observed errors, caused from these transmissions had appeared random as

the broadcast schedule altered depending on the day of the week.

In an attempt to overcome the effects of this RF radiation, we experimented with

using the BIPCON system within a Fanday cage. We found that the cage

significantly improved the stability of the BIPCON, however, operation of the

system from within the cage was highly problematic due to space limitations.

The Shiner group had made use of a copper lined room at the University of

hrdiana to prevent errors of this nature,31 however, as we did not have access to

such a facility at The University of Adelaide, we experimented with placing the

BIPCON in a laboratory in the centre of the newly renovated Johnson

Laboratories, where we had noted that because of the position of the building and

the thick stone and brick walls there was little radio reception.

We immediately noted an improvement in the BIPCON stability, however, we

now encountered errors of a different nature in the resistance readings.

Previousl!, when running a calibration on the BIPCON system, the errors were

noted through the whole spectrum of resistances measured (1000000 Hz through

to 1,Hz) however, the errors that we experienced while running the BIPCON suite

in this second location occurred more sporadically and over relatively short parts

of the resistance spectrum. We were able to determine, after several calibration

runs, that the errors were not restricted to any particular bands of resistance

readings but the areas of error were all of the same approximate width in the

resistance spectrum, indicating that there was some outside influence that was

occurring sporadically that effected the BIPCON readings significantly. Our

investigation of the laboratory conditions over several weeks yielded several

potential causes of error that were eliminated as best we could.

2.2.2 Temperature Maintenance.

The first area of error we noted resulted from fluctuations in the room

temperature. Due to the sensitivity of the BIPCON hardware to electromagnetic

interference, the second mini tower containing the majority of the BIPCON boards

was not fitted with a cooling fan. Consequently if the room temperature exceeded
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28.C the BIPCON was unable to vent the heat built up while running and would

start to experience a larger number of errors in its readings. Several solutions to

this were attempted, the most efficient being the running of a pedestal fan to

provide a flow of air over the BIPCON boxes allowing for the dissipation of the

built up heat. However, we did not believe that this was the cause of the sporadic

errors that we had initially experienced, as the errors resulting from excessive

room temperature had a broader effect over the entire resistance spectrum.

2.2.3 Electrical Isolation.

With the removal of room temperature as the source of the error, we began to

investigate other effects that could be causing the noted intermittent errors.

Although the exact means of action are unclear, we determined that the most

likely cause of these errors was through spikes in the Power supply, caused by the

power drawn by other major appliances. The original BIPCON system was

manufactured in the USA and thus was designed and built to run on 110V AC.

While it is possible to easily change the power supply to accommodate the 240V

AC used in Australia it was advised against as it was unknown if the internal

power suppty would have the stability to ensure that the custom expansion cards

used. in the BIPCON system would not be overloaded. The solution was to use a

large external, dedicated 240V to 1L0V transformer that ran the 110V BIPCON

components. Due to a restriction in the number of electrical services provided to

each 1ab, we had inadvertently connected the BIPCON system to the same Power

line as the large dryirg oven and the laboratory refrigerator. We determined that

a large proportion of the errors that we were experiencing were coinciding with

when one of these larger devices was either starting uP or shutting down, as

controlled by its thermostat. The resulting change in the electricity flow was

causing the transformer to work harder to provide a stable flow to the BIPCON

system and either provided an inconsistent flow or produced sufficient RF

radiation to effect the measurement of the resistances until the electricity flow

stabilised. We realised that the only way to avoid this problem was to have a

dedicated power line for the BIPCON system

2.2.4 Ideal Physical Location.

It was decided to attempt to find a location that would allow us to accommodate

the conditions required for the BIPCON suite with as little restructuring as
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possible. The lab space available in the ]ohnson laboratories was restricted

through the requirements of other research groups, and thus alternative locations

were scouted within the Department. The primary requirements for the BIPCON

suite were sufficient space to place the components and RF shielding from external

radiation, as the other variables, temperature and isolated power supply, could

more easily be adjusted.

It was found that the basement of the Johnson building had excellent shielding

from external RF radiation and provided a sufficiently large open area that we

could use to set up the suite for our experiments. Unexpectedly, but fortuitously

the basement was also naturally thermally stable, with several temperature studies

carried out over the summer showing that the temperature reached a maximum of

25oC on days where the outside temperature was between 35"C and 40'C. The

installation of two isolated electrical lines, allowed us to completely separate the

BIPCON system from the other electrical components of the suite and completed

the requirements for what we believed would be the ideal BIPCON environment.

We were careful in the placement of the components of the suite in this final

location, having previously seen the importance in reducing the RF radiation

picked up by the BIPCON system, and were able to minimise the effects of the

various sources of RF interference on the BIPCON system and have not noted any

significant errors in the BIPCON runs that could be attributed to RF signal

interference.
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The University of Adelaide.
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The current BIPCON suite set up at The University of Adelaide has been shown to

be extremely stable, more so in fact than expected. The anticipated stability of the

system between calibrations has previously been determined at approximately six

months27,31, however, we have noted that our system has remained stable for more

than eighteen months. Importantly, care must be taken to ensure that this stability

is maintained. The system should therefore be calibrated at least every six

months, as should the temperature stability of the bath. It is also highly

recommended that the components of the suite are not moved or jolted, if

possible, as this can affect the functioning of the suite, through not only changing

the environment that the suite is working in, but also in jarring the computer

boards in the BIPCON system, causing the system to freeze, miscalculate

resistances or damage the boards.

The preparation of the BIPCON suite involved the calibration of the various

components, preparation of the binary solvent mixtures and the preparation of the

conductometric cells for use.

2.3.1 Calibration of the BIPCON Suite ComPonents.

With the suite set up and stabilised, the components were prepared and calibrated

for use in the kinetic experiments. The BIPCON system was calibrated using the

calibration software within the BIPREAD program. The calibration involves the

sequential measurement of known resistances provided through the Dial-an-Ohm

resistance box which are then compared by the system to the measured values

stored in the APPROX.TAB file. This calibration is used in the data collection to

d.etermine which of the feed back resistors to use and then in the data analysis to

ensure that the points are within the experimental tolerances of the system. It was

found to be necessary to regenerate a new APPROX.TAB file whenever the

BIPCON suite was used in a new environment, to ensure that the resistance values

against which the calibration was carried out were still their true value. The

generation of the APPROX.TAB and the calibration files is discussed in the next

chapter.
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The ]ulabo oil bath which made use of a special oil mixture that allowed for a

temperature range of -40"C through to 100"C from a single oil was prepared for

use through heating the oil to 95oC for one hour to remove any water that may

have been absorbed. The bath was then calibrated against an accurate mercury

thermometer (error t 0.01-'C).

Initially this calibration was carried out by suspending the high accuracy mercury

thermometer into the bath while it was running. However, the results from

several kinetic experiments, (substrate studied not important), showed a lower

than expected rate for the solvolysis of the substrate. The discrepancy between the

expected value and the experimentally determined value was very consistent

which indicated the source of the error was a single factor. Through the

experiments many of the areas we suspected to be the cause of this error, such as

solvent system, substrate and impurities on the glassware had been adjusted

which allowed us to eliminate them as potential sources of error. This led us to

investigate the internal temperature of the solution, using a pseudo cell

constructed from a corked test tube containing approximately 10 ml of Milli-Q

reagent grade water. The thermometer was inserted through the cork and the

temperature measured over an hour. This showed that the internal cell

temperature was 0.15'C lower than the surrounding oil temperature, which

accounted for the reduced rate. This discrepancy was corrected for, using the

accurate temperature calibration (ATC) routine within the Julabo software. It was

also noted that in this and in several repeat experiments that the solution required

a minimum of 20 minutes to come to complete temperature equilibration, which

would be required in order to reduce error in the kinetic data.

Moreover, using a digital probe at various positions around the bath indicated, as

we suspected that there were hot and cold spots within the oil due to the

placement of the cooling coils and the heating element within the bath. We found,

however, that the effect of these zones on the cells could be minimised if the cells

were positioned towards the centre of the bath. Further temperature stability was

attained through the use of a styrofoam cover through which the cells were

suspended, preventing surface cooling of the oil which reduced the amount of

heating required to maintain the bath temperature and in turn reducing the size

and frequency of the hot and cold spots. With the temperature now corrected to

allow for the change between the interior of the cell and the oil and with improved

temperature stability, the accumulated rate data was found to fall into correlation
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with the expected data from the literature for our trial substrate pinacolyl

brosylate ir-gTl.27

2.3.2 Binary Solvent Mixtures.

These solvent mixtures were prepared via literature techniques from purified AR

grade solvents and stored under nitrogen in Schlenk flasks. The purification of

these solvents is discussed in the experimental chapter of this thesis. The 2,2,2-

trifluoroethanol (TFE) based solvent systems, 97o/o aqueous 2,2,2-trifluoroethanol

(g7T) and.70./" aqueous 2,2,2-ftifluoroethanol (70T) were prepared using weight

for weight, 97T being a ratio of dry TFE (97g) to water (39), and 70T being a ratio

of dry TFE (70g) to water (30g). The measurement of these solvents was carried

out using a Mettler BasBal balance in the laboratory with the solvents stored and

transferred under dry nitrogen. The ethanol based solvent systems, 957" aqueous

ethanol (958), 80% aqueous ethanol (80E) and,70'/' aqueous ethanol (70E) *.r"
prepared volume for volume, with the numerical value indicating the percentage

of ethanol, for example 80E is composed of a ratio of ethanol (80m1) to water

(20m1). In order to ensure the purity of the solvents and to keep them under

nitrogen, the solvent volumes were calculated from their mass at a known

temperature using the density tables from the CRC handbook of Chemistry and

Physics.32

As an example, the preparation o1708 was carried out by distilling dry ethanol

under nitrogen into a pre-tarred Schlenk flask. The ethanol was left over night to

equilibrate to room temperature (22'C) under dry nitrogen and the mass of

ethanol determined to be 579.00 gat22"C, which equates to735.74 ml. In order to

make a70E solution, g1,4.32ml of degassed Milli-Q reagent grade water was then

added via syringe under dry nitrogen, which at22oC equates to 31'4-63 g-

The nitrogen that the solvents were stored and handled under was dried through

activated silica beads and calcium chloride in a 0.5 metre drying tube.

2.3.3 Cell PreParation.

The conductometric cells used for the solvolytic experiments were prepared and

the cell constant determined using the following techniques. Initially all cells were

soaked in Milli-Q reagent grade water for several days, with the water replaced
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daily to leach out any salts that may have been present on the glass surface from

its manufacture. Before use, the cells were also washed with acetone (x3), a dilute

lutidine solution, Milli-Q water (x3) and finally rinsed with AR grade acetone (x2)

to ensure that they were completely clean and free from proton sources on the

glass, as we had noted that acid accelerates the decomposition of some of our test

substrates, thus leading to artificially high rates. The cells were dried by a variety

of methods depending on the cell construction. For the cells manufactured within

The Department of Chemistry, drying was achieved through the removal of the

platinum electrodes and baking the cell for a minimum of thirty minutes at 130oC

and then allowing the cell to cool under vacuum in a desiccator. For the Philips

cells, the conical flask was baked at 130oC and allowed to cool under vacuum, and

the quickfit electrodes were dried under a dry nitrogen stream. The cell

constructed by the Shiner group was dried over night on a dry nitrogen line, as the

construction did not allow for the cell to be baked dry. The washing technique

outlined was followed between each run with the cell to ensure that there was no

contamination from previous runs.

Once the cells were cleaned and dried their cell constant (cell k) was determined.

This constant is used by the BIPCON software to ensure that resistance

measurements between cells produce consistent results. An accurate cell constant

value is also needed for the determination of the solvent parameters or and Â,0

employing either gravimetric or kinetic methods described by Shiner.6

Determination of the cell constant (cell k) was carried out using the BIPCON suite,

through the determination the solvolytic rate of a standard compound, pinacolyl

brosylate (1) tt in 97T, f.or which its rate data was accurately known.

r Br

Figure 2.1,1: Pinacolyl ( 2,2-dimethyl-2-butyl) brosylate (L2)

Details of the synthesis of pinacolyl brosylate (L2) are covered in the experimental

section of this thesis (Chapter 7). The procedure for determining the cell constant
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(cell k) was to prepare a known concentration, of the pinacolyl substrate

(approximately L mM) in 97T which was then analysed through a BIPCON run'

k = 7.96 x10-5 secl solvent products@

r.d.s

12

Figure 2.72: Tlne solvolysis of pinacolyl brosylate'

The setup parameters of this run were provided with an initial cell constant (cell

Ç,). Generally a value of 0.5 was used if no previous data on the cell constant was

known. During the analysis of the data using the KINPROG program, the cell k

value was adjusted until the calculated infinity concentration matched the known

concentration of the solution.

Following thorough cleaning of the cell a repeat run was carried out, using the cell

k value determined from the averaged values of the initially predicted cell

constant (cetl k,") and the previously experimentally determined value' The

output from this new run was then analysed using the KINPROG program' and

the cell k value again adjusted until the correct infinite concentration was attained.

This process was repeated until the cell constant (cell k) value that correlated to

the correct infinite concentration in the KINPROG program stabilised over several

runs, Fving the expected first order rate constant'

We were also able to ensure that the oil bath temperature was correct through this

procedure , as, ifwhen a stable cell constant was determined, which provided the

correct concentration, then the rate constant determined from the analysis should

equal the known value. If the experimentally determined value was found to not

correlate well with the known value, and other sources of error had been excluded

then the temperature of the bath needed to be re-examined for potential deviation

from the calibrated value.

2.3.4 Development of the BRAT and Other Software ImProvements'

An integral part of the BIPCON suite is the software that controls the collection
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and analysis of the data. While the software that controls the system was left

essentially unchanged, the user interface was improved and some of the default

values set in the analysis software were altered to facilitate ease of use and

increase through put on the BIPCON suite by reducing the amount of the data

manipulation that was essential in the original programming in order to carry out

a complete analysis of the BIPCON output data. Through the use of DOS

menuing systems, the BIPCON interface was upgraded to provide the user with

an automated setup, customised for either data collection or data analysis, which

prepared the system and initiated the appropriate software. Furthermore, the

BIPCON analysis software was adapted for the use in a separate analysis suite,

which became known as the BIPCON Remote Analysis Terminal or BRAT. This

computer was set up with a customised set of the BIPCON software designed

specifically to allow the user to analyse data from the BIPCON saved onto a

ftoppy disk from within the BIPREAD program, and with no further file

manipulation carry out a fullanalysis of the data.

The development of the BRAT was essential to the optimal use of the BIPCON

system. In order to make best use of the system, whenever possible, as many of

the BIPCON channels should be in use simultaneously. However, because the

rates of reaction for the various substrates and solvent systems to be investigated

vary vastly, without a separate analysis terminal, channels would have to lie

dormant awaiting the completion of the slowest run before analysis of the data

could be initiated. The BRAT allows constant use of the BIPCON with

simultaneous analysis while awaiting further runs to complete.

A full explanation of the use of the BIPCON software suite follows in the next

chapter, including a description of the differences between the BIPCON and the

BRAT and how best to optimise a BIPCON analysis.
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Chapter 3

Development of a Complete BIPCON Suite Users Manual

Abstract:

The following chapter discusses the use of the BIPCON suite, developed here at

The University of Adelaide. In order to best describe the use of the instruments

that comprise the BIPCON suite, much of this chapter will be presented in the

form of a user manual. We felt that as there had not previously been a user

manual available for the BIPCON system, that it was both relevant and necessary

to spend time preparing this documentation.
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3.L Set Up of the Components of the BIPCON Suite.

As described earlier, the BIPCON suite requires careful preparation and set up to

ensure that the system will operate at its highest efficiency. Most importantly,

temperature stability, low radio frequency (RF) interference and isolation of the

BIPCON devices from other heavy electrical drawing sources should be

considered if an alternative location for the BIPCON suite is required. Once set up

in the desired location, the components of the suite should be left unmoved as

much as possible, as excessive motion has been shown to disrupt the function of

the system and can cause damage to the custom computer boards housed within

the BIPCON. Care must be taken to ensure that the layout of the components

reduces the interference between the components, as described earlier.

3.2 Turing On the BIPCON Suite.

There are multiple components of the BIPCON suite that need to be individually

activated. The two mini-towers that house the BIPCON custom computer cards

and the  SíDxcomputer that runs the system need both to be powered in order to

use the BIPCON. It is strongly recommended that the Power to both towers is

confirmed prior to attempting any data collection with the BIPCON system, as

there may be damage to the customised computer boards in the external chassis if

they receive the pulse from the controlling box and are unable to divert it as they

are unpowered. The ]ulabo@ oil bath has two separate systems that need to be

powered. The main control unit and the refrigerator/circulator. Unless both are

active and working correctly, the bath will be unable to maintain a constant

temperature, and may cause significant damage to the bath. The bath should be

allowed to come to temperature equilibrium over at least an hour, with best

results attained if allowed to stabilise for up to sii hours. It is also of note that due

to the lack of cooling fans within the external chassis of the BIPCON, an external

cooling fan must be operative whenever the BIPCON is activated to ensure that

the BIPCON readings are reliable as extreme temperatures can effect the efficiency

and accuracy of the suite.
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3.3 First Time Use.

The BIPCON system uses the MS-DOS operating system. Many of the operations

described in the following section require an understanding of the basic DOS

commands. This thesis will by no means cover all of the possible functions of the

DOS system, however, a small glossary of the commonly used commands will be

included as an appendix. For further information on other DOS commands and

functions, please consult either the on-line DOS help menu or books written on

this subject.

Whenever the BIPCON suite has been moved to a new location, or has had

significant modification to any of the components, it is advised that the next use of

the instrument is treated as the "first time use" and the following procedures

followed to ensure the ongoing stability and reliability of the suite.

The components of the BIPCON suite need to undergo software and hardware

calibration prior to use. The fulabo@ oil bath should be calibrated against a high

accuracy thermometer housed in one of the conductometric cells to ensure that the

solvolytic reactions will be carried out at the exact temperature desired. Through

use of the inbuilt Accurate Temperature Calibration (ATC) function of the baths

control unit, it is possible to adjust the bath thermostat in 0.01'C increments

ensuring accurate and stable reaction temperatures. Further details on the

procedure are outlined in the Julabo@ manual. The conductometric cells must first

be prepared for use through thorough soaking in reagent grade Milli-Qo water for

at least three days, with regular replacement of the soaking solution, and are then

calibrated, and their cell constants determined through analysis of known

solvolytic reactions once the BIPCON suite has been stabilised and calibrated.

Once the suite has been activated, the user will be presented with the BIPCON

Startup menu (Figure 3.1). The second option "Run BIPCON analysis software"

should be chosen and the system will default to the BIPCON directory on the hard

disk.
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Figure 3.L. The BIPCON Startup Menu

As this is the first use of the BIPCON instrument, it can be assumed that any

APPROX.TAB file, which stores the known true resistance values for the system,

present will not accurately indicate the current conditions. While not essential, it

is advised that the old file (if present) be deleted, or moved to a new folder prior to

the creation of a new APPROX.TAB file, to avoid any comPlications in later

calibration of the instrument.

Once this has been done, the BIPREAD program should be activated and the user

will be asked to input the date and time to caiibrate the Real Time Clock (RTC).

The system will then indicate that there is no APPROX.TAB file present, and

allows the user to continue to the main BIPREAD menu (Figure 3.2)' A full

description of the functions of the BIPREAD program is covered later in this

chapter
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Figure 3.2: The main menu of the BIPREAD Program.

It is advised that all calibrations of the system are carried out on the same channel.

In order to maintain this we used channel "1." for all calibrations of the BIPCON

suite. The first stage of the calibration is the formation of a new APPROX.TAB file

that will describe the true resistance readings for the environment of the suite.

This is achieved by the sequential reading of accurate resistances from the Dial-an-

Ohm resistance box through the calibration channel (Channel "L").

To achieve this, the user would choose to (U)pdate Run, from the main BIPREAD

menu, select the channel from the list provided and choose (C)alibration (Figure

3.3).
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Figure 3.3: The channel and acquisition mode selection menu'

Upon choosing to run a calibration, the user will be asked to input a file name for

the calibration file in the format of "CAlMondd.yy". For example, a calibration

run on October 31"' \975 would be "CALOct31.75". In most cases the default

setting should be chosen. Once a file name has been entered, the system enters the

calibration program (Figure 3.4).
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Figure 3.4: The calibration program within the BIPREAD software.

With the Dial-an-Ohm box connected to the calibration channel and grounded, the

requested resistance (initially L x 106 ohms) should be dialled in and return

pressed on the keyboard. In a normal calibration, the system would read the

resistance between the electrode of the calibration channel and comPare it to the

known resistance in the APPROX.TAB file, alerting the user with a beep if the read

resistance was different from the known value by greater than 0.02%. FIowever,

as the APPROX.TAB file is not present, the approximate calculated resistance will

be 0 ohms, causing the system to produce a warning message and beep for every

point within the calibration run. These error messages can be ignored, however,

particular care must be taken to ensure that the dialled resistances are correct, as

this run will provide the true values for inclusion in a new APPROX.TAB file. If

an error is made, it is possible to go back and repeat the collection of a data point

through entering '-'. At any time the calibration Program can be exited through
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entering '/' to exit and save a partial calibration file or '#' to exit without saving

any of the data.

At the completion of the calibration process, with the entering of the value of L

ohm, the system will return to the main BIPREAD menu (Figure 3.2).

BIPEAD should then be exited, through (Q)uit followed by confirmation with

(T)erminate and the user will be returned to the DOS prompt. To create an

APPROX.TAB file, the calibration file should be copied to the main C:\BIPCON

directory, renamed APPROX.TAB. and edited.

Eg. from the main directory C:\BIPCON directory the following would be typed

copy C: \bipcon\ calfiles \ CALMONDD.YY

rename CALMONDD.YY APPROX.TAB

edit APPROX.TAB

The file opened in the DOS editor will consist of 3 lines followed by 67 lines of

data indicating the dialled resistance values, starting under the heading of

'RKNOWN" with 1000000-700000 and ending with L0-0. The three header lines

should be deleted, as well as any raw data after the end of ttite 67\ine data set. The

APPROX.TAB file will now consist of only thie 6T lines of regression data. This file

should then be saved and the editor Program exited.

BIPREAD can now be restarted and the warning message concerning the lack of

APPROX.TAB file should no longer be presented. The calibration procedure

should now be repeated as described above, in order to ensure that no errors

where made in entering the resistance values in creating the APPROX.TAB file. At

each point in the calibration process, the system will read the resistance across the

calibration channel and compare it with the true value from the APPROX.TAB file.

If an error greater than 0.02% is detected, a warning message and beep will occur,

and the user will be able to choose to repeat the point after ensuring that the

correct resistance has been dialled, or to continue. If large discrepancies are noted,

it is possible that there were errors in the APPROX.TAB file. In this case, the new

calibration file can be used as above to make a replacement APPROX.TAB file and

the procedure repeated. While the majority of the points should fall within the
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0.02% error range, discretion should be taken when assessing the need to repeat

the point/entire run, especially at the extremes of the calibration process, and in

particular with lower values as it is possible that the noise is significantly greater.

Once calibrated the BIPCON instrument is ready for use in kinetic experiments.

We have found that once the system is calibrated it will remain very stable,

however, it is recommended to carry out a calibration at least once every six

months to ensure that environmental differences do not effect the accuracy of the

system.

3.4 Cell Calibration.

prior to the running of any kinetic experiments, the conductometric cells need to

be calibrated and their cell constants determined. This is carried out through the

running of a BIPCON run on a known standard, pinacolyl brosylate (12), for

which the rate data is well known (rate constant in97T at 25oC 7.96 x 1,0-s sec-t).27

By preparing a known concentration of the substrate in 97T, and measuring its

rate using the BIPCON, it is possible via a trail-and-error Process altering the cell

constant in the run set up parameter to gain an accurate calculation of the

concentration of the solution as discussed earlier.

The average of several runs with good data fitting was used to give the final cell

constant. This process also enables the user to confirm the temperature of the oil

bath, as, if the bath is not accurately maintaining 25"C, the calculated rate constant

will vary significantly from the true value.

3.5 Setting UP a New BIPCON Run.

The following section describes, with examples the procedures that need to be

followed in ord,er to carry out a BIPCON run on the BIPCON suite at the

University of Adelaide. The procedure is also outlined in the flowcharts found in

the appendices at the end of this thesis.

3.5.1 Preparation of the cells fof conductometfic ExPefiments.

The first stage in preparing and setting uP a new BIPCON run is in the

preparation of the cell with the desired substrate and solvent mixture. Depending

on the hatf life of the reaction, it may be advisable to pre-equilibrate the
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temperature of the solvent system prior to preparing the reaction solution, as we

have noted that a minimum of L0 minutes, with a recommendation of 20 minutes

equilibration is required to ensure that the reaction mixture is at the desired

temperature prior to beginning the kinetic experiment. For calibration PurPoses/

when using pinacolyl brosylate in 97T, the half life of the reaction was sufficient

that we were able to prepare the mixture in volumetric flasks, and transfer it to the

cell for calibration without significant progression of the solvolytic reaction (half

life of 8707 seconds, approximately equal to 2.5 hours).

Once the cell has been prepared and allowed to come to temperature equilibration

in the bath, a series of single point resistances were taken to confirm that the

solvolytic reaction was proceeding and that there were no adverse effects from

inadequate dissolution of the substrate in the solvent system. These single point

measurements can be carried out through the selection of the (U)pdate run option

from the main menu, followed by the desired channel number and then the

selection of (S)ingle Point. The system will determine a single resistance across

the electrodes of the cell and provide the results in the main BIPREAD menu

(Figures 3.2 and 3.3).

Once satisfied that the experiment was proceeding as anticipated, one final single

point measurement was taken and reordered in order to determine the trigger

resistance (dependant on concentration). The BIPCON run could then be

implemented.

3.5.2 Entering Run Data.

From the main BIPREAD menu, selection of (U)pdate run, followed by the

channel that the experiment was being carried out on would provide the

acquisition mode menu (Figure 3.3). To prepare a BIPCON run (N)ormal is

chosen an¿ a run number is requested by the system in the format [xxxx.uu]

where the "xxxx" identifies the run and "7Jt)" identifies the user, allowing for

multipte users running experiments with the same numerical coding. As an

example, as the primary usef, the first run may be given the code 0001.01,

indicating it is run 0001 for user 0l'.

Entering a new unique run number will take the user directly to the Run Set-up

Menu (Figure 3.6) with blanks in all of the run parameters. Flowever, if the run
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number provided has been used previousl/, the user will be presented with

options screen to decide how to proceed (Figure 3.5).

In this way, the data from a previous run can be used to create a template for the

new run, reducing the amount of data that needs to be entered. If this is chosen,

then a new run number is required. It is also possible to use the run, which is

similar to creating a template in that all of the run set-up data is used as before,

however, if this option is chosen, then all of the data saved from the previous run

using this run number will be lost.

Figure 3.5: Previously used run number options.

It is worth noting that if the run number chosen is already loaded into one of the

other channels, then the (U)se option is unavailable, however, it is still possible to

create a new run using the other run as a template.

When the run number has been entered, the user will be presented with the Run

Set-up Menu (Figure 3.6), through which the information required to carry out the

run by the BIPCON is entered. These variables include the following, the run

number, the operator, a space for compound information, the solvent, the celi

number, cell constant(t), the solvent system constants Lambda 0(t) and S-

alpha(t)'?7, number of points to be acquired - to a maximum of 400(*), an

approximate rate constant / lnalf life(*), number of half lives to be foilowed /
percentage of reaction completion(*), a space for comments and finally the trigger

resistance(*).

The items marked with an asterisk (*) must be entered for each run while those

marked with a dagger (t) are recommended. While the cell constant, S-alpha and

Lambda-g values can be entered in the KINPROG Program during run analysis,

fin¡r nlrlrber 1234.10 alreailg u.se¿ì.. Vou }¡aue tlre follouirrg cptio*s

(slelect ììeuJ rltt-t lr¡-tmber
(Clreate neu rtnì trttrqbe* ttsil-lg rtttr lr¡-lnb¡et 1234.3-O as template
(H )e tltnlr to .rcrXtt is it ion tt isXl ltrg

lect o¡rt.iol¡ flnom the Iist at¡oue?
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they will not be saved in the run info file. The others while not essential are

recommended as it makes using the run data as a template for a future run far

easier with all the information at hand. When entering numerical values into the

system for the cell constant, Lambda-O, S-alpha and rate constant values, it is

necessary to input the value including at least the first decimal point to ensure that

the value is correctly read by the system.

Figure 3.6: Run set-up menu.

To change or enter a value, the user would type the number associated with the

entry, and be prompted to enter the appropriate information. The half life / rate

constant entries are merely alternative methods of describing the same value, and

as such only one needs to be entered, and the system will calculate the other. The

same is true for the number of half lives / percentage reaction.

When determining the resistance trigger, the rate of change of the resistance

values from the single point calculations that were taken initially can be used to

approximate the trigger used to provide a specified start point. This is particularly

Chalu¡el i{ttrnber I Rtlti N¿tmber 123{.lt

(z) Êccept alI ualnes ffS-IS

(l-) Title: Run l{umber LZ34'Í-0
(Z ) ûperator : Ian ll i ltre
(3) Compoturd.: Fitracolgl Erosqlate

I .0mlf
Soluelrt: 9?T
Cell Nuriber: 5
CeTl Co*statrt: .34
Lar¡b¿l.aû: 3l-.?9
SÊtrpha:. tZZ
Nnnber of points to acqttire:
Hate Constant: .00ûû?96
Haif Life: 87t7.879
l1unber of Ha lf L i ues : Z

Perce¡rt Beaction: ?5
Conment:

( 13 ) Tn igEer Res ist.¿trce : lztÛÛÛ

pecifg item rlttnber to cltatrge l¡ to accept all uaiues)? z
Fercetrt Beacfio¡r = ?5
TDeI&( tr_ ) = 23.62637263596199 Press retunr to cantinue ?

Rr.rn Ftnmber lZ34 . f-Û - ìlG pre$ ioLrs data auailable

( t1)

ftz)

4ûû

(4)
{5}
(5)
(7)
(8)
(9)

(10)
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useful if a temperature equilibration period is required, and will allow more

flexibility in the run set up procedure. Alternatively for especially rapid reactions,

it is possible to start the experiment immediately through the input of the'/'
symbol as the resistance trigger. This will take the channel to an active status as

soon as the run set-up is exited and will begin taking data points.

Once all of the parameters have been entered, the run set-up can be exited through

inputting 'f ' t}:re initial time interval (TDel(1)) will be displayed. If this value is

less than the maximum sampling rate (approximately 0.42 seconds) then the set

up should be re-edited to reduce the number of data points to be collected.

3.6 The Relevance of the S-alpha and Lambda-0 Values.

The ability to measure the rate of solvolysis conductometrically has been known

for over forty years. The rate constant is determined through an understanding of

the relationship between the concentration of the ions in solution and the

measured resistance. This relationship was originally believed to be 1inear,33

however, this has since been shown not to be the case.t

In a pure water system, the error in the determined rate constant incorporated

through this miscalculation is negligible. However, in ethanol based solvent

systems, the deviation is quite pronounced.2T

The true relationship between the concentration and the resistance can be

described through an understanding of the equivalent conductivity (Â) (Equation

3.1)

L =.¿\.c

L = Specific conductivity.

r\ = Equivalent conductivity.

c = The molar concentration of the solution.

Equation 3.1: The relationship between the specific conductivity and the

concentration of the solution.
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Fuoss described Â in the Fuoss-Onsagq equation (Equation 3.z).tt'tu

À = Âo -Sg{c + E.c ln(c) + }c -F.Â,o.c

À = Equivalent conductivity of solution.

Ao = Equivalent conductivity of solution at infinite dilution.

Scr = The Onsager limiting slope.

c = The molar concentration of the electrolyte.

E is a function of Ào and the solvent properties.

] is a function of \, the solvent properties and ion size.

F is a function of the solute.

Equation 3.2: The Fuoss Onsager Equation.

It was found by Murr,28 that for first order kinetics at low concentration (<L0-3) that

a simplified version of the equation could be used to provide an adequate

description of the changes in resistance with changes in ionic concentration

(Equation 3.3).

Â. = Ào -Sa{c

Equation 3.3: A simplified version of the Fuoss Onsager Equation.

The S-alpha and Lambda-O values used in this equation are solvent system and

leaving group dependant. They can be determined either gravimetrically or

kinetically, following techniques described elsewhere.6

This relationship was used in creating the necessary code in the BIPCON system

for determining the rate constant from a given run. Consequently, the use of this

software requires the input of both the S-alpha and Lambda-0 values for the

substrate being studied. Fortunately, a large number of these constants have been

determined previously, and we made use of the values listed in the Ph.D. thesis of

Leon Tilley, where he had collated data from a several references and included

some previously unpublished work.627'3740 This data has been reproduced below

for convenience.
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Solvent CI OTs OBS OPms oPf

,\ Sc, & Sa ,\ Sc ,\ Sc¿ ,\ Sc,

1007

97t 3213 100.0 33.7 138.9 37.79 722.O 35.% 182.0 3274 102.56

941 35.6 95.0

90'l' 424 93.2 41.05 t7z5

807 647 90.2 A7 110.83

707 79.æ E9.0 78.3 75.53 78.77 71..59

607 106.8 84.0 10ó.803 8.146

507 745.026 33.4

407 ?J).O 55.0

1008

9sE 48.62 113.0 45.0
.145.0

37.45 102.62 42.5 1.43.4 46.E 129.0

90t; 47.t9 114.7 50.24 123.4 427 1U7.5 46.0 1.20.0 53.5 126.0

E5E 55.0 113.0 55.62 179.6

808 71.& 1.12.0 62.7 98.6 s5.2 90.0 629 709.6 69.6 105.8

70E 91.00 99.O 81..47 88.04 75.O 77.O 80.3 ó8.3

6UE 773.57 87.0 702.3 70.43 w0 65.0 93.ó8 51.83

508 lrto.18 85.8 132.0 65.3 7?5.0 60.0 105.6

408 7ffi.2 40.u7

Solvent ONs OMs oTf OTr oHtb

,\ Scr ,\ Scr ,\ Scr ,\ Sc ,\ Sc

1UU'I

977 36.2 7U7.3 28.5 r79.3 60.0 220.0 55.0 2n.o 25 418

947

9Ul

E0'l'

707 72.7 113.5 106.0 172.0 105.0 118.0

607

50'I' t7s.o 80.0

407 25(1.0 90.0

100E

958 55.0 2n.o 60 768

908 58.9 277.3 65.0 170.0 53.08 398.0

8sE

ELìE 66.7 2r2.O 83.0 190.0 70.5 113.6 67.0 260

708 99.79 86.16

60E 125.3 109.0 153.0 160.0 150.0 105.0

5UE 190.0 162.0

Table 3.1: Conductance parameters (S-alpha and Lambda-O) for kinetic rate

constant measurements. The values shown are appropriate for experiments

carried out at 25C..
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The abbreviations used in Table 3.L are:

OTs = tosyl - p-toluenesulfonate,

OBs = brosyl = p-bromobenzenesulfonate,

OPms = pemsylate - pentamethylbenzenesulfonate,

OPf = perflate - pentafluorobenzenesulfonate,

ONs = p-nitrobenzenesulfonate,

OMs = mesylate = methanesulfonate,

OTf = triflate = trifluoroethanesulfonate,

OTr = tresylate = trifluoroethanesulfonate,

OHfb = heptafluorobutyrate.

This data has been reproduced from the Ph.D. Thesis of Dr. Leon Tilley'27

3.7 Completion of the Run SetuP.

All of the data from the run set up will be saved in a file in the c:\bipcon\runfiles

directory named Rxxxx-uu.inf (eg., for run number 1234.01' the information file

would be R1234-01.in0.

The system will then return to the BIPREAD main menu, and the channel will

show the current run data (Figure 3.7). The status of the channel is also indicated

with a numerical code (Table 3.2).

Table 3.2: Channel status Numbers

-4 = Paused

-3 y to start parameters awal user activation

-2 awal user input to Pom

-1

0 asslve

1

2 to start run

3 ra acquisition acquue 1

4 acoulre
I P
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(U)pdate Futr, (F)estart,zSt.art Rt¡.ti, (S)aue Data, (C)opg To Floppg
{Ð)os Cra¿ì, (Q)uit

0
1
Z
2J

û
a

-J
0
0

tz34.1t

RTCTime: 4294963455
Status Def ined Besistalrce

Delag

i.4:40:52
L if et irne

0.ûû
1?415.99

0.00
0.00

S*ugz = 0
Sftugz = û
Sñug;r = û
S*ugz = û

0.tt
23.63
0.rû
t.ûû

û.0û
23.63
0.ûû
0.ûû

rlnte: 11-30-20ûÛ and time
Chan¡re I F¡-nr

Nunber l{ttmber
De iag
T ime

Figure 3.7: Channel L is loaded with the run data for run number 1234.01

3.8 Initiating the BIPCON Run.

Unless an immediate start was selected for the resistance trigger, the channel will

show an activity status 01"-3" which indicates that the channel is awaiting the

start signal from the user (Table 3.2). If multiple simultaneous runs are being

prepared, the run data entry can be repeated for each channel, and when ready,

the runs can be initiated through entering the (R)un start command. The channel

will change to a status of "2", which indicates that it is awaiting the trigger

resistance to start collecting data and the systems counts down a defined delay of

three seconds or the first time interval, whichever is longer, before taking the first

resistance measurement. When the trigger resistance is reached, the status is

changed to "!" and the lifetime defined in the run set-up will start counting down

and data points collected. If in the run set-up an immediate start was selected,

then as soon as the user exits the run set-up menu, the channel will begin taking

points.
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3.9 Modifuins a Run.

It is possible to modify a run that is in progress at any time. If the (U)pdate

channel command is chosen the desires channel can be modified. If (C)alibration,

(S)ingle point or (Z)erc channel are chosen the run will be terminated. However,

if (N)ormal run is selected the user will be presented with a series of options

(Figure 3.8).

Figure 3.8: Run modification options

The (K)i11 the run option will terminate the current run. Choosing (R)eplace the

run wíll also terminate the current run, and will ask the user for a new run

number, allowing another run to be set-up for the channel. (C)ontinue the run

unchanged will take the system back to the main BIPREAD menu and the run will

be unaffected. The (M)odify the run option, however, will temporarily pause the

acquisition of the run and allow the user to input modified data into the run set-

up for that run and then immediately resume the run. This may be advantageous

when studying compounds for which there is no known rate data as it allows for

the user to use a subset of the data to determine a closer approximate value of the

rate constant which can then be re-entered into the run set up while the run is

proceeding.

3.10 Run Completion and Data Saving.

When the lifetime of the experiment has completed, the channel will transfer to a

stafus o1-1,, indicating the termination of the run. The data will automatically be

saved onto the hard disk into the file Rxxxx-uu.dat in the c:\bipcon\runfiles

directory (eg. for run number 1234.0'J. the data will be saved as R1234-01.dat).

Cirarr¡rel l- is currelrtlg actiue (Stat.tts = Z ). Do goLt u¡at¡t to

{K}i1l the r¡-t¡r
[B)eplace the r¡-tt"¡
(È1)odifq ttrte rlt¡r
(t)o¡lt.in¡-te tlre rrtt'l tttrchatlged

iect cptiort H, E, l"l, cr C ?
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While the run is proceeding the data will automatically be saved every ten

minutes to minimise losses due to power failure or in the event of a crash of the

computer. It is also possible to manually save the data at anytime, either onto the

hard disk using the (S)ave Data option from the BIPREAD main menu, or onto a

floppy disk for analysis using the BRAT by selecting (C)opy to Floppy.

3.1L Other Commands For Channel and Data ManiPulation.

If the data in a channel needs to be cleared, either to allow the reassignment of the

run number to another channel, or simply to clean-up the display, this can be

achieved through the selection of (U)pdate run, followed by selection of (Z)ero

channel for the desired channel number. This will remove all of the run status

information, as well as any run data stored in memory for that channel and reset

the channel to the default settings.

If at any time the DOS prompt needs to be reached while a run is proceeding, the

user c¿ìn enter (D)OS CMD from the main menu, and will be prompted to enter a

single DOS command. At the completion of this command, the computer will

return to the main menu and the acquisition will continue. If at the prompt the

user hits return without entering a command, the DOS prompt will be displayed,

and in order to return to BIPREAD,'exit' must by typed into the DOS prompt' It

is important to note that if this command is used, all runs in the BIPREAD

program will be paused and data points will not be collected while the DOS

command is active.

The final option available in the BIPREAD program is to (Q)uit the program and

return to the DOS prompt. If the user enters the (Q)uit command, they will be

asked to confirm that, as all run data saved in the channel memories will be lost

and any active runs terminated. If the user wishes to continue out of the Program

(T)erminate should be entered. Any other key will retum the system to the main

menu.
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3.1-2 Data Analysis.

The analysis of the run output data from the BIPREAD program is handled

through two programs, TRANSHDR and KINPROG. TRANSHDR translates the

raw output data [Rxxxx_uu.DAT] and adjusts it for the information provided in

the run info fite [Rxxxx-uu.INF] and against the calibration file lCAlmondd.yr] to

give resistance/time data for regression. KINPROG then takes this ouþut data

[Rxxxx_uu.Al.I.] and carries out an analysis of the data from which the rate

constant, half life, number of half lives followed and concentration are given. The

KINPROG program is able to analyse any time based system, and can be

employed for kinetic analysis of output from UV/Vis, titrametric, HPLC or NMR

studies as well as BIPCON runs. Details for translating the data from such

experiments into a format compatible with the KINPROG program are available in

a number of publications on the topic.27*dteferencescited 
therein

Prior to using the analysis suite, it is recommended that the default settings of

TRANSHDR are adjusted to look for the most recent calibration file. To do this

the DEFAULTS.TRN file in the c:\bipcon directory should be opened with the

DOS editor (Figure 3.9).

c:\bipcon
c : \b i¡rcon\ca lf i les
calnar3û.ût

a

Figure 3.9: The defaults.trn settings as shown in the DOS editor.
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Within this file are all of the default settings the TRANSHDR uses to find the files

associated. with a BIPCON run, and the location of the modified output file. While

atl of these settings may be changed, their current values indicate the optimal

settings for ease of use of the BIPCON suite at The University of Adelaide. In

order to update the calibration file data, the line containing the calibration file

name should be updated to the most recent calibration file. It is important that if

both the BIPCON and the BRAT are being used to analyse run data then both

defaults files should be updated and a copy of the calibration file copied to the

BRAT hard disk.

The analysis of the run data is identical to the user on both the BRAT and the

BIPCON, however, there are slight differences in the file management between the

systems. As these do not affect the actions of the user, they will not be detailed,

but will be noted in the BIPCON/BRAT analysis flowchart (in the appendices at

the end of this thesis), in order that the necessary adjustments can be made, should

the software need to be re-installed onto either system in the future.

3.L2.1 Data Translation.

To carry out an analysis of BIPCON run data, the user should enter the

TRANSHDR program from the c:\bipcon directory. They will be prompted to

enter the run number that they wish to analyse [xxxx.uu]. TRANSHDR will then

prompt the user for the locations of the run data and run info files, as well as the

calibration file and the location to which the translated output file should be

saved. The default settings should be used. The data will then be translated and

saved into the c:\bipcon directory awaiting analysis with the KINPROG Program.

The user will then be asked if they wish to translate another run number. When

all the runs that the user wishes to translate have been completed, the system

returns to the DOS PromPt.
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Figure 3.10: The TRANSHDR program.

3.12.2 Kinetic Data Calculation.

The KINPROG program can then be used to analyse the translated output data

and determine the rate constant. Upon initiation, KINPROG will ask if the user

wants a long or short copy of the output. The short copy is usually sufficient, as

the extra information provided by the long ouþut is of more use in resistance

maintenance studies. The user will then be prompted to enter the name of the

input file, which is the file that was created by TRANSHDR [Rxxxx-uu.Al-I-] and

the option to create an output file is given.

It is often useful, especially when carrying out cell calibrations runs to create an

output file. It is recommended that the following format is adopted in naming

output files in order to simplify future reference to the files. As it is conceivable

that through adjustments to the run constants within the KINPROG Program/

there will be a series of output files created for any given run. Thus, as KINPROG

is unable to carry out a file re-write (should a previously used file name be given,

the software will show an error to the user, and return to the DOS prompt), it is

advised that the output files be saved in the format Rxxxx-uu.OUi (eg, for run

number 7234.0'J., the first ouþut file created would be R1.234-0L.OUL, the next

R1234_01 .OUz etc.). This will allow easy identification of the files for future

reference, and provide a means of efficient file management should the data need

to be shared with third parties.
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Figure 3.11: The opening information required by the KINPROG Program.

KINpROG will then prompt the user for which details of the analysis they wish to

have plotted in the ou{>ut, either a plot of the percentage errors in the residuals

versus point numbers, versus percentage reaction, both or none. As it was

considered unnecessary, the BIPCON suite at The University of Adelaide is not

equipped with printing capabilities. As such, it has not been desirable to choose to

view either ptot in the output in most cases. Information regarding the error in

the final calculation is given with the final results, and this has been sufficient in

all cases thus far.

KINpROG will then upload the input file information, and display an menu of the

conductance parameters that will be used to determine the rate constant value

(Figure 3.12).
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Figure 3.12: External variables can be modified from within the KINPROG

Program.

The values displayed indicate the original parameters that were part of the

BIPCON run set-up, as well as other parameters that are set within the KINPROG

software. Modification of the values can be achieved by inputting the letter

corresponding to the value that the user wishes to change. The S ALPHA and

LAMBDA 0 values should be confirmed to be correct for the solvent system being

used, as should the CELL K (cell constant) value if known. N (the number of data

points) should not be altered however, if the value for N is significantly lower

than the value specified in the run set-up, then caution should be taken when

considering this run for analysis as it indicates that there has been an error in the

reading of data point values during the run.

The values for NOPASS (number of regression passes), NPARAM (process

parameter function to determine ouþut format), NOCAT (number of calculations

to be done in the rate calculation subroutine), INFOBS (infinity resistance value

guessed or observed), ISEQ (data sequencing information), and IDSCD (data

examination control) should not be altered.
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FIowever, the RINF (estimated infinity resistance), REILIM (point rejection limit),

RATE (the estimated rate constant) and K-SOLVENT (solvent dissociation

constant) can be adjusted to get a truer analysis of the data.

Modification of the RINF value can be useful when analysing data from runs in

which only a short percentage of the reaction has been monitored, or for reactions

for which the rate-constant is not known. Adjustment of the RINF value should

be attempted if a math errot occurs while the KINPROG software is attempting to

perform the non-linear least-squares fit. A trial and eÍror approach can be used to

adjust the RINF value (usually to a lower value) until a complete analysis can be

carried out. An alternate approach is to enter a value o1 '0' for the approximate

rate constant. The system will then generate an aPProximate rate constant value

prior to attempting analysis of the data. It is also possible at this point to enter a

true value for the infinity resistance, if known. This value can be determined

through taking a single point reading after a minimum of L0 half lives (99.902%

completion).

Similarly, entering a known RATE value, may enable the system to more

accurately determine values for the concentration of the sample. This can be

important when determining cell constants and S-alpha and Lambda-0 values for

new solvent systems.

The REJLIM value is used by the system to determine which points are to be

discarded in the analysis. Any points whose calculated error is greater than an

order of magnitude higher than the REILIM value will be removed from the

calculation, and not displayed in the plots of the residuals (if chosen). By default,

the REILIM value is defined as 0.L, however, this value can be adjusted if the

number of points rejected by the system is unsatisfactory.

If the solvent system has a large dissociation constant, this may effect the results of

the kinetic experiment. If the value of the solvent dissociation constant is known

with a reasonably high degree of accurac/, then it can should be entered into the

K-SOLVENT parameter, as this may result in a better fit of the data. Flowever,

this has not been necessary in any of the experiments carried out thus far on the

BIPCON suite at The University of Adelaide.
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Once the parameters have been entered and/ or modified to the specifications of

the user, the user will be asked to enter 'Ctrl-P' to start printing. As mentioned

above, the suite developed at The University of Adelaide does not have on-line

printing capabilities, and so 'Enter' should be pressed and the output will scroll

up the screen rapidly. If at any time the user wishes to pause the ouþut scroll

'Ctrl-S' can be entered and then re-entered to restart the scroll. As this is difficult

to control, it is advised that the output be saved to a file and viewed in the DOS

editor, as this gives better control over the scrolling.

The final values for the calculated zeÍo, and infinity concentrations, half life,

number of half lives followed and the rate constant will be displayed on the screen

at the end of the calculations and will not scroll off.

Figure 3.13: The data shown at the completion of a KINPROG analysis.

It is possible to review the data from the calculations, if an ouþut file was created,

through using the DOS editor on that file. We have found this advantageous as in

cases where the rate constant or cell constant is not known prior to starting the

run, it is possible that a considerable number of points will be excluded through

having too low a REJLIM value, which results in a falsely determined rate

constant. If this is noted, KINPROG can be re-used with the same TRANSHDR
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output file to recalculate the rate constant with modification to the parameters in

the KINPROG set-uP menu.

3.13 Preparation of the BIPCON Suite for a New Run'

prior to starting another experiment on the BIPCON, the cells need to be

thoroughly cleaned and completely dried so as not to contaminate the proceeding

runs. If the BIPREAD program has been running for a long period of time, it is

advisable to re-start the program to ensure that the RTC has not lost its calibration.

On a regular basis, at least once a month, the suite should be shut down and

rebooted. This allows the system to resynchronise the computer boards within the

pC tower and external chassis, which will ensure that the system is not effected by

synchronisation errors when analysing the data'

In addition to this, regular maintenance of the oil bath, and ensuring that the

calibration of both the BIPCON system and the Julabo@oil bath are regularly

updated are necessary in preserving the accuracy and efficiency of the BIPCON

suite.
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Chøpter 4

Synthetic Approaches to Preculsors of Kinetic Interest.

Abstract:

The synthesis of the substrates required for the proposed kinetic study is

d.iscussed, with reference to the methods chosen, and any subsequent synthetic

modifications to improve either yield or more importantly purity of the desired

tosylates.
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4.1 The Preparation of the Substrates Used for Calibration.

During the preparation of the BIPCON suite for kinetic studies, the cells needed to

be calibrated (Chapter 3), which was carried out utilising the traditional standard,

pinacolyl brosylate (3,3-dimethyl-2-butyl brosylate) (12).2? The requisit brosylate

was prepared through the reaction of pinacolyl alcohol (13) (3,3-dimethyl-2-

butanol) and brosyl chloride $Ð Ø-bromobenzenesulfonyl chloride) at room

temperature for six days (Figure 4.1)'

1r
O= Br

pyridine

r
H

+

13 12
14

Br

Figure 4.1: The synthesis of pinacolyl brosylate (12).

The isolated yield was consistantly high (30-90%), however, it was found that the

brosylate (L2) would decompose rapidly, catalysed by the Presence of acid. It was

further found that the effects of this decomposition could be reduced if the

product, after purification was taken up in pentane, and allowed to crystalise out

at - 4"C, and kept in the mother liquor at this temperature until required.

As described in the opening chapter, we wish to investigate the effect of changes

in the electron withdrawing strength of remote substituents on the adamantyl

substrate, specifically on the response of the substrate to solvent ionising Power

("m").

In order to observe this effect, a kinetic study of the solvolysis of a series of 3-

substituted L-adamantyl tosylates with a wide range of oI values was envisioned.

As shown below (Figure 4.2) tlne preparation of a series of ten substrates was
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initiatly proposed to provide significant scope over the range of synthetically

available oI values.

R oI

H 0.00

cFI3 -0.01

Ph 0.72

CHTOAc 0.15

CHTOTs 0.23

COzMe 0.32

OAc 0.38

B¡ 0.47

CN 0.57

OTs 0.58

Figure 4.2: Proposed 3-R-substituted adamant-L-yl tosylates for the envisioned

kinetic study.

It was envisioned that all the requisite substrates could be readily prepared from

either commercially available adamantane or adamantane-l--carboxylic acid. The

reactions are described in detail in the forthcoming section, but each approach

would utilise the interconversion of an adamantyl alcohol or bromide to the

relevant tosylate (Figure 4.3).

R.OH € R-OTs

R Br 

-R-OTsFigure 4.3: The main interconversions utilised in the formation of the requisite

tosylates.

The synthesis of the 1-adamantyl (10), 3-phenyl L-adamantyl (51), 3-bromo L-

adamantyl (L6),3-acetyl L-adamantyl (17) tosylates as well as the adamantane 1,3-

ditosylate (L8) coutd be anticipated to proceed from adamantane (L9) via a series

of syntheses as outlined in Scheme 4-l-.

s
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S

19

OTs

25 X=OH
4 X=Br

+

10

h

--+
X

15

17

OTs

OAc

Br
26

OH

28 X=OH
29 X=Br

S

OTs

30
S

Ac

16

18

Scheme 4.L: Simplified scheme of the proposed slmthesis of the tosylates 70,1.5,'J.6,

L7 and L8 from adamantane (19).

The remaining proposed substrates, namely 3-cyano l-adamantyl tosylate (11), 3-

metþl 1-adamantyl tosylate (20), (3-[(tosyl)oxy]-1-adamantyl)methyl tosylate (21),

(3-[(tosyl)oxy]-L-adamanty)methyl acetate (22) and methyl 3-[(tosyl)oxy]-f-

adamantanecarboxylate (23) were to be slmthesised from the adamantyl carboxylic

acid (24), as indicated in Scheme 4.2.
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11

Br

H2OTs

OTs

+

Br

OTs

33 X=OH
31 X=Br

H

Ts

35 X=OH
34 X=Br

39

OTs

H2OAcAce

Br

Br

Br

OTs
38 2232

O2Me

S

40

H3

21
23

20

Scheme 4.2: Simplified scheme of the proposed slmthesis of the tosylates 77,20,2'L,

22 and 23 from adamantane carboxylic acid (24).

With the exception of the metþl substrate (20), the synthesis of all of the proposed

substrates was attempted, with the majorify being attainable providing the right

approaches were utilised. The final approaches used were those for which the

desired synthesis was able to be carried out in fair to high yield and most

importantly, of high purity. Although we did not carry out kinetic experiments on

all of the ten initially proposed substrates, those that were prepared and utilised

provided a broad range of oI values, which was required for our results to have

significant meaning, as outlined in the opening chapter.
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Chloride.

The leaving group (tosyl) chosen for the kinetic experiments was able to be

introduced through several different approaches. Traditionally, the use of tosyl

chloride (p-toluene sulfonyl chloride) in pyridine has been highly successful for

the conversion of an alcohol to the tosylate.al The rate, and success, of this

conversion of an alcohol to the tosylate product has been shown to decrease from

primary, secondary to tertiary alcohols respectively.al

We were fortunate to have a supply of adamantan-1-ol (25) available, and thus

attempted the tosylation. However, despite multiple attempts, and varying the

reaction conditions in regards to the base used to deprotonate the alcohol, the

solvent system, the reaction time and temperature and the use of catalysts, in

particular DMAP (di-metþlaminopyridine) as outlined in Table 4.1., we were

unable to isolate the desired l,-adamantyl tosylate (10).

Table 4.1.: Reaction conditions and yields for the interconversion of adamantan-1-

ol (25) to the parent tosylate (10).

byTLC.
iiProduct unable to be isolated from complex reaction mixture.

iüNo product isolated following work up'

Through monitoring the reactions by TLC we were able to observe the formation

of the tosylated product, which was confirmed by tH NMR on the crude mixture.

However, through attempting to push the reaction to completion it was noted that

the tosyl product was further converted under the reaction conditions, to the

respective chloride (6) (Figure 4.a).

Catalyst YieldSolvent Time/TemperatureBase

0o/o'Reflux / 16 hours'PyridinePyridine

DMAP -Lso/""Reflux / 5 hours'PyridinePyridine
0o/o "'Room Temp / 24hoursDMFSodium Hydride

DMAP 0"/o ^DMF Room Temp / 24hours'Sodium Hydride
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CPTsCl

-

OTs

25 610

Figure 4.4: Attempted conversion of the alcohol25 to the tosylate L0 utilising tosyl

chloride, yielding the chloride (6).

Through careful monitoring of the reaction, we were able to quench the reaction at

the point which we felt would yield the highest quantity of the desired product.

We intended to then isolate the tosyl product through careful chromatography.

Unfortunately, we found that the tosyl system was too sensitive for

chromatographic separation to be performed and thus we were unable to isolate

the desired material. Such sensitivity of the parent tosylate was also noted by

Grob once the product (L0) had been isolated.e

The difficutty in synthesis and purification of the parent tosylate and anticipating

that this approach may be inappropriate for the remaining requisite tosylates,

especially those with low oI values, which are more reactive, prompted us to

explore altemative methods of preparation. An alternative method of tosylation is

known in the literature and hinges on a halide to tosyl exchange, utilising silver

tosylate (silver p-toluene solfonate) (Figure 4.5).n'

This tosylation technique had been shown by Grob and co-workers,a2 to be highly

adaptable to many tertiary adamantane systems, providing many tosylates in

good yietds and excellent purity. The chief advantage of this approach, was the

removal of the halide ion as it precipitates out of solution as the silver halide. The

examples known in the literature proceeded with the greatest success when the

adamantyl bromide was employed for the exchange. Although there were some

examples of the tosylates we required for this project, the scoPe of the prior work

gave us sufficient confidence that this technique could be adapted to all of the

substrates that we were interested in. Consequently, the bridgehead bromides

were required.
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Figure 4.5: The conversion of adamantly bromide 4 to the tosylate product 10

utilising silver tosylate.

Synthesis of L-bromo adamantane (4) was achieved through the reaction of

adamantane (19) with excess bromine under reflux for six hours, as previously

reported.a3 Sublimation was utilised to purify the product, yielding the desired

bromide (a) in excellent yietd (S5%). As we intended to use this l--bromo

adamantane in the synthesis of the L- phenyl adamantane (26), the bromination

reaction was attempted on a synthetically large scale, and found to be easily

scalable up to 20 grams.

With the parent bromide in hand, we next trialed the halide tosyl exchange

reaction (Figure 4.5). Thus, to the bromide (4) was added a slight excess of silver

tosylate in acetonitrile at ambient temperature and the mixture allowed to stir for

one hour. As the tosylation reagent was highly light sensitive, adequate

precautions had to be taken to ensure that the reaction would go to completion by

shielding the reaction vessel from light. In addition, the desiccation of the silver

tosylate prior to reaction reduced the possibility of hydrolysis.

At the completion of the reaction, the silver salts were removed by filtration, and

the solvent removed to yield the desired L-adamantyl tosylate (1-0) in excellent

yield (93%) and was found to be essentially pure (>95%) by 'H NMR. This

product was further purified by rapid sublimation to ensure 100% purity and then

immediately used for the kinetic experiments, as it was found to be extremely

sensitive to moisture upon prolonged storage.
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Substituent.

With the parent tosylate (10) successfully synthesised and knowing that this

would be the most sensitive substrate in terms of decomposition due to

hydrolysis, it was felt that this approach to the required tosylates would be the

most appropriate to Pursuit.

The L-bromo adamantane (4) could be further interconverted to the L-phenyl

adamantane (26) through a Friedel Crafts arylation addition of benzene in the

presence of ferric chloride. This reaction proceeded in good yield (75%) and the

final adduct (26) was purified by rapid sublimation. This product (26) was found

to be highly volatile, and thus to reduce losses through evaporation was stored at

- 4"C until needed.

Oxidation of L-phenyl adamantane (26) with chromium trioxide in a mixture of

acetic acid, / acetic anhydride introduced an acetate moiety into the 3-position of

the ad.amantane, yietding (27),nn which could then be hydrolysed with sodium

hydroxide in methanol, producing 3-phenyl adamantan-L-ol (28),M in moderate

yield after purification by sublimation (59%) (Figure 4.6).
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HBr.Acetic Acid
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Ph

15

I
AgOTs

Ph

Figure 4.5: Interconversion of the bromide (a) to L-phenyl adamantane (26), and

sub sequential transformation to 3-phenyl, L-adamantyl tosylate (L5).

4.5.1 Preparation of the Desired Tosylate (15).

As the alcohol (28) was readily produced, we attempted the tosylation directly .

Tosylation with tosyl chloride was again unsuccessful, providing a low yield of

the desired 3-phenyl L-adamantyl tosytate (15) as evidenced by lH NMR, which

could not be isolated from the reaction mixture. We attempted the tosylation

using tosyl anhydride (p-toluene sulfonyl anhydride) as the nucleophilic

tosylating agent,al which resulted in a slightly better crude yield of the desired

tosylate, however, once again isolation and purification on silica from the reaction

mixture proved difficult. These complications and the inability to ensure absolute

purity of the required tosylate prevented us from utilising this approach to the

tosyl substrate (15).

29
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As the tosyl halide exchange had been shown to be successful with the parent

system (L0), we felt that use of this method may be the most appropriate for all

further tosylations. However, in order to utilise this reaction, the 1-phenyl

adamantan-3-ol (28) was required to be converted to the corresponding bromide

(2e).

This could be achieved through the reaction with excess hydrobromic acid in

acetic acid according to a literature procedure.* This transformation proceeded in

good yield (75%) following purification by Flash column chromatography in

hexane (R/ = 0.3) and the resulting 3-phenyl, 1-adamtyl bromide (29), was

tosylated using silver tosylate in acetonitrile to afford the desired 3-phenyl, 1-

adamantyl tosylate (15) in good yield (71%) (Figure 4'6).

4.6 Synthetic ApProach to Other Required Substrates.

The remaining substrates of interest were conceived to be synthesised from either

1,3-dibromo adamantane (30), or from further functionalisation of the

commercially available adamantane-1-carboxylic acid (2a).

The synthesis of the 3-bromo, l--adamantyl (L6), 3-acetyl, L-adamantyl (17)

tosylates and the L,3-ditosyl, adamantane (18) were perceived possible through the

transformation of 1,3-dibromo-adamantane (30) (Figur e 4.7).
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Figure 4.6: The synthetic approach to the synthesis of the tosylates 16,17 and 18.

The attempted synthesis of 1.,3-dibromo-adamantane (30) was carried out through

the reaction of excess bromine with adamantane (19) in the presence of aluminium

bromide under reflux for six hours, according to a literature procedure.as

Although several replications of the reaction were carried out, and the reaction

conditions modified to reduce the excess of bromine present, successful isolation

of the desired dibrominated compound (30) was not achieved. The reaction

inevitably yielded a complex mixture of polybrominated adamantanes, whose

exact chemical composition was left undetermined.

4.7 Synthetic Approaches from Adamantane-1-carbox,vlic Acid.

Due to the difficulty in slmthesising the starting precursor for the tosylates 16,17

and 18, it was decided to instead focus on the synthesis of the remaining

substrates of interest (11,20,2!,22 and 23). The oI values of these substrates

would still provide significant scope for the proposed kinetic study. The synthesis

of the remaining required tosylates was envisioned to be possible through the

conversion of adamantane-1-carboxylic acid (2a) (Figure 4.7).
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Figure 4.7: Synthetic approach to the required tosylates 1L and 23.

From the literature, bromination of the 3-position of adamantane carboxylic acid

(24) would provide us with significant synthetic scope.n6 It has previously been

shown in the literature that direct bromination could be achieved through its

reaction with bromine in the presence of aluminium bromide, if the reaction

conditions were stringently controlled.aó

In order to reduce the synthesis of poly-brominated species, adamantane-l--

carboxylic acid (24) was introduced to a stirring mixture of aluminium bromide in

bromine, at a reduced temperature. The reaction was followed by TLC and crude

Tf NUn analysis of micro-work up adducts. We were able to observe the

formation of the desired brominated product (3L), and when the reaction had

reached greater than 95% completion, it was quenched with sodium metabisulfite.

Isolation and partial purification from the reaction mixture was achieved through

sublimation (120"C @5 mmHg), giving the 1-bromo adamantyl-3-carboxylic acid

(31).

4.S lntroduction of a Methyl Ester Moity.

The L-bromo adamantyl-L-carboxylic acid (3L) was transformed into the respective

methyl ester (32). For this reaction, the use of diazomethane as the methylating

agent was found to be highly successful (Figure 4.7).

N

Br OTs

24

S
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The safe use of diazomethane, when prepared in situ, and used immediately,

could be carried out at up to a several gram scale. This methylating agent was

found to be highly advantageous as, due to the reactivity of the diazomethane the

reaction was seen to go to completion. In addition, the high volatility of this

methylating agent resulted in easy isolation of the product (32) from the reactants,

as any excess diazomethane would evaporate out of the reaction vessel if allowed

to stand over night.

The desired product, methyl3-bromo-L-adamantane carboxylate (32), was isolated

as a white crystalline low melting point solid (34"C) and judged to be >95% pure

by tH NMR. However, a small amount of methyl 3-hydroxy-L-adamantane

carboxylate (33) could not be readily removed by sublimation due to the low

melting point, or by chromatography as the ester was somewhat sensitive to silica.

4.9 Alternate ApProach to the Desired Ester (321.

While the previous synthesis yielded the desired product, it was essential to

ensure the absolute purity of the final substrates prior to carrying out the kinetic

studies. As the purification of the ester (32) was problematic from the previous

approach, it was decided to attempt the synthesis through an altemate approach.

From the success of the use of hydrogen bromide in acetic acid as a brominating

agent on 3-phenyl-L-adamantanol (28), led us to speculate that a similar approach

may be possible for the synthesis of the desired 3-bromo-1,-adamantane carboxylic

acid (32) (Figure 4.8).

M B

H r

KMn04
HBr.Acetic Acid

co2H co2H

31

Figure 4.8: Oxidation of 1-adamantane carboxylic acid (2a) followed by

bromination to give the Precursor 31 (via Method B).
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As indicated above (Figure 4.8), the required precursor 3-hydroxy-L-adamantane

carboxylic acid (33) was synthesised through the oxidation of the L-adamantane

carboxylic acid (2a) with potassium permanganate in aqueous potassium

hydroxide under reflux for three hours, following a literature procedure.nt

Isolation of the desired product (33) was achieved through continuous extraction

of the aqueous solution with chloroform over 40 hours. Purification was achieved

through recrysalisation from an acetone/water solution (90:10) providing the

desired alcohol (33) in good yield (75%).

The alcohol (33) was then brominated, through reaction with an excess of

hydrogen bromide in acetic acid under reflux for two hours. Following work-up

and isolation of the desired bromide (31) purification was carried out utilising

fractional sublimation, initially at high temperature (130"C, 0.005 mmHg), giving a

rapid sublimation of the product and starting materials from any polybrominated

impurities and then a second slower sublimation (70oC, 0.005 mmHg) to isolate

and purify the desired product (31) in good yield (72%) (Figure 4.8).

As before, the 3-bromo-L-adamantane carboxylic acid (3L) was then esterified,

with diazomethane, to furnish the required methyl ester (32) in a near quantitative

yield (Figure 4.8). In addition, this second approach allowed us to ensure the

purity of the bromide (31) prior to esterification, and thus allowed us to synthesise

the ester (32) in absolute purity, as observed by rH NMR, in97% yield.

The ester (32) was then used in the synthesis of methyl 3-[(tosyl)oxy]-1-

adamantane carboxylate (23) through tosyl halide exchange with silver tosylate

(yield 86"/.), which was used for the kinetic studies (Figure 4.7).

4.l0Introduction of a Cyano GrouP.

In addition to the esterification reaction described above, the prepared 3-bromo-L-

adamantane carboxylic acid (32) was also utilised as a Precursor to the required

cyano substrate. This was achieved following a literature procedure, which

involved through allowing a portion of the acid (32) allowed to react with

chlorosulfonyl isocyante in dry dichloromethane under reflux for 3 hours,

followed by the addition of triethylamine and a further 5 hours under reflux
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conditions.4s. This yielded 3-cyano-1-adamanty bromide (3a) as shown above

(Figure 4.8).

tH NMR analysis of the crude reaction mixture indicated that the transformation

of the carboxylic acid to the cyano group was greater than 95% complete at the

end of the reaction time. Isolation and purification of the desired product (34)

was, however, difficult as the product was prone to decomposition at

temperatures greater than 60"C. Consequently, the use of slow, cold sublimation

over several days, was required in this purification, which provided a fair yield

(58%).

The synthesis of 3-cyano-L-adamantanol (35) was attempted, with the hope that on

formation, isolation from the reaction mixture would be easier than that of the

bromide (3a) (Figure 4.9).

1) Crso2Nco socl2

2) N(Et)3

co2H
coNH2

37
33

MeOH
NaOH

H

CN

36

CN

35

Figure 4.9: Approach to 3-cyano-L-adamantanol (35).

The reaction between 3-hydroxy-L-adamantane carboxylic acid (33) and

chlorosulfonyl isocyanate yielded an insoluble brown mixture (60%). Crude IR

analysis led us to believe that the solid contained 3-hydroxy-L-adamantane

carboxamide (36). An attempt to dehydrate this mass was made, using sulfonyl

chloride under reflux over night. Following the removal of the excess sulfonyl

chloride, 3-cyano-1--adamantyl chloride (37) was isolated from the reaction
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mixture in fair yield (48%). This chloride was then hydrolysed with sodium

hydroxide in aqueous methanol, and the desired 3-cyano-L-adamantanol (35) was

isolated and purified by sublimation (37%). The yield of the entire synthesis was

unfortunately low (71%) and consequently this approach was not further

elaborated.

Consequently, following slow sublimation, the 3-cyano-L-adamantyl bromide (3a)

was converted to the respective tosylate (1L) through tosyl-hatide exchange.42 Due

to the thermal instability of the bromide (34), the exchange reaction was limited to

a temperature range maintained below 60'C . Subsequently, the reaction time

required for this exchange was L week. After this time, the reaction was

quenched, and the desired tosylate (1.1) was isolated and purified by flash

chromatography (100% dichloromethane, R/= 0.35). While the isolate yield of this

exchange reaction was poor (35%) we were able to isolate sufficient quantities of

the analytically pure tosylate (1L) to carry out the required kinetic experiments

(Figure 4.7).

ß21.

The synthesis of the remaining tosylates of interest could be achieved through the

reduction of methyl L-bromo, L-adamantane carboxylate (32). This reduction,

carried out through the use of lithium aluminium hydride in dry ether under

reflux for 2 hours, provided a good yield of (3-bromo-1,-adamantyl) methyl alcohol

(38) after purification by recrystalisation from hexane (62%) (Figure 4.1q.M
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H2OH AcAc

LiAlH4 (cH3co)2o AgOTs

BrBrBr OTs

38 19 22

TsCl/ pyridine HrOTs S

AgOTs

OTs
21

Figure 4.10: Reduction of the ester 32 to give the primary alcohol 38, and further

transformation to the desired substrates 21and22.

With the primary alcohol (38) in hand, we were able to further convert the system,

and introduce either an acetate or a tosylate at this primary site, giving (3-bromo-

L-adamantyl) methyl acetate (39) or (3-bromo-L-adamantyl) methyl tosylate (40)

respectively (Figure 4.10).

4.12 Introduction of Primary Acetate Functionality.

An acetate group was introduced to the primary alcohol of (3-bromo-1-adamantyl)

methyl alcohol (38) through its reaction with acetic anhydride in triethylamine

with a catalytic quantity of DMAP (dimethyl aminopyridine), stirred at room

temperature for sixteen hours. The desired product (3-bromo-L-adamantyl) methyl

acetate (39) was isolated as a yellow oil in good yield (78%). It was found by'H

NMR that this oil did not require further purification, and was transformed to the

required (3-[(tosyl)oxy]-1--adamantyl) methy acetate (22) substrate, through a

halide tosylate exchange with silver tosylate in good yield (79%) (Figure 4.10). The

tosylate (22) was then used in kinetic experiments.

32

Br

40
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4.13 Introduction of Primary Tosylate Functionalig.

Similarly, a primary tosylate grouping was introduced to (3-bromo-L-adamantyl)

metþl alcohol (38) through its reaction with tosyl chloride and triethylamine in

dichloromethane with a catalytic quantity of DMAP. The reaction was monitored

by TLC over 48 hours. With the observation that the alcohol (38) was all

consumed, the reaction was quenched. Following work-up, the desired tosyl ester

(40) was isolated in low yield (30%) (Figure 4.10).

While low yietding, the isolated product (40) was isolated in excellent purity, and

was further converted to (3-[(tosyl)oxy]-L-adamntyl) methyl tosylate (2L) through

tosyl halide exchange with silver tosylate. Which was purified by recrystalisation

from diethyl ether, in moderate yield (47%) and used to collect kinetic data (Figure

4.10).

4.14 Tosyl'Hailde Reaction Conditions.

The tosyl halide substitution reactions which were used in the formation of the

final substrates, were carried out under various conditions, depending on the

reactivity of the precursor. As summarised below (Table 4.2), the conditions

ranged from room temperature to 60"C, and reaction times of from two hours to

one week.

Table 4.2: Reaction conditions for the tosyt-halide exchange reaction of the

precursor bromides (4,23,29,34,39 and 40) with silver tosylate.

3-R substituted
L-adamantyl
bromide

Number of
equivalents of
silver tosylate

Reaction temperature. Reaction time.

R=H(4) L.5 equivalents Room temperature 2 hours

R = Ph (29) L.5 equivalents 60"c 2 hours

R = CHzOAc (39) L.5 equivalents 50'c 3 hours

R = CHzOTs (a0) L.5 equivalents 40'c L8 hours

R = COzMe (23) L.2 equivalents 45'C 6 hours

R = CN (34) L.7 equivalents 60'c L week
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Chapter 5

Kinetic Study of the Adamantyl System, and the Mechanistic

Implications of the Results.

Abstract:

With the successful synthesis of the desired 3-substituted L-adamantyl tosylates,

the systems were studied under solvolytic conditions. From these studies, in a

range of solvent systems that provides a spectrum of solvent ionising strengths

and nucleophilicities, we were able to determine the effect on the resPonse of the

system to solvent ionising strength ("m") with changes to the electron

withdrawing nature of the substituent (oI).
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5.1 Conductometric Analysis.

With the successful preparation of the 3-substituted L-adamantyl tosylates

required to carry out the kinetic study proposed in the opening chapter, these

substrates wefe noù solvolysed in a range of binary solvent systems.

Through these kinetic experiments, carried out using the previously described

BIPCON suite, we hoped to observe the effect of changes in the electron

withdrawing nature of the substituent on the kinetics of the solvolysis, specifically

the response of the substrates to the solvent ionising Power ("m").

As described earlier, Taylor's investigation of the solvolysis of 3-substituted

bicyclo[1.L.L]pentyl bromides showed an unexpected decrease in the slope of the

Raber-Harris correlations for their solvolysis.z It was observed that as the electron

withdrawing nature of the substituent increased, the slope of the Raber-Harris

plot decreased, indicating a reduction in the "m" vallre of the solvolysis.

Although this finding was not elaborated upon at the time of publication, we have

postulated that this decrease in "m" can be attributed to a subtle change in the

mechanism of the solvolysis as the substituent becomes more electron

withdrawing. In essence, the solvolysis is moving away from a pure 5*L

mechanism towards a more S*2 like solvolysis, even though these caged systems

prevent rear-side "afrack" as known for a traditional S*2 mechanism.

Investigation of the known literature was unsuccessful in identifying this

phenomena in other polycyclic alkane systems. Flowever, in a series of solvolytic

studies by Grob and co-workers, on 3-substituted adamantyl, 7-anti-substituted 2-

exo norbornyl and 7-anti-substituted 2-endo norbornyl tosylates (Figure 5.1), the

effect of changes in solvent nucleophiticity and ionising Power on the solvolytic

rate (ionisation) of these substituted systems, could be indirectly observed.l6
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(i) (¡¡ ) (ii¡) s

Figure 5.1: (i) 3-substituted l--adamantyl tosylates.

(ii) 7-anti-substituted 2-exo norbornyl tosylates.

(iii) 7-anti-substituted 2-endo norbomyl tosylates.

Through the construction of Hammet plots, based on the solvolysis of the

substrates from each series, the authors showed that in each solvent system

utilised, a single linear correlation was achieved. This demonstrated that the

solvolysis of these systems followed a single mechanism, which was unchanged

through changes in the oI value of the substituent.

However, through comparison of the slopes of these Hammet relationships,

between solvent systems, a difference could be observed (Figure 5.2).
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Figure 5.2:Plots of log k for (i) 3-substituted 1-adamantyl tosylates v's oI

(ii) 7-anti-substituted 2-exo norbornyl tosylates v's oI

(iii) 7-anti-substituted 2-endo norbomyl tosylates v's oI

in 80E andgTI. Figures from reference.l6

(Ð
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Through all three series, clear convergence between the Hammet plots generated

from the solvolyses in 80% aqueous ethanol (80E) and 97o/o aqueous 2,2,2-

trifluoroethanol (97T) could be seen. While within each solvent system a single

mechanism of solvolysis could be observed, through modifying the

nucleophilicity and ionising strength of the solvent, a subtle change in the

solvolysis could be seen to occur. We postulated that the change observed in the

changes in slope of these Hammet plots was due to the same phenomena that

caused the changes tÍt"ffi" values noted by Taylor for the bicyclo[1.1.1.]pentanes.

In order to test this hypothesis, we anticipated that through analysis of the

solvolysis of the substrates we had prepared in a range of solvent systems,

reproduction of these converging Hammet plots would be possible. Further,

generation of Raber Harris correlations for the substrates would allow us to

observe any changes in thLe "ffi" values through changing the substituent.

Through comparing the separation of the converging Hammet plots from differing

solvent systems with the changes in "m" value for each substrate, we would be

able to probe the correlation between the reduction in "m" ar.d oI as further

elucidated within the Introduction.

The BIPCON suite was utilised to carry out all of the kinetic experiments.

Through comparison of the collected rate,data with known literature values for

some of the substrates in some of the solvent systems studied, we were able to

validate this method of kinetic data acquisition. Further confirmation of this

validity of the BIPCON data was possible through the generation of Raber Harris

correlations. The generation of linear correlations for all of the substrates

confirmed that the system was operating consistently and that the solvents and

substrates were not contaminated.

All kinetic experiments were carried out in triplicate, with the data averaged over

the three runs. The solvent systems used for the kinetic experiments were binary

solvent systems based on ethanol and 2,2,2-trifluoroethanol in water. The

concentration of the substrate required to carry out the solvolytic experiments was

approximately L mmoll-1. In addition, when utilising one of the ethanol based

binary solvents, the substrate was buffered with L.L molar equivalents of 2,6

lutidine.
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The first substrate analysed with the BIPCON suite was L-adamantyl tosylate (10).

Utilising the prepared 80E and 95E binary solvent systems, the solvolysis of (L0)

was observed at 25"C.. As the solvolysis of (10) had been previously studies by

other groups, we were able to use the accumulated rate data from the BIPCON

suite for this substrate as a test of the BIPCON calibration.ra'16

It is worth noting that the solvolysis of (1,0) in 80E at25oC, was carried out with a

half life of L68 seconds. It would have been highly difficult if at all possible to

follow this solvolysis utilising other kinetic techniques without adjustment of the

reaction temperature. Although, unable to follow the solvol;zsis of (10) tn 97T at

25"C, this result allowed us to proceed with the knowledge that with the exception

of this one point, that was readily available from the literature, all the kinetic data

would be available through analysis at 25oC. This meant that we would be able to

carry out the kinetic study without the need to extrapolate our data to allow for

temperature changes, which would eliminate one known source of error.

The solvolytic rate data for each of the substrates analysed, in each of the binary

solvent systems at25oC is detailed below (Table 5.1).

Thus, with the inclusion of the kinetic data for the solvolysis of (10) in 97T as

described by Grob, t'we were able to generate a Raber Harris correlation for the

solvolysis of (L0) against the known solvolysis of L-adamantyl bromide (a) (Chart

5.1¡.t'tz'ts
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Chart 5.1: The Raber Harris plot of the solvolysis of l--adamantyl tosylate (L0)

versus the solvolytic rate for L-adamantyl bromide (4).
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As can be seen above, upon plotting the kinetic data for L-adamantyl tosylate (L0)

against the rate data for L-adamantyl bromide (4),we obtained a linear correlation,

with a slope, oÍ "ffi" oÍ 0.976. This result, close to the anticipated theoretical value

of unity, confirmed that the BIPCON system, the solvents and the substrate were

all prepared to the required analytical standard.

The slight deviation of the "m" val'tre from the theoretical value of unity was

anticipated due to the different leaving groups analysed. The literature values

used to generate the Raber-Harris plot described the solvolysis of L-adamantyl

bromide (4), which we were comparing to l.-adamantyi tosylate (10). These two

leaving groups would be stabilised by the solvent to different extents, and thus

there would be minor differences in the rates of these substrates between the

bromide and the tosylate.

This linear correlation giving arr "m" value close to unity confirmed that the L-

adamantyl system underwent SNL solvolysis, and that while the leaving group

would effect the rate of solvolysis, the overall effect on the mechanism was

inconsequential.
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The next substrate analysed solvolytically with the BIPCON suite 3-pheny1,L-

adamantyl tosylate (L5). There had not previously been kinetic data published for

this substrate and thus, we undertook to observe the solvolysis of this tosylate

(15) in 808,97T,95E and 70E.

Once all of the kinetic data had been collected, the results used to generate a Raber

Harris plot for this substrate (L5) (Chart 5.2).

Chart 5.2: The Raber Harris plot of the kinetic rate data generated through the

solvolysis of 3-phenyl-L-adamantyl tosylate (15) versus the solvolytic rate for L-

adamantyl bromide (4).
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A linear correlation between the rates of solvolysis of (L5) and l-adamantyl

bromide (4) was observed. he "m" value for this substrate was determined to be

0.823. As there had not previously been any data published for the solvolysis of

this substrate (1.5) we were unable to confirm the validity of the data collected.

Flowever, the linearity of the ptot indicated that the data was consistent across the

range of binary solvent systems, and thus indicated that the collected kinetic data

was reliable.

he "m" value determined for this substrate (L5) did deviate from the theoretical

value of unity, which was consistent with the hypothesis outlined previously.
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S.4 Solvolytic Study of (3-[(tosylìoxyl-L-adamant]¡lì methyl acetate (22ì (oI =

0.L5).

The solvolysis of (3-[(tosyl)oxy]-1-adamantyl) metþl acetate (22) was observed in

808,971,70E and 70T. Again, with the completion of the kinetic experiments, the

rate data was used to generate a Raber Harris plot for this substnte (22) (Chart

s.3).

Chart 5.3: The Raber Harris plot of the kinetic rate data generated through the

solvolysis of (3-[(tosyl)oxy]-1-adamantyl) methyl acetate (22) versus the solvolytic

rate for 1-adamantyl bromide (4).
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Analysis of this Raber-Harris correlation showed a linear correlation with an"m"

value determined to be 0.677. The 80E and97T data points were able to be

confirmed against values from the known literature.l6 This established that the

remaining data points were true, given the linearity of the correlation. This

linearity indicated that the substrate was undergoing S*1 solvolysis as anticipated.

llowever, the deviation of the determined "m" value from unity was significantly

large to indicate that the mechanism was digressing from a pure 5*L.
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5.5 Solvolytic Stud}¡ of (3-[(tosyl)ox,vì-1-adamantvl) methyl tos]¡late (21) (oI =

0.23).

The solvolysis of (3-[(tosyl)oxy]-1-adamantyl) methyl tosylate (2L) was carried out

in 80E, 97T,70F' and 70T. The kinetic rate data collected was used to generate a

Raber-Harris plot as shown below (Chart 5.4).

Chart 5.4: The Raber Harris plot of the kinetic rate data generated through the

solvolysis of (3-[(tosyl)oxy]-1-adamantyl) methyl tosylate (21) versus the solvolytic

rate for L-adamantyl bromide (4).
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From this linear correlation, an "m" valtJe o10.6L4 was determined for this tosylate

(21). This again showed a significant deviation from the theoretical value of unity,

and was further indicative of the solvolysis moving away from a pure 5*L

mechanism. However, the plot was still linear, which indicated that the

nucleophiticity of the solvent was not directly effecting the solvolysis of the

substrate (2L).

5.6 Solvolytic Study of Methyl 3-[(tosylloxyl-1-Adamantane Carboxylate (23) (oI

= 0.32).

The solvolysis of methyl 3-[(tosyl)oxy]-1-adamantane carboxylate (23) was carried

out in 8OE, g7T,70E and 70T. This range of solvents provided a diverse array of

solvent conditions and thus gave a wide range of data points. The kinetic rate
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data established from these solvolyses was used in the generation of a Raber

Harris plot (Chart 5.5).

Chart 5.5: The Raber Harris plot of the kinetic rate data generated through the

solvolysis of methyl 3-[(tosyl)oxy]-1-adamantane carboxylate (23) versus the

solvolytic rate for L-adamantyl bromide (4).
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Tl¡e "m" value determined from the Raber Harris plot for this tosylate (23) was

found to be 0.667. This value, againhighly divergent from the theoretical value of

unity, was greater than anticipated from the trend developing from the previous

experimental data collected, based on a correlation between "m" arrd OI.

There was, however, no reason to doubt the validity of the data collected for this

substrate (23) as the Raber-Harris correlation was again linear, and some of the

data collected could be validated against known literature values.t6

The solvotysis of 3-cyano L-adamantyl tosylate (L1) was carried out in808,97T,

70¡. and 70T. The half lives associated with these solvolytic experiments was

significantly greater than any of the previous experiments with some experiments

requiring up to a month to complete the required data collection. This time factor,

however, proved no obstacle for the BIPCON suite and the collected kinetic data

was used in the generation of a Raber Harris plot (Chart 5.6).
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Chart 5.6: The Raber Harris plot of the kinetic rate data generated through the

solvolysis of 3-cyano 1-adamantyl tosylate (L1) versus the solvolytic rate for 1-

adamantyl bromide (4).
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From the correlation obtained, an "m" value for 3-cyano L-adamantyl tosylate (LL)

was determined to be 0.L92. This value, normally associated with a pure S*2

mechanism indicated that the rate was now also not reliant on the solvent ionising

power. The linearity of the correlation, while not ideal still indicated that this was

not an S*2 mechanism, nor an 5¡L, but falling somewhere in between.

5.g observation of the Developing Trend in "m" value Decrease.

Observation of the kinetic data from all of the solvolytic experiments carried out,

shows that the decrease in the "ffi" value generally relates to the electron

withdrawing nature of the substituent (Table 5.L)-
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Table 5.L: The experimental kinetic rate data collected for the tosylates 1.L0,17,15,

21,22 and 23. In addition, the generaled "m" values and the oI values for these

substrates. The oI values were obtained from Progress in Physical Organic

Chemistry.ae

This perceived trend in the decrease in "ffi" value with an increase in the electron

withdrawing nature of the substituent can clearly be seen with the presentation of

all of the Raber Hanis plots for these substrates as a single graph, as shown below

(Chart 5.7).

Chart 5,7: The Raber Harris plots of the tosylates 70, \!, 15,21,22 and 23 versus

Ç L-adamantyl bromide (4).
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oI 80E 977 707 708 958 "m" value
H 0 -2.374 -0.041'" -3.65 0.9757

Ph 0.12 -3.234 -1..196 -2.694 -4.2t9 0.8232
CHOAc 0.15 -3.706 -1..999 -1.831 -3.27L 0.6767
CFI2OTS 0.23 -4.342 -2.85 -2.648 -4.027 0.6135
CO,MC 0.32 -4.875 -3.286 -3.049 -4.596 0.6666

CN 0.57 -6.364 -5.937 -5.765 -6.205 0.191,6

l--Ad-BrL'4" -6.553 -4.022 -3.767 -5.876 -7.68
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Withdrawing Nature of the Substituent (oll.

Interpretation of this apparent trend would be inappropriate, unless it could be

shown that the observed actions upon each of the tosylates, under solvolytic

conditions were conserved across the range of substituents.

In order to show that the observed decrease in the "m" value was not due to

isolated fluctuations between the tosylates, Hammet plots of the rates of solvolysis

of the substrates against the oI value of their substituent were generated (Charts

5.8, 5.9, 5.10 and 5.11).

Chart5.8 Hammetplotof therateofsolvolysisinSOEof tosylates10,Ll,75,21,22

and 23 versus the oI value of their substituent.
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Chart 5.9 Hammet plot of the rate of solvolysis u:.97T of tosylates 10, 11, !5,27,22

and23 versus the oI value of their substituent.
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Chart 5.L0 Hammet plot of the rate of solvolysis in 70T of tosylates lL,21-,22 and

23 versus the oI value of their substituent.
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Chart S.LL Hammet plot of the rate of solvolysis in 70E of tosylates 1L, L5, 21.,22

and23 versus the oI value of their substituent.
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As can be clearly seem, there is a linear relationship between the rate of solvolysis

of the tosylates, against the oI values for their substituents in each of the solvent

systems. This linearity confirms that there is no change in the mechanism of

solvolysis of the tosylates as the 3-substituents on the adamantyl system become

more withdrawing.

Consequently, the change in "m" vallJe with an increase in the electron

withdrawing nature of the substituent could not be dismissed as isolated

fluctuations between the tosylates. The observation of the linearity of the Hammet

relationships confirmed that while the presence of a remote electron withdrawing

group on the adamantyl system would reduce the rate of the solvolysis, this

solvolysis proceeded via the same mechanistic pathway.

5.L0 Investigation of the Convergence Between the Hammet Plots.

In addition, on comparison of the Hammet correlations, it was clear, that while

each displayed a linear correlation between the rate of solvolysis of the tosylates

and the oI value of the substituent, the slope of the plots, referred to as the p value,

were significantly different. This indicated that depending on the solvent system

used in the solvolysis, the substrates were responding differently. This was the

Hammet convergence observed in the kinetic studies carried out by Grob.16 In

order to confirm that this convergence was occurring, the Hammet plots for 80E

and9T[ were generated simultaneously (Chart 5.12)-
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Chart 5.1.2: Hammet plots of the rate of solvolysis in97T and 80E of tosylates 1.0,

LL,75,2'!.,22 and 23 versus the oI value of their substituent.
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The convergence of the Hammet plots observed by Grob,16 was clearly seen to be

reproduced from our kinetic data. A comparison of the ratio between the distance

between the two Hammet plots, relative to the separation of these plots at the oI

value for the parent system (10) versus the "m" values determined for each of the

substituents was carried out (Table 5.2).

Table 5.2: Correlation between the separation of the Hammet plots of the tosylates

\0,LL,L5,2L,22 and 23 in 80E and 97T with the "m" values from their individual

Raber Harris plots.

R Plot separation Ratio "m" value

H 35 1 0.976

Ph 29 0.857 0.823

CH2OAc 27 0.77r 0.677

CHTOTS 22 0.629 0.61,4

COrMe 20 0.577 0.667

CN 7 0.2 0.r92
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From the ratio of the plot separations, with the assumption that the parent system

(L0) would have a theoretical "m" of one, a close approximation of the decrease in

"ffi" vaIlJe is observed for most substrates. An investigation into presence of a

correlation between "m" arrd oI was thus undertaken.

5.L1 Investieation of the Relationship Between"ttt" and oI.

In order to appreciate the relationship between the "m" valtre and the electron

withdrawing nature of the substituent, care was required in ensuring that no other

external factors were interfering with the determined rate of solvolysis. As we

had carried out all of our kinetic experiments, utilising the BIPCON suite, at a

constant temperature of 25"C, and in analytically prepared solvent systems, we

were confident that the conditions under which each of the tosylates had been

examined was consistent and reliable.

Through the generation of a plot of the "m" vallres of the tosylates 10 , 1'I.., 15, 2'1., 22

and 23 against their respective oI values, we could observe a distinct pattem in the

response of the substrate to the solvolytic conditions as the substituent became

more withdrawing (Chart 5.13).

Chart 5.1-3: The relationship between the determined "m" values for the tosylates

3, 6, 2'1.,23,18 and L6 and the oI values of their substituents.
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This trend, however, was not ideal. If we utilised two points that fell on the line of

best fit, such as the parent system (10) and the cyano substituted system (11) we

could quite accurately predict the rate data for other systems which fell onto this

line. Flowever, the use of this correlation to predict data systems, such as the

methyl ester substituted system (23) would show considerable deviation from the

experimental result. This finding prevented us at this time from describing a

general equation for this trend between oI aÍtd "m" .

Further analysis of the convergence of the Hammet plots generated from the

kinetic data, showed a further complication in our attempt to describe the

relationship between oI aîd "m". As anticipated, the Hammet plots from the

different solvent systems converged, as seen for 80E and9Zl above. However, the

convergence was inconsistent. (Chart 5.1'4).

Chart 5.L4: Hammet plots of the rates of solvolysis in97T,70T,70F' and 80E of the

tosylates 10,11,15,21,22 artd23 versus the oI value of their substituents.

o Hammet plot 80E

. Hammet plot 977

. Hammet plot 70E
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While the convergence of the 808 and 97T Hammet plots could be seen to

approximate the decrease h "m" value of the substrates, this was not consistent

across a range of solvent systems. The rate of convergence of the Hammet plots

was seen to be significantly different between various solvent pairs, and provided

multiple points of convergence. Had the correlation between oI and "Ín" been a

simple linear association as initially suspected, we would have anticipated a more

consistent response between the various solvent pairs.
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Consequently, we have been unable at this time to formulate an accurate

description of the correlation between oI and "tn" although, this work does

suggest that such a correlation exists. The trend observed from the kinetic

analysis of these 3-substituted, 1.-adamantyl tosylates indicates that these systems

are not undergoing a purely 5*L solvolysis as described earlier, but undergo this

solvolysis with a degree of nucleophilic assistance, the extent of which is

dependant on the withdrawing nature of the remote substituent.

The observed solvolytic mechanism appears to be determined by the stability of

the intermediate carbocation. In the presence of a poor electron withdrawing

substituent, the formation of a stable bridgehead carbocation on the adamantyl

system can occur readily. Thus for the low oI systems studied, the solvolysis is

controlled through the ionising strength of the solvent, and consequently, the

observed "ffi" va\tJe is close to the theoretical value of unity. Flowever, as the

substituent becomes more withdrawing, the formation of a free carbocation

becomes more difficult, as the build up of the positive charge is destabilised by the

substituent. Consequently, the effect of the ionising Power of the solvent is

diminished.

In the presence of a strongly electron withdrawing substituent, formation of a

discrete cation will be disfavoured through destabilisation. Trapping will thus occur

at the formation of a close ion pair, and not following ionic separation. This Process

could then be accelerated through the nucleophilicity of the solvent system, which

through front side attack of the close ion pair would significantly accelerate the rate

of solvolysis. Through this we would no longer be observing a traditional SN1

mechanism, but a process intermediary to the processes of 5*L and S*2 described in

text books.

Consequently, although the l.-adamantyl system is able to "model" S*l behaviour

when unsubstituted, or in the presence of a low oI substituent, these results clearly

ind.icate that through the modification of this substituent to a more electron

withdrawing group, a subtle change in the mechanism of the solvolysis occurs,

resulting in the solvolysis proceeding via a hybrid sN1 / s*2 mechanism'

Through further study of this phenomena, a precise description of this trend away

from a pure 5.L mechanism may be possible. This would allow for the
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development of an accurate prediction method for kinetic data, from a small

subset of solvolytic experiments. This would then possibly lead to the

development of an universal equation describing solvolytic behaviour.

Investigation of this phenomena, in other "model S*1-" systems would provide

both an understanding of the general application of this hypothesis, as well as

provide more information towards describing the observed trend in the decrease

h/'m" with an increase in the oI of the substituent.
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Chapter 6

Synthetic Approach to Further Systems of Kinetic Interest Through the

Trapping of the 3-Halobicyclo[1.1.Llpent-1-yl Cation.

Abstract:

The solvolysis of bicyclo[n.1.1]alkanes (n = 1 - 3) is known to occur at a rate

greater than anticipated from stability of their respective bridgehead cations

alone.s0 The intermediate cations for the bicyclo[2.1.L]hexyl and

bicyclo[3.1.1]heptyl systems have been previously caPtured,'o'u'however, there

have been few examples of the trapping of the bicyclo[l.1.1]pentyl cation.s2

Through the use of an excess of an external nucleophilic source, we have been able

to trap this cation, and slmthesise novel, and kinetically interesting substrates, in

addition to improving yields of previously synthesised 1,3-disubstituted,

bicyclo [1.L. L]pentanes.
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6.L Preparation of Additional Solvolytic Substrates.

With the completion of the kinetic studies on the adamantyl series described in the

previous chapter, other substrates of interest were pursued. From the known

literature it could be seen that a wide range of polycyclic alkane systems have

been utilized to determine rate constants, in order to investigate substitution and

solvent effects.3,zl'2s"st-x 1¡ir provided us with a wide scoPe in our choice of system

to prepare. In making the choice of substrate system, consideration was made not

only of the kinetic interest in the target molecules, but also in any synthetic

interest that may be approached simultaneously.

The kinetics of one group of substrates was immediately of interest, as they have

shown solvolytic activity vastly different to the majority of the polycyclic-alkanes.

In general, the solvolysis of bridgehead substituted polycyclo-alkanes is observed

to proceed. at reduced rate in comparison to their acylic analogues.3'21-23's1-s4 As

described earlier this has been attributed primarily to the increased difficulty of

the system in achieving a planar configuration about the developing positive

charge.z (Figure 6.1)

The observed trend from the comparison of the polycyclic alkanes (4,47,42,43,44)

is that the greater the angle away from planarity that the carbocation is forced

into, the lower the stabiliy of the forming carbocation, and thus the slower the

rate of solvolysis, relative to f-butyl bromide (1).
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Br BrBr

41 4
1

Br

Compound krel-f-BuBr Reference

L 1.0 55

4l 0.5 55

4 L0-3 56

42 10-6 57

43 10-6 58

M 10-13 58

7 -3 59

45 -10-6 60

46 7 -r0 20

Figure 6.L: Relative rates of solvolysis of some bridgehead substituted halides,

relative to f-butyl bromide, measured in 808 at25oC.

This correlation between the rate of solvolysis and the strain energy associated

with the angle away from linearity of the forming carbocation was further

confirmed by Schleyer and associates6r'62 arrd more recently by Müller ,78'7e's0'63'6s

4443
Br

42

Br

46457
Br
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through comparison of the rate of solvolysis of these substrates (4,4'l',42,43,44)

with the MM2 calculated strain-energy difference between the parent polycyclic

hydrocarbon and the bridgehead carbocation.

From these studies, a linear correlation between the free energy of solvolysis and

the strain energy difference was observed and indicates that unimolecular

ionisation of these substrates is primarily controlled by the ability of the

intermediate carbocation in achieving a planar configuration.

9to
E
c)

J¿

+

)
.43

-10 l0 20 30 40 50

^Es 
(Rl - RI.I) (kcal mol-l)

4\-,..¡. 
a

a

ll:;r *7=)

/

/v5 -l{)

Figure 6.2: "Plots of the free energies of solvolysis (^G+) versus strain energy

differences between cation and parent hydrocarbon (ÂEs(R+ - RH) for the systems

of interest."21

Flowever, with the solvolysis of the l--bromobicyclo[n.1.L]alkanes (n = 1-3) (7,45,

46), this linear correlation was no longer seen to apply.to Verification of the

calculated strain energies at a higher level of calculation (MP2 / 6-3G) by Della

and co-workers, confirmed that the bicyclo[n.1.1]bridgehead (n = L-3) (47,48,49)

cations were indeed aberrant in their solvolytic behaviour'2l

These bridgehead substituted bicyclic[n.1.1] alkanes had been shown to solvolyse

at an enhanced rate with 1-bicyclo[1.1.1]pentyl bromide (7) and 1'-
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bicyclo[3.L.1]heptyl bromide (46) shown to solvolyse even faster than the classical

substrate, f-butyl chloride (1) (Figure 6.1). From interpretation of the positions

these molecules took on the plot of free energy of solvolysis and the strain energy

difference it was determined that L-bicyclo[L.1,.1]pentyl bromide (7) is stabilised by

-50 kcal'mol-1, 1-bicyclo[1.L.L]pentyl bromide (a5) by -25 kcal'mol-1 and 1-

bicyclo[3.L.1]pentyl bromide @6) by -30 kcal'mo1-1.2' It was clear that these

substrates had an alternate mode of stabilisation which manifested itself as the

enhanced rate of ionisation.

This stabilisation was believed to have been brought about by the close proximity

of the bridgehead-bridgehead carbons (C1 and C3), which in L-bicyclo[1.1.1]pentyl

bromide (z) had been measured to be 1.83,Â.. It was believed that as this distance

approached the typical C-C bond length, that homohyperconjugative interactions

between C1 and C3 occurred.22 These through space homohyperconjugative or

back lobe orbital interactions would allow for the electron density of the

substituent on C3 to stabilise the forming positive charge at C1.66

+

(CHz n

47 n=1.

48 n=2

49 n=3

Figure 6.3: The orbital interactions between C1 and 63 (n=L-3) Q7: n=l 48: n=2 49:

n=3)

Through trapping experiments, it has been shown unequivocally that 3-methoxy

carbonylbicycto[2.L.1.]hexyl trifl ate (50) and 1-bromo bicyclo[3.L.L]heptane (a6)

solvolyse via the bicyclo[2.L.1.]hexyl and bicyclo[3.1.1,]heptyl carbocations (48 and

49¡zo st which supports the homohyperconjugative stabilisation theory.

ilt¡
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BroTf

50 
46

Figure 6.4: 3-Methoxy carbonylbicyclo[2.L.1]hexyl triflate (50) and L-

bromobicyclo [3. 1. 1 ]heptane (46)

However, until recently there was little evidence to support the intermediacy of a

discrete carbocation in the solvolysis of the bicyclo[1.L.1] alkanes. It was

calculated that the carbocation, if formed would have a half life of so short a

period that the carbocation would be expected to ring-open before it had the

opportunity to be trapped by a nucleophile.seó7

A study of the solvolysis of the 3-R-substituted bicyclo[1.1.1.]pentyl bromides (5L)

by Delta and co-workers,22 suggested that the rate determining step (r.d.s.)

followed the SNL pathway, through the observation of the effect of strong æ-donor

substituents on the rate of solvolysis. It was predicted that r-donors would

provide anchimeric assistance in the ionisation through mesomeric stabilisation of

the developing positive charge at C3 in the transition state leading to the ring-

opened cation (52a) from the concerted ionisation of the substrate (5L). This

associated rate increase was not observed, Ieading to the conclusion that the SN1

mechanism through the bridgehead cation (47) was the more likely.

M
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STEPWISE

r.d.s.

CONCERTED +

r.d.s
Br

Nu
+

Nu

53
51

51

47

N

Nu-
R

52b
52a

Figure 6.5: The two possible pathways and products available for the solvolysis of

the L,3-disubstituted bicyclo[1..L.L]pentanes.

The best evidence of the formation of the bridgehead cation (47) would be through

its direct trapping, with the bicyclo[l.1.1]pentyl skeleton fully retained.

Unfortunately, Della and co-workers were unable to successfully isolate any of the

non-rearranged product (53) for a large range of substituents (R) and thus were

unable to prove unequivically the intermediacy of the bridgehead cation (47).

Recently however, this was successfully carried out by Wiberg, with the treatment

of 1,3-diiodobicyclo[L.1.l]pentane (5a) with methanolic KOH to yield 3-

methoxybicyclo[L.1..1]pent-L-yt iodide (55) through the trapping of the of the

intermediate carbocation (Figure 6.6).t'
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MeOH/KOH

Ni /KOH
MeOH

Pyridine

N3

5654

54

t-

49

Figure 6.6: Tnpping of the intermediate carbocation from the ionisation of 1,3-

diiodobicyclo[1.L.1]pentane (54).

In a similar fashion, in the presence of the azide ion, which is "known to intercept

most carbocations at every encounter and therefore is probably not very

selective"s2 they were able to isolate the 3-iodobicyclo[1.1.L]pent-L-yl azide (56).

Adcock and associates also trapped the carbocation of (5a) with the weak

nucleophile pyridine, yielding the pyridinium salt (57).sx68

6.2 Choice of Kinetic Model

Consequently, it was seen that an opportunity was present, to prepare solvolytic

substrates of both synthetic and kinetic interest. Thus, it was decided to attempt

the synthesis of a series of novel L,3-disubstituted, bicyclo[L.1-.L]pentanes. The

approach chosen, was to utilise nucleophilic trapping of any intermediate

bridgehead cations.

Should this synthesis prove successful, it would be able to provide a range of

novel solvolytic substrates, and provide further evidence towards to ionic

mechanism of formation of these 1,3-disubstituted, bicyclo[L.1.L]pentanes.
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6.3 Mechanistic Implications of the ProPosed Synthesis.

Prior to the studies by Wiberg and Della,uÞ'Ithad been assumed that the reaction

between [1.1.1]propellane (5S) and iodine, which results in a quantitative yield of

the 1,3-diiodobicyclo[1.1.1]pentane (54) followed a radical mechanism.6e The

absence of rearranged carbocation products from the reaction was taken as

evidence of this radical pathway (Figure 6.7)."

a

)
I

58 54

Figure 6.7: Origrnalty proposed radical mechanismTo

There was, however, conflicting evidence from the addition of bromine and

chlorine to the [1.1.1]propellane (58). Direct chlorination of [1.1.1]propellane (58)

yielded only L1% of a complex mixture consisting of chloro derivatives, including

the products due to rearrangement, that had been absent from the iodine

reactions.Tl In the case of direct bromination,6' a yield of only 36o/" of 1.,3-

dibromobicyclo[1.1.L]pentane (59) was obtained after irradiation. Had the

reaction followed a radical pathway as assumed, a quantitative yield of the 1.,3-

dibromobicyclo[1.1..1.]pentane (59) would have been anticipated.

These finding, resulted in a re-evaluation of much of the early work with these

bicyclo[1.1.L]pentanes. In order to account for the presence of rearrangement

products, Wiberg, and co-workers forwarded a mechanism that required the facile

rearrangement of the radical.To This rearrangement is however, known not to

occur, and the stability of these bridgehead radicals against rearrangement, has

been used in the slmthesis of other isolated compounds.z-7n

The current evidence supports the formation of a discrete carbocation at the

bridgehead position as an intermediate. This can then, either be trapped by a

nucleophile present in the reaction mixture, or undergo rearrangement as shown

below (Figure 6.8). In order to investigate this we attempted to trap cations of type 47

with a range of nucleophilic sources.
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Nu
X+N

47 53

X+ X+ u

47 52a 52b

Figure 6.8: Carbocation mechanism, showing formation of (i) trapped bridgehead

carbocation with a given nucleophile (53) and (ii) rearranged product (52alb)

6.4: Synthetic Approach Towards the Desired Di-Substituted.

Bicvclo [1.L.].1 pentanes.

A solution of [1.L.1]propellane (58) in ether/pentane was prepared from 1.,L-

dibromo-2,2-bis(chloromethyl)cyclopropane (60) following standard literature

procedures.Ts

MeLi

58

Figure 6.9: Preparation of [1.1.1]propellane (58) from 1,1-dibrorno-2,2-

bis(chloromethyl)cyclopropane (60)'

The customary procedure for determining the extent to which the formation of

[1.1.L]propellane (58) had occurred was to react an aliquot of the propellane

solution with excess iodine.

ô+ ô-XX X+

58

or

+

X

B

cl

ct

60
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6.5 Preparation of L,3-Diiodobicyclo[L.L.L]Pentane (54).

This reaction between iodine and [1.1.L]propellane (58) is known to yield the 1,3-

diiodobicyclo[1.L.1]pentane (5a) in quantitative yield without the production of

any rearrangement products. Consequently, the isolated yield of 1,3-

diiodobicyclo[L.1.L]pentane (54) can be used to determine the amount of

[1.1.1]propellane (5S) in the reaction mixture, and consequently allow us to

determine the yields from any other reactions utilising this propellane solution.

l2

58

Figure 6.1.0: Quantatative formation of the 1,3-diiodo bicyclo[1.1.1]pentane (54)

from the reaction of [1.L.1]propellane (58)with iodine.

The isolated 1,3-diiodobicyclo[1.1.1]pentane (54) from this reaction indicated that

the reaction aliquot contained 67% of [1.1.1]propellane (58) and this was then used

in a series of reactions to attempt to isolate novel di-substitued

bicyclo[1.L.L]pentanes and provide further support for the formation of the

bridgehead cation.

6.6 Synthesis of l,3-Dibromobicyclo [L.1.LlPentane (59).

As stated earlier, the reaction of bromine with [L.1.L]propellane (58) with

irradiation, furnished an optimised yield of only 36% of. the desired 1,3-

dibromobicyclo[L.L.L]pentane (59). The remaining [1.1.1]propellane (58) was

observed to be converted to poly-brominated materials following rearrangement

of the ring system. The isolation of these products was consistent with the

reaction progressing via a short lived bridgehead carbocation intermediate and

not, as previously held, via a radical pathway (Figures 6.7 and 6.8).

We felt that if this short lived bridgehead cation could be trapped immediately

after formation, by u nucleophile present in excess in the solution, then the

rearrangement could be prevented, leading to a greater isolated yield of the

desired 1,3-dibromobicyclo [L. L. 1. ]pentane (59).

54
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Towards this end, a reaction vessel was "spiked" with an excess of lithium

bromide. With the addition of bromine and an aliquot of the [1.1.1]propellane (58)

solution, the resulting reaction yielded 1,3-dibromobicyclo[1.1.1]pentane (59) in

66%. This yield however, when calibrated against the concentration of

[L.1.L]propellane (58) in the reaction mixture/ gave the isolated yield of. 7,3-

dibromo bicyclo[L.1.1]pentane (59) as 98o/o formation from the reaction. The

reaction mixture also contained the rearrangement products (6Lalb), tH NMR

analysis of the mixture indicated that the formation of these rearrangement

products occurred in <5% (Figure 6.11).

Brz B
Þt-,

LiBr
58 59

r +

Br

5 equiv. LiBr
0 equiv. LiBr

61a/b

Figure 6.1L: Preparation of 1,3-dibromobicyclo[1.L.L]pentane (59) through the

reaction of [1.1.1]propellane (58) with bromine, in the presence of lithium bromide.

This synthesis of 1,3-dibromobicyclo[L.L.L]pentane (59) had yielded -60% more of

the desired product than had been available by the previously optimised reaction

conditions.6T

For comparison, a second reaction was carried out between the [1.1.1]propellane

(58) sotution and bromine, this time without the presence of the "spiking" agent.

The isolated products were again the desired 1,3-dibromobicyclo[1.1.1]pentane

(59) and the products of the ionic rearrangement, however, the ratio was now 3.5:1

of the rearrangement products (61alb) to the desired dibromide substrate (59),

with a calibrated yield of only 35%.

59 : 61a/b
10:1
1:3.5

1.42



This result provided strong evidence of the presence of a carbocation intermediate

in the formation of the dibromo substrate (59). Consequently, the synthesis of

other mixed dihalide substrates was attempted.

6.7 Svnthesis of Mixed Dihalide Bicyclo[1.1.LlPentanes.

Through the addition of various "spiking" agents to the reaction mixture, it was

envisioned that we would be able to direct the formation of a series of mixed

dihalide substrates As detailed below (Table 6.L), this synthetic method did in

fact allow us to prepare a large range of candidate substrates for potential kinetic

analysis.

Table 6.1: Product(s) from the addition of halogens to [1.1.1]propellane (58) in the

presence of external nucleophiles. Ratio derived via 1H NMR analysis of crude

mixture, utilising benzene as a internal standard.

* x excess

The formation of the mixed dihalide substrates listed above (Table 6.1) was carried

out through the reaction of [1.1.1]propellane (58) and a halogen source (I2, Br, or I-

Cl) in the presence of a nucleophile, present as the respective lithium or sodium

salt and are discussed in detail below.

Product Yield
('/. = tel'/")

Additive Product(s) and (Ratio)Reaction
#

Halogen

s4 (67 = 100)541 b
se (1) + 61alb (3.5) 5e (24 = 35)Brz2

se (66 = 98)se (10) + 61alb (1)Brz LiBr3
62 (49 =73)s4 (1) + 62 (10) + 63alb (1)4 12 LiBr

s4(1) +62(2) +63alb(6)5 Iz LiBr *

64 (1.5)+ 66 (1) +se (1.2)+
6salb (1)

Brz LiCI6

se (16)+ 64 (1)+ 66 (1) +
6salb (15)

Brz LiCl "7

LiCI s4 (3) + 67 (1) + 68a/b (6)8 12

LiI s4 (15) + 62 (5) + 5e (8) +
6ealb (1)

9 Brz

NaN3 s4 (5) + 56 (1)L0 12

54 '1\+67t 'J, +I-C111
1)+67t 1 +LiCl 5412 I-CI
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6.8 Preparation of 1,-Bromo. 3-Iodobicyclofl.1.L'lPentane (62).

The reaction of [1.1.1]propellane (5S) with iodine in the Presence of excess lithium

bromide resulted in the formation of 1-bromo,3-iodobicyclo[L.1.L]pentane (62) in

49o/oisolated yield. This yield represents a formationof 73'/. of the l-bromo,3-iodo

substrate (62) based on the concentration of [1.1.1]propellane (58) in the reaction

mixture.

12

l+ +

LiB12

54

X

5 equiv. of LiBr
15 equiv. of LiBr

54:-62: 63a/b
1:10:1
1 :2 :6

X=lorBr

63a/b

Figure 6. L2: Synthesis of 1-bromo, 3-iodobicyclo[1.1.1]pentane (62)

While the isolated products also contained a small quantity of the L.3-diiodo

substrate (54) and the rearrangement products (63alb), the reaction represented a

significant increase in the isolated yield of L-bromo, 3-iodobicyclo[L.1.L]pentane

(62) over previous syntheses, which had relied on halide exchange, or the

formation of a bridgehead radical through Barton decarboxylation, which would

be trapped with a halide donating solvent. Lr the latter case, while the formation

of the radical was successful, elimination to give [1.1.1]propellane (58) resulted in

the loss of the majority of the product.

In addition, the isolated product from either traditional approach contained

significant quantities of rearranged by-products. The difficulty with which the

purification of the desired 1-bromo, 3iodobicyclo[L.1..1]pentane (62) required

resulted in the inability of this system to be utilised for kinetic studies with any

degree of reliabillty.nsz'ze This new synthetic approach consequently provided a

significant improvement over the previous approach to this mixed dihalide.

Br

58 62

B
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Via this new synthetic route, it was possible to generate yields of up to five grams

of the desired L-bromo,3-iodobicyclo[1.1.1]pentane (62) in a purified state. It was,

however, necessary to take extra care in the handling and preparation of these

substrates due to the high volatility of bicyclo[1.1.1]pentanes. It was found that

small scale synthetic preparations were generally unsuccessful, as a significant

portion of the desired product would be lost through the removal of the solvent

system that the reaction was carried out in, and also through purification by

recrystalisation or sublimation.

Of synthetic importance, was the finding that the external nucleophile must not be

present in greater than ten molar equivalents. Through a repeat reaction between

[1.1.1]propellane (58) and iodine in the presence of fifteen equivalents of lithium

bromide, the isolated yield of the desired mixed dihalide was significantly

reduced, while the amount of rearrangement products increased eight fold (Figure

6.12).

It was theorised that this significant difference in the isolated products could be

attributed to the change in polarity and dielectric constant of the solvent due to the

higher salt concentration. These factors assist in the ionisation of the rapidly

formed dihalides (54 and 62), which then may undergo ionic rearrangement, to

afford the ring opened cations which are subsequently trapped by nucleophiles

present in the reaction mixture.

6.9 Formation of l-Bromo. 3-Chlorobicyclo[1,.1,.1.lPentane (64).

The reaction between [1.1.1]propellane (5S) and bromine was carried out in the

presence of lithium chloride. Crude analysis of the reaction mixture indicated that

the expected L-bromo, 3-chlorobicyclo[1.1.1-]pentane (64) had been formed, in

similar quantities to the formation of the l,3-dibromo substrate (59). Additionally,

the presence of the rearrangement products (65a/b) was again observed, along

with the hydrolysis product, 3-bromobicyclo[L. 1. L]pentan-L-ol (66) (Figure 6. 13).
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58

59:64
5 equiv. of LiCl 1.2 : 1.5
15 equiv. of LiCl 16 : 1

X= Cl, OH or Br

65a/b

Figure 6.13: Formation of L-bromo, 3-chlorobicyclo [1..L.1.]pentane (64)

Unfortunately, due to the high volatility of the constituents of this complex

product mixture it was difficult to isolate any of the dihalide species in significant

quantities or purity. This reaction did, however, provide yet further evidence of

the discrete carbocation intermediate and a pathway to the synthesis of novel

mixed dihalides should appropriate measures be taken in the purification.

In order to see if the observed increase in formation of the products of ionic

rearrangement (65alb) with a large amount of the nucleophilic spiking agent

present, this reaction was repeated in the presence of L5 equivalents of lithium

chloride. As expected, the reaction mixture again showed a lower formation of the

desired mixed dihalide (64) and a corresponding increase in the formation of the

rearrangement products (65a/b) (Figure 6.12). This result was significant in both

showing that the consequence of a high concentration of nucleophilic salts in the

formation of the ionic rearrangement products (65a/b) was not isolated in its

effect, but also in the relative stabilities of the di-substituted

bicyclo [1.1.. L]pentanes.

If the hypothesis that the high concentration of nucleophiles present in the

reaction mixture promotes the decomposition of di-substituted

bicyclo[L.1.L]pentanes to give the ionic rearrangement products, then the

increased,concentration of 1,3-dibromobicyclo[L.1.L]pentane (59) in relation to l--

bromo, 3-chlorobicyclo[1-.L.L]pentane (64) would indicate that under these

conditions the bromo substituted substrate had an increased stability, relative to

that of the chloro substituted substrate.
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6.1-0 Synthetic Approach to l-Chloro. 3-Iodobicycloh..l.LlPentane (67).

We were able to prepare L-chloro,3-iodobicyclo[1.1.l]pentane (67))"'" through

the reaction of [1.1-.lJpropellane (58) with iodine in the presence of excess lithium

chloride (Figure 6.1.4).

l2
+ +

L¡C12

58

54 :67 : 68a/b
Sequiv.ofLiOl 3:1 :6

X=lorCl

68a/b

Figure 6.L4: Preparation of L-chloro, 3-iodobicyclo[1. 1. l]pentane (67)

In addition to the desired dihalide (67) the reaction also yielded a mixture of L,3-

diiodobicyclo[1.1.1]pentane (54), and the products of the ionic rearranged of the

intermediary cation (6Sa/b) in a ratio of l. : 3 : 6 of the desired 1-chloro, 3-iodo

substrate (67) : 1,3-diiodo substrate (5a) : rearrangement products (68a/b).

Unfortunately, once again, the high volatility of the product mixture prevented the

isolation of the desired substrate, and consequently accurate yield calculations

could not be prepared.

6.1L Alternate Synthetic Approach to the Formation of L-Bromo,3-

Iodobicvclo[L.1.Llpentane (62).

We attempted to form L-bromo,3-iodobicyclo[1.1.1]pentane (62) from the reaction

of [1.1.1]propellane (58) with bromine in the presence of lithium iodide (Figure

6.1s).

54 67
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Brz
+

Lil
l+B l+

54:62:59 :69a/b
5 equiv. of Lil 15: 5 : I : 1

Br+

58 6254 59

X=lorBr

69a/b

Figure 6.15: The attempted synthesis of L-bromo, 3-iodobicyclo[1. L.L]pentane (62),

through the reaction of [1.1.1]propellane (58) and bromine, in the presence of

lithium iodide.

The observed product mixfure, however, was found to consist significantly of the

1,3-diiodo (54) and l,3-dibromo (59) substrates, at the exclusion of the formation of

the desired mixed dihalide (62). This result was not surprising, as in the

dissolution of lithium iodide, it is known that a portion of free iodine is observed

to be released. This iodine would consequently react preferentially with the

[L.L.1]propellane (5I ) in solution, and bias the formation of I,3-

diiodobicyclo [1.1.1]pentane (54).

6.L2 Formation of L-Azido, 3-Iodobicyclol1..1.1ìpentane (56)

As mentioned previously, the azide ion acts as a non-selective nucleophile and has

been seen to be very successful in trapping the intermediate carbocation from a

reaction of [1.1.1]propellane (58) with iodine.s2 Preparation of the 1-azido,3-iodo

substrate (56) was carried out, utilising sodium azide as the nucleophilic spiking

agent (Figure 6.1.6).
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l2
+ N3

NaN3

58

54 :56
5 equiv. of NaN3 5 : 1

Figure 6.16: Formation of L-azido, 3-iodobicyclo[1.1.1]pentane (56)

Product analysis indicated that there was no discernible rearrangement of the

carbocation, giving only the diiodo derivative (54) and the known t-azido, 3-

iodobicycloll.1.1] pentane (56)tt in a 5 : L ratio.

Source.

The final reactions trailed were using iodine monochloride. The addition of neat

iodine monochloride to [1.1.L]propellane (58) resulted in essentially complete

rearrangement of the propellane system to the rearrangement products (7Ûalb)

(Figure 6.17).

r-cl Cl ++

5654

Licl2

67

X= I orCl

TOalb

Figure 6.17: Thereaction between [1.1.1]propellane (5S) and iodine monochloride

5458

equ
equ
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In the presence of five equivalents of lithium chloride, there was a relative increase

in the yield of the desired l-chloro, 3-iodobicyclo[1.1.1]pentane (67), however, due

to the complexity of the product mixture isolation of a pure sample was

impossible.

The results from these syntheses indicate that the formation of the intermediate

bridgehead carbocation in the bicyclo[1.1.1]pentane systems is indeed possible

and is stabilised to a far greater extent than could be predicted from analysis of the

aforementioned plot, based on the relative strain energies associated with the

carbocationic centre.3

This degree of stabilisation and ultimate product formation, appears to be

dependant upon which halogen is utilized to attack the ll.1.Upropellane (58),

leading to the formation of the bridgehead bicyclo[L.L.L]pentane cation. It could

be theorized that in the case of iodo substitution, the stabilisation of the

developing charge through homohyperconjugation is significantly high, thus

disfavouring the ionic rearrangement and allowing the formation of the diiodo

substrate (54) in quantitative yield.

In a similar fashion, the introduction of a bromo substituent, provides similar

stabilisation of the developing charge. The "attack" by the bromine, and the

homohyperconjugative stabilisation it creates, is however, weaker than that

observed for the iodo system, and consequently a competing radical approach is

able to operate simultaneously as observed by Della.67

hr addition, the bromine seems less able to prevent the rearrangement mechanism

through stabilisation of the bridgehead cation and thus some rearrangement

products are observed to form. This was particularly noted when the nucieophiles

present were less nucleophilic in nature, providing a greater period of time for the

rearrangement to occur.

The introduction of a chloro substituent does not appear to be able to prevent the

rearrangement mechanism, and the respective cation clearly undergoes facile

rearrangement.
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This apparent pattern of behaviour has tentatively been attributed to the outer

shell electron density of the halogen substituent. Because of the relatively larger

electron shell of the iodo system, the homohyperconjugative stabilisation of the

bridgehead cation is significantly high. The bromo system also displays this

stabilisation, yet to a lesser extent. This has been attributed to the smaller, more

dense outer shell of electrons in the bromo system, which is less able to stabilise

the forming bridgehead cation through homohyperconjugation.

This apparent trend could also account for the lack of bridgehead stabilisation

observed for the chloro system, which again has a smaller outer shell of electrons,

which would conceivably prevent the stabilisation of the bridgehead cation.

6.1-5 Future directions.

Although these syntheses had provided a range of both novel and known di-

substituted bicyclo[1.1.L]pentanes, due to the difficulty in preparation, isolation

and purification of many of the substrates, this system could not be utilized for

kinetic studies within this research project.

The work did, however, provide a significant portion of evidence towards the

existence of an intermediary cation in the formation of these di-substituted

bicyclo[L.L.L]pentanes, as well as providing synthetic approaches to several novel

substrates.
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Chapter 7

Experimental
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General:

Unless otherwise indicated, all melting points were carried out in sealed tubes,

utilising a Gallenkamp melting point apparatus and are uncorrected. All NMR

(1H and 13C) were carried out utilising a Varian Gemini 300 MHz spectrometer.

All NMR shifts (ô) in parts per million (ppm) are reported in dueterochloroform

(CDCI3) and measured relative to an internal standard of trimethylsilane (TMS) at

the reference of 0 ppm, unless otherrvise specified. The abbreviations used are : s

(singlet), d (doublet), t (triplet), q (quartet), m (multiplet), / (coupling constant).

Purification of bulk solvents and commercially available precursor compounds

was carried out following literature procedures.Ts Purification of synthesised

products was carried out through standard techniques as described. Flash

chromatography was carried out on Merck #9385 silica geI230-400 mesh. TLC

was carried out using Merck TLC plates of silca gel60 F*.

The solvent systems utilised for kinetic analysis were prepared following standard

techniques as described in the main body of the text, following purification from

literature proceedur es.'n'"

The water used to make the aqueous solutions was sourced from a Millipore

Continental Water system, utilising reverse osmosis feed water passed through

two mixed bed ion exchange columns, a carbon filter, and Organo-X filter and

finally a 0.22¡tm filter. The typical reading from the system was found to be >10

MO. This was then degassed through vigorous boiling for ten minutes and

allowed to cool utilising a drying tube containing "Carbasorb"@ to prevent the

absorption of carbon dioxide.

Ethanol was purified through reflux over freshly prepared magnesium ethoxide,

followed by fractional distillation under dry nitrogen.tt The ethanol system

solvents were then prepared as volume for volume solutions utilising the known

densities from the literature.32

2,2,2-Trifluoroethanol was purified by reflux over a mixture of anhydrous calcium

sulfate and potassium carbonate for two hours, followed by fractional distillation

under dry nitrogen.tn The 2,2,2-ftifluoroethanol system solvents were prepared as

weight for weight solutions.
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3,3 -D imeth yl-z-b atyl b ro syl at e (Pi nacolyl b ro syl ate ) (1'2)"

To brosyl chloride (14) (5 9,19.56 mmol, 1.05 equiv.) in anhydrous pyridine (10

ml) was added pinacolyl alcohol (13) (2.11 9,2.6 mI,20.66 mmol) and allowed to

stir at room temperature for six days. Pentane (100 ml) was then added. The

solution was washed with sulfuric acid (0.1M). The aqueous layer was back

extracted with pentane (2 x 7 Sml) and the combined organic layers washed with

sodium bicarbonate solution and water. The organic phase was dried over

sodium sulfate, and the pentane removed by evaporation. The resulting white

precipitate was recystalised from pentane, and kept in the mother liquor at - 4oC.

(80-90%). m.p. 53-54"C (lit. m.p. 52.5-53.2oC)27. 'H NMR (CDCI3, 300 MHz)) ô 0.85

(s, 9H), 1.23 (d, 3}J, I = 6.0 Hz), 4.M (q, \H, I = 6.0 Hz), 7 .56 (d, 2}{, I = 9 .6 Hz), 7 -78

(d,zIJ,l = 9.6Hr)".

l-Adamantyl bromide (4)43

A three neck round bottom flask fitted with a dropping funnel, thermometer and

condenser was charged with adamantane (L9) (10 g, 83.21mmol). Bromine (29.259,

9.43 mL,183.07 mmol, 2.2 eqruiv.) was added dropwise over thirty minutes. The

mixture was then heated under reflux (95"C) for six hours with the evolving

hydrogen bromide gas trapped in an aqueous potassium hydroxide bath. The

mixture was allowed to cool to room temperature as it stirred overnight, then

dicloromethane (150 ml) was added and the solution poured carefully onto iced

chilled saturated sodium metabisulfite solution to destroy the excess bromine.

The organic phase was separated, and the aqueous phase extracted with

dichloromethane (3 x 150 ml). The combined organic phases were dried over

magnesium sulfate, the solvent removed and the title product purified by

sublimation (1.05'C @0.02 mm Hg) yielding 13.5 g (85%). m.p. (sealed tube) 117'C

(lit. m.p.. Ll.8"c)43. 'H NMR (CDC13, 300 MHz) õ 1.73 (s, 6H)' 2.11, (s' 3H)' 2.37 (s'

6H); 13C (CDC13 300 MHz) ô 32.59 35.54' 49.34' 66.62.

l-Adamantyl tosylate (L0)42

Silver tosylate (1..995 g,9.675 mmol L.5 equiv.) was desiccated under high vacuum

for one hour. Then under a dry nitrogen atmosphere, acetonitrile (10 ml) and L-

adamantyl bromide (4) (1 g, 4.65 mmol) were added. The reaction mixture was
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stirred at room temperature for 2 hours. The silver bromide precipitate was

removed by filtration, and the acetonitrile removed under reduced pressure.

Under a dry nitrogen blanket , the residue was taken up in diethyl ether (5 ml) and

filtered to remove any remaining silver salts. The diethyl ether was then removed

by evaporation, giving the title compound as a white crystaline solid (I.3 9,93%).

m.p. (sealed tube) 69-7t'C (there are two lit. m.p. reordered, due to crystal

packing, 72.5-74.5"C and 80.5-81.5"C)". 1HNMR (CDC13, 300 MHz) õ1.62 (s, 6H),

2.17 (s,9H),2.43 (s,3H),7.22-7.27 (m,2H),7.73-7.78 (m,2}J); '3C NMR (CDC13,300

MHz) õ 20 .95, 22.45, 38.11, 40. 85, 54.9 8, 127 .82, L30.7 3, 13'J..99, 143.68.

L-Phenyl adamantane (26)43

l-Adamantyl bromide (a) (10 g, 46 mmol) was dissolved in benzene (80 ml). This

solution was added slowly to a stirring solution of ferric chloride (2 g,1,.23 mmol

0.3 equiv.) in benzene (50 ml). When combined, the mixture was heated to reflux

(100"C) for 3 hours and then allowed to stir ovemight. The solution was poured

onto an aqueous mixture of hydrochloric acid in ice (100 ml). The phases were

separated and the aqueous phase back extracted with benzene. The combined

organic layers were washed with water and dried over magnesium sulfate. The

solvent was removed at reduced pressure, yielding L5.5 grams (75%) of the title

compound which was purified by sublimation (60'C @ 0.04 mmHg). m.p. (sealed

tube) 86-87"C (lit. m.p. 87-89"C)43. 1H NMR (CDCI3, 300 MHz) õ 1'.77 (s,6H),1.92

(s,6H), 2.09 (s,3H),7.30-7.36 (m,5H);13C NMR (CDC13,300 MHz) 28.99,36.19,

36.U, 43.19, 124.82, 125.48, 1.28.08, L5r.32.

l-Phenyl adamantan-L-ol (28)*

Chromium trioxide (7.5 g,75 mmol) was dissolved in acetic acid (65 ml) and acetic

anhydride (65 ml) and cooled to 0oC. l-Phenyl adamantane (26) (4.6 9,21.6 mmol)

was added and the solution stirred and allowed to warm to room temperafure

over night, under a dry nitrogen atmosphere. The mixture was poured onto water

(500 ml) and extracted with benzene. The organic phase was washed with brine,

the solvent removed at reduced pressure, and the pH neutralised with the

addition of LN aqueous sodium hydroxide solution. Methanol (100 ml) and

sodium hydroxide solution (2N, 100m1) were added and the mixture stirred at

room temperature for 20 hours. The solution was acidified with 2N sulfuric acid

and extracted with diethyl ether. The organic phases were washed with saturated
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sodium bicarbonate solution and dried over magnesium sulfate. The solvent was

removed at reduced pressure yielding off white crystals of the title compound (4.7

g,59"/o), which were purified by sublimation (120'C @ 0.05 mmHg). m.p. (sealed

rube) 108-110"C (lit. m.p.. 107-714'C )*. 'H NMR (CDCI3, 300 MHz) õ 1,.72 (s,2IJ)'

t.77 (s,2Il), 1.8'J. (s, 4H) L.88 (s, 2:H), L.96 (s, 4H), 2-34 (s, LId),7.30-7.36 (m, 5H); r3C

NMR (CDC13, 300 MHz) 23.82,25.42,38.39, 43.87, M.7t,50.19, 60-66, 725-67, 126.75,

128.20,1M.88.

3-Phenyl, l-adamantyl bromi de (29)M

3-Phenyt adamantan-1-ol (2S) (4 g, 17.5 mmol) was dissolved in 30% hydrogen

bromide in acetic acid (75 ml) and heated to 70oC for 30 minutes. Water was

added to the reaction mixture, which was then extraçted with diethyl ether. The

organic phase was washed with brine and saturated sodium bicarbonate solution

and dried over sodium sulfate. The solvent was removed at reduced pressure and

the residue purified by column chromatography on silica gel (hexane, R/ =0.3)

providing the title compound (3.8 g,75%). m.p. (sealed tube) 99-101"C (lit. m.p..

L00-L0L'c)nn. 'H NMR (CDCI3, 300 MHz) õ 1.98 (s' 4H)' 2.41-2.46 (m' 8H)' 2.57 (s'

2}J),7.36-7.41. (rn,5H); r3C NMR (CDC13, 300 MHz) õ 26.21',28-77,31.98,37.43,

42.89, 45 .66, 5 1 . 1 8, 125.7 4, 126.69, 128.L8, 1.M.83.

3-Phenyl, l-adamantyl tosylate (L5)

Silver tosylate (1.437 g, 5.L5 mmol, 1.5 equiv.) was desiccated under high vacuum

for one hour. Then under a dry nitrogen atmosphere, acetonitrile (35 ml) and 3-

phenyl, L-adamantyl bromide (29) (1, g,3.434 mmol) were added. The reaction

mixture was heated to 60'C for two hours. The silver bromide precipitate was

removed by filtration, and the acetonitrile removed under reduced pressure. The

residue was taken up in dietþl ether (5 ml) and filtered to remove any remaining

silver salts. The diethyl ether was then removed by evaporation, giving the title

compound as a yellow oil (0.75 g,57%). IH ml\/In (cDC13,300 MHz) ô 1.64 (s' 4H)'

L.83 (s, 4H), 2.22 (s, 2H), 2.32 (s, 2H,), 2.38 (s, 2Iå), 2.46 (s, 3Ij), 7.21-7.26 (m, 5H),

7.29-7.32 (m 2H), 7.79-7.U (m,2H).
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3-Bromo-1-adamantane carboryli. acid (3L) (Method A) a6

Bromine (70 m|21,0 g, 1,.32 mol, L2 equiv.) was added to aluminium bromide

(20.54 g,77 rnmol, 0.7 equiv.) with stirring at OoC. L-Adamantane carboxylic acid

(24) (20 g,0.\7 mol) was added and the mixture warmed to room temperature and

stirred for nine days. When the evolution of hydrogen bromide gas was observed

to have ceased, the solution was poured slowly onto ice chilled saturated sodium

metabisulfite solution. Solid sodium metabisulfite was added to the mixture until

the remainder of the bromine had been destroyed. The solution was extracted

with dichloromethane, and the solvent removed by evaporation to give the

desired product (20.Ig,70%). Purification by sublimation (120"C @ 5 mmHB) was

only partially successful, and the resulting product was found to contain trace

impurities, consequently 13C NMR analysis was not carried out. m.p. (sealed tube)

74'J.-142"C (lit. m.p.. ]¿65"C )n'. 'H NMR (CDCI3, 300 MHz) õ 1'.92 (s 4H), 2.23 (s,

2H), 2.3L (s, 4H), 2.49 (s, 2H).

Methyl 3-bromo-1-adamantane c arb oxylate (32¡n''eo

In clear glass jointed quick-fito glassware, potassium hydroxide (14 9,24.9 mmol)

was dissolved in ethanol (25 ml) and water (20 ml) and heated to 65'C.

DIAZALD@ 91.1,4 g,51.99 mmol) in diethyl ether (100 ml) was added dropwise.

Upon reaction, diazomethane was formed in sítu and distilled into the reaction

vessel containing a stirring solution of 3-bromo-L-adamantane carboxylic acid (32)

(4 g, 15.38 mmol) in diethyl ether (220 ml). All evolved gasses were bubbled

through a trap containing acetic acid (10ml') in diethyl ether (250 ml) to ensure

complete trapping of any excess diazomethane. Upon completion of

diazomethane formation the reaction was allowed to stir at room temperature for

two days. The reaction mixture was dried over magnesium sulfate and the

solvent removed under reduced pressure. The residue was dissolved in minimal

dichloromethane and filtered. The dichloromethane was removed and the

product was dissolved in minimal hexane and filtered. Removal of the hexane

under reduced pressure, it yielded 3.7 grams (97%) of an off yellow low melting

point solid. m.p. 34-35"C (lit. m.p. 35-36oc)nt. 'H NMR (CDC13, 300 MHz) ô L.58 (s,

2H), L.88 (s, 4H), 2.20 (s, 2H), 2.31. (s, 4H), 2.48 (s, 2H), 3.68 (s, 3H); "C NMR

(CDC13, 300 MHz) õ 26.01',37.19,31.89, 35.89,37.13, M.09, 45.32, 51.02,175.32.

3-Hydrory, l-adamantane carboxylic acid (33)47
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L-adamantane carboxylic acid (24) (10 9,55.48 mmol) was added to a warm (40'C)

solution of potassium permanganate (10 ,63.28 mmol, 1.L equiv.) rn2% potassium

hydroxide solution (125 ml). The solution was then heated to reflux until a colour

change to deep brown was observed (approximately one hour). When the

reaction mixture had cooled to room temperature, it was acidified with

concentrated hydrochloric acid, and the solid sodium bisulfilte was added until all

of the manganese dioxide was destroyed. The white precipitate was washed with

water and cotd diethyl ether and recrystallised from acetone : water (9 : 1) to give

the title compound which was further purified by sublimation (130"C @ 0.04

mmHg) (8.2g,75%).m.p. (sealed tube) 202-203"C (lit. m.p. 202-203"C)n'. 'HNMR
(CDCI3, 300 MHz) ô 1.61 (s 2H), L.7t (s 6H), 1,.91' (s, 4H), 2.02 (s,2H); 13C NMR

(CDCI3, 300 MFIZ) õ 23.57, 3L.31', 36.62, 38.10,42.97, M.45, 60.41, 1 80.30.

3-Bromo, L-adamantane carborylic acid (31) (Method B)

3-Hydroxy, l-adamantane carboxylic acid (33) (4 g,20.4 mmol) was dissolved in

3}%hydrogen bromide in acetic acid (60 ml) and heated to reflux for two hours.

The mixture was extracted with diethyl ether (2 x 100 ml), and the organic phases

washed with water and sodium bicarbonate solution. Acidification of the

bicarbonate solution caused the desired product to precipitate. This was dissolved

in diethyl ether and dried over sodium sulfate. The solvent was removed under

reduced pressure to give the title product. All sublimable material was first

collected through rapid sublimation (130"C @ 0.005 mmHg) then further slow

sublimation (70'C @ 0.005 mm Hg) afforded the pure title compound (3.8 g ,72%).

m.p. (sealed tube) t45-147"C (lit. m.p. ],465"C )n'. 'H NMR (CDCI3, 300 MHz) õ

1..92 (s 4H),2.23 (s,2Il),2.3L (s,4H),2.49 (s,2}l); '3C NMR (CDC13, 300 MHz) ô

26.07, 31.U, 33.72, 35.66, 37 .08, 43.83, 45.35, 1 80.3 1.

Methyl-3 [ (tosyl) oryl -l-adamantane carb oryla te (23)a2

Silver tosylate (2.3 g,6.30 mmol, 1..2 equiv.) was desiccated under high vacuum for

one hour. Then under a dry nitrogen atmosphere, acetonitrile (25 ml) and methyl-

3-bromo-L-adamantane carboxylate (32) (2 g,7.32 mmol) were added. The

reaction mixture was warmed to 45"C for six hours. The silver bromide

precipitate was removed by filtration, and the acetonitrile removed under reduced
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pressure. Under a dry nitrogen blanket, the residue was taken up in diethyl ether

(25 ml) and filtered to remove any remaining silver salts. The diethyl ether was

then removed by evaporation, furnishing the title compound as a white crystaline

solid (23 g,86%). The sample was then purified through recrysalisation from

hexane. m.p. (sealed tube) 73-75"C (lit. m.p. 74.5-76"C)n'. 'H NMR (CDC13, 300

MHz) ô 1.59 (s,2H),1..80 (s, 4H),2.13 (m,2H), 2.17 (s,2H),2.30 (s,4H),2-44 (s'3H),

3.66 (s, gli^),7.28-7.33 (m,2H),7.76-7.81. (m,2H); 13C NMR (CDCI3, 300 MHz) õ

20.96, 23.63, 28.81, 36.93, 38.L2, 39.60, 40.82,51.06, 52.39, 127.85, 'J.30.74, 131.98,

'J.43.61.,173.57.

3-Cyano, l-adamantyl bromide (34)48

3-Bromo,1-adamantane carboxylic acid (31) (1, g, 3.86 mmol) was dissolved in

anhydrous dichloromethane (20 ml). Chlorosulfonyl isocyante (0.655 90.4mL,4.63

mmol, 1.2 equiv.) in anhydrous dichloromethane (20 ml) was added drop wise,

and the mixture heated to reflux for three hours. The reaction mixture was

allowed to cool to room temperature, and trietþlamine (0.43 9,0.6 mI, 4.25 mmol,

1..L equiv.) was added. The mixture was then heated under reflux for a further

five hours. The mixture was washed with aqueous 2N solium bicarbonate

solution, 0.5N hydrochloric acid solution and water, and dried over potassium

carbonate. The solvent was removed and the residue sublimed (room temperature

@ 0.001 mmHg, as the title compound was noted to decompose with heating,

above 60'C).48 The title compound afforded from this purification was 0.53 grams

(58%). m.p. (sealed tube) 1.17-1.'1.9"C (decomposition) (tit. m.p. ').'1.8-121."C

decomposition)a8. lH NMR (CDC13,300 MHz) 61.73 (s,2F{),2.0L (s, 4}I),2.12 (s,

2}J),2.30 (s,4H),2.58 (s, 2H); 13C NMR (CDCI3, 300 MHz) õ 30.27,30.87,33.82,

38.27 , 47 .32, 49.97,59.34, 122.70.

3-Cyano, l-adamantyl tosylate (1L)42

To a freshly desiccated sample of silver tosylate (0.49 g,1.77 rnrnol,l.7 equiv.)

were added 3-cyano-L-adamantyl bromide (34) (0.25 g,I.04 mol) and acetonitrile

(15 ml). The mixture was stirred under a dry nitrogen atmosphere at 60oC for

seven days. Upon completion of the reaction, the silver bromide precipitate was

removed by filtration, and the acetonitrile removed under reduced pressure.

Under a dry nitrogen blanket , the residue was taken up in dichloromethane (20

ml) and filtered to remove any remaining silver salts. The dichloromethane was
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then removed by evaporation, and the residue purified by column

chromatography (100% dichloromethane, IV = 0.35). This yielded 0.L2 grams of

the title compound (35%). m.p. (sealed tube) 106-L08'C (lit. m.p.. 1.06-107.5'C)42.

'H NMR (cDCl3, 300 MHz) ô 1.63 (s,2H),2.r1. (s,2H),2.27 (s,4H), 2.39 (s,4H),2.45

(s,2H),2.58 (s, 3H),7.27-7.33 (m,zIJ),7.72-7.77 (m,2H); 13C NMR (CDCI3, 300

MHz) õ 20.96,28.5'J,,3'J..3L,37.99, 45.0L, 47.80,50.05, 52.1'J.,122.73,127.88,130.68,

13'1..90,1,43.69.

(3-Bromo, l-adamantyl) methyl alcohol (38)'

To a stirring mixture of lithium aluminium hydride (0.2 9,1.4 equiv.) in diethyl

ether (L0 ml), methyl3-bromo-1-adamantane carboxylate (32) (19,3.66 mmol) was

added and the mixture heated under reflux for two hours. The solution was

allowed to cool to room temperature, and saturated sodium sulfate solution (0.5

ml) was added. The precipitate was removed by gravity filtration. The diethyl

ether was removed by evaporation, and the residue taken up in minimal diethyl

ether and recrystallised from hexane, yielding 0.55 grams of the purified title

compound (62%). m.p. (sealed tube) 86-87"C (tit. m.p.. 86-87"C)44. lH NMR

(CDCI3, 300 MHz) õ L.43 (s, AIJ), L.70 (s,2H0,2.15 (s, 4H), 2.29 (s,2IJ0,2-3'J' (s,2}I),

3.27 (s, 2H);13C NMR (CDC13, 300 MHz) õ 23.18' 26.62' 32.45' 36.85' 37.4r' 45.00'

45.69,74.73.

(3-Bromo, l-adamantyl)methyl acetate (39)n'

(3-Bromo, 1-adamantyl) methyl alcohol (38) (0.2 g,0.8L6 mmol) was dissolved in

triethylamine (5 ml). Dimethyl aminopyridine (DMAP, 0.059 , 0.408 mmol, 0.5

equiv.) was added and the mixture stirred at room temperature under a dry

nitrogen atmosphere. Acetic anhydride (0.166 g, 0.L5 ml, l-.63 mmol,2 equiv.) was

added and the mixture allowed to stir for sixteen hours. Diethylether (20 ml) was

added, and the organic phase washed with sulfuric acid (0.5M), sodium

bicarbonate solution and brine, and dried over potassium carbonate. The diethyl

ether was removed by evaporation, leaving a yellow oil, found to be the desired

title compound in a pure state (0.18g,78%). 1H NMR (CDC13,300 MHz) ô1..56 (s,

4H), 1..71 (s,2H),2.08 (s, gIH.),2.17 (s, 4H), 2.30 (s, 2H) 2.37 (s,2H,),3.72 (s, 2H);13C

NMR (CDCI3, 300 MHz) õ 17.31' 19.85' 26.38' 32JJ.6' 37.07. 37.49, 45.2'J., 45.66,98.13,

171,.02.
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(3- [ (Tosyl) oxy] -1-adamantyl)methyl acetate (22)n'

To a freshly desiccated sample of silver tosylate (0.262 9,0.94 mmol, L.5 equiv.)

was added anhydrous acetonitrile (10 ml) and (3-Bromo-L-adamantyl)methyl

acetate (39) (0.18 g,0.627 mmol). The mixture was warmed to 50oC, with stirring

under a dry nitrogen atmosphere for three hours. The silver bromide formed in

the reaction was removed by filtration, and the acetonitrile removed under

reduced pressure. The residue was taken up in dry dichloromethane (15 ml) and

filtered to remove any silver salts present. With the removal of the

dichloromethane, the products were purified by rapid sublimation (1-20"C @ 0.005

mmHg) yielding the desired title compound (0.1.8 g, 79%). m.p.72-74'C (lit. m.P..

72.5-74"C)nt. 'H NMR (CDc13, 300 MHz) õ t.42 (s' 2H)' 1,.49 (s' 4H)' 2,06 (2' 3H)'

2.77 (s,2H),2.19 (2,4H),2.30 (s, 2H),2.46 (s, 3H), 3.60 (s, 2H.),7.34-7.39 (m,2H),

7.75-7.80 (m, 2H).

(3-Bromo-1-adamantyl) methyl tosylate (40)

(3-Bromo-L-adamantyl) methyl alcohol (38) (0.5 g, 2.04 mmol), dimethyl

aminopyridine (DMAP, 0.06 gt 0.51 mmol,0.25 equiv.) and triethylamine (0.413 g,

0.57 mI,4.08 mmol,2 equiv.) were dissolved in anhydrous dichloromethane (15m1)

and stirred under a dry nitrogen atmosphere. p-Toluene sulfonyl chloride (0.47 g,

2.45 mmol, 1.2 equiv.) in anhydrous dichloromethane (10 ml) was added and the

reaction mixture heated under reflux for two days. Having allowed the mixture to

return to room temperature, it was washed with cold solutions of sulfuric acid

(1M), water and saturated sodium bicarbonate, and dried over magnesium sulfate.

The solvent was removed, and the residue purified by rapid sublimation (120'C @

0.005 mmHg). This provided 0.25 grams of the title compound (30%). m.p.

(sealed tube) 1.08-109'c (lit. m.p.. 108.5-L10)42. 'H NMR (CDC13, 300 MHz) õ 1'.26

(s,2H),1..43 (s,2H.),'J'.72 (s, 4H),2.02 (s,2Iã)- 2.21(s, 4H), 2.35 (s,3H), 3-45 (s,2H),

7.38-7.49 (m,2H), 7.79-7.84 (m,2H);13C NMR (CDC13,300 MHz) ô L9.56, 20.98,

26.60,32.48,36.81,37.42,45.07,45.69,73.\5,127.83,130.72, L37.94,1'43.61.

(3- [ (tosyl ) oryJ -L-adamantyl) methyl to sylate (z1)n'

(3-Bromo-L-adamantyl)methyl tosylate (40) (0.25 g,0.626 mmol) was dissolved in

anhydrous acetonitrile (15 ml) and stirred under a dry nitrogen atmosphere. A
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freshly desiccated sample of silver tosylate (0.27 g' 0.965 mmol, 1.5 equiv.) was

added and the reaction mixture warmed to 40oC for eighteen hours. The resulting

silver bromide precipitate was removed by filtration under a dry nitrogen blanket,

and the solvent removed from the reaction mixture under reduced pressure. The

residue was taken up in dichloromethane (15 ml) and filtered to remove any

remaining silver salts. With the removal of the dichloromethane, the desired title

compound was furnished. Purification was carried out through recrystalisation

from diethyl ether, yielding 0.L4 grams @7%). m.p.93-95'C (lit. m.P.. 93-94.5"C)42.

lH NMR (CDCI3, 300 MHz) õ 1'.26 (s, 2H), 1'.42 (s, 2Id), L.7L (s, 4H), L.89 (s, 2F{) , 2-11'

(s, 4H), 2.37 (s, 6H), 3.55 (s, 2H), 7 .19-7 .25 (m, 4H), 7 -71'-7 .78 (m, 4H).

[L.1.1]Propellane (58)?s

To a stirring solution of L,L-dibromo-2,2-bis(chloromethyl)cycloProPane (60) (50 g,

0.L68 mol) in diethylether (300 ml) at -30oC, was added methyl lithium (1.4 M

solution in diethylether, T.T g,0.353 mmol,252ml,2.L equiv.) dropwise. The

mixture was allowed to warm to room temperature with stirring over an hour.

When the formation of a white precipitate was seen to be complete, the solvents

and volatile products were distilled under reduced pressure (L4 mmHg) and

collected into a Schlenk flask and kept at -78"C. This solution was found to

contain 67% of the desired [1.1.l]propellane (58), and used for the formation of all

of the described 1,3-disubstituted bicyclo[ L. 1. L ]pentanes.

General procedures associated with the formation of L,3-disubstituted

bicyclo [1.L.1]pentanes.

The formation of the described L,3-disubstituted bicyclo[L.L.L]pentanes followed

similar conditions for all reactions. All salts used were dried by applying gentle

heat under vacuum overnight. Both bromide and iodine monochloride were

added neat in a slow dropwise manner, while iodine was added as a pentane

solution, until the typical halogen colour persisted. All salts were dissolved in

THF (tetrahydrofuran) excrpt for sodium azide which was dissolved in DMF

(dimethylformamide). All reactions were carried out at -5'C under an inert

atmosphere.
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To describe the synthesis of these 1,3-disubstituted bicyclo[1,.L.1]pentanes, the

example of the novel synthesis of 1,3-dibromo bicyclo[L.L.1-]pentane (59) and L-

bromo, 3-iodobicyclo[1.1.L]pentane (62) will be given. The percentage yields

quoted are calibrated against the known concentration of the [1.1.1]propellane (58)

solution.

L,3-Dibromo bicyclo [1.1-.1]Pentane (59)s4

To a mixture of lithium bromide (26g, 0.3 mol) dissolved in anhydrous THF

(100m1) at -5"C was added an aliquot of the prepared [1..L.1]propellane (58) in

diethylether solution described above (65 ml). Bromine was then added in a slow

dropwise manner until the colour persisted. After one hour, the solution was

washed with a saturated sodium metabisulfite solution (2 x 50 ml) and dried over

magnesium sulfate. The solution was then carefully concentrated under reduced

pressure, and the residue recrystallised from methanol to afford the desired title

compound (59) (4.5 g,98%) m.p. L21-L22'C (Ltt. m.p. 1L9.5-120.5"C).81 r¡1 NMR

(CDCI3, 300 MHz) õ 2.57 (s, 6H); 13C NMR (CDCI3, 300 MHz) ô 30.52, 64.67.

l-Bromo, 3-iodobicyclo [1.1.Llpentane (62)s

To a mixture of lithium bromide (23.4 g,0.27 mol) dissolved in anhydrous THF

(L00 ml) at -5"C was added an aliquot of the prepared [1.1.1]propellane (58) in

diethytether solution described above (60 ml). Iodine dissolved in pentane, was

then added in a slow dropwise manner until the colour persisted. After one hour,

the solution was washed with a saturated sodium metabisulfite solution (2 x 50

ml) and dried over magnesium sulfate. The solution was then carefully

concentrated under reduced pressure, and the residue sublimed (100'C @ 80

mmHg) to remove any 1,3-diiodo bicyclo[L.L.L]pentane (54) present. The

sublimation was then continued, to afford the desired title compound (62) (3.62 g,

Tg./.) as a volatile colourless solid. m.p. L40-14L'C (tit. m.p. 14L-142"C)s2 tH NMR

(CDC13,300 MHz) õ2.62 (s,6H); 13C NMR (CDC13,300 MHz) õ32.49,66.43.
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Appendices

DOS Glossarv:

This Glossary provides a very brief list of the vital MS-DOS commands required to

operate the BIPCON suite. This is not intended to be an exhaustive compendium

of MS-DOS commands, nor will it cover all of the commands that a user may wish

to use in the operation of the BIPCON suite. For more information on the use of

Ms-DOS and the commands there in, please refer to reference material specific to

the MS-DOS operating system or the MS-DOS online help, accessible through

typi.g HELP at the DOS prompt.

A: move to DRIVE "4" (The BIPCON has

A:\ (floppy disk) and C:\ (Hard Disk)

drives)

directory list (can specify directory)

change directory

signifies moving up in the directory tree

delete (filename)

make directory (directoryname) in

DIR

CD

DEL (filename)

MKDIR (directoryname)*

current directory

RENAME (filename) (newfilename)*

MOVE (filename) (directory)

COPY (filename) (directory)

EDIT (filename)

text editing)

BIPREAD

BIPREAD

TRANSHDR

TRANSHDR

KINPROG

KINPROG

change the name of a file

move the file to a new location

make a copy of a file in another directory

open a file in the EDIT program (basic

start the BIPCON acquisition program

start the translation program

start the kinetic calculation program

* It is important to remember that the MS-DOS operating system uses an 8.3

naming system. Consequently a document or directory name can have a

maximum of 8 characters in its name, followed by the 3 digit code for that item. It

is not possible to exceed this naming limit.
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(C)alibration

The c¡libration ptogram starts.

When the progtam is complete or
exitod the system roturn¡ to lhe
MAINMßNU.

Énter lhe calibratlon file name

[CelMoNdd.yryl (rocommcnd cd
to use the default value when
po6"dbh).

(S)ìngle Point

A single point resistance value is
delcrmined for lhe channcl. The
value iedisplaycd in the MAIN
MENU and lhe channel rolurns
to the FINISH slate.

(N)ormal

CONTTNUED.

Ênler the r¡rn numbor lxxn.uuJ.
xxxx idcntifies thr¡ run.
uu idcntilier the user.

Acquisition mode
selection menu

(Z)erc Channel

Ail datû, including ¡uo dat¡
informalion is dearcd from the
channeì, and the system returns
totheMA|N MßNU.

Run data for all active
channels is copicd to
a lloppy disk in drivc
A;\ and the systen
returns lo lhe MAIN
MBNU.

(S)avc Dala

Run data for all
channcls w¡ll bc
saved to the hard
disk and lhe eysltm
return¡ to the MAIN
MBNU.

(R)estnrt/
StlrtRun

Enter thc channel
numbe¡ lo start
(0,1,2,3). Thal
channel will thengo
lo ACTIVE status in
thc MAIN MENU.

(D)OSCMD

carly
DOS

Allows the use¡ lo
oul ¡ SINGLE
COMMAND

At the complotion of
thal command, thc
syolcm returns to thc
MATNMENU.

(U)pdate Run

Enler the chaqnol
numbor(01,21).

BIPCON Starhrp Menu

BIPREAD main menu

(Q)¡dl

Anaþsis - discussed
using the BRAT

The use¡ is asked to
confirm with
(Tlerminate, and the
syotem returns lo lhe
DOS prompl.



BIPCON Flowchart 2

Enterins a Normal Run

RUN SET UP MENU
The following parameters can be entered/altered within this menu: (iÐ

Title
Operator
Compound (2 lines available)
Solvent
Cell Number
Cell Constant
Lambda 0
S Alpha
Number of points to acquire (maximurn of 400)
Rate Constant (can be entered as rate constant or half life)
Number of half lives (can be entered numerically or as a percentage of reaction completion)
Comment (3 lines available)
Trigger Resistance (entering ',/' will provide an immediate start)

To accept the values and exit the menu enter' /'.

The system returns to the MAIN MENU with the charurel in the "Ready" state
awaiting acquisition start. Note: If immediate start is chosen, the chan¡rel will
begin the run acquisition as soon as the run set uP menu is exited.

(C)reate new
run number,
usinS xxxx.uu
as template.

(U)se run number
xxxx.uu
This option is
unavailable if the run
number is already
loaded.

Enter new
run
number
lyyyy..tol

RUN SETUP
MENU

With existing run
data from xxxx.uu

(N)ormal

Enter the nrn number [xxxx.uu]
xxxx identifies the run.
uu identifies the user. (Ð

Previouslv used run number.New run number

(S )elect a
new nurnber.

to(R)eturn
Acquisition
screen.

System
returns to
MAIN
MENU

RUN SETUP
MENU

Blank as there
was "no previous
data available"
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BIPCON Flowchart 3

Editins an Existins Run

-

Channel Status Numbers
-4
-J

-2
-1
0
1

2
3
4

Paused
Ready to start (run parameters defined, awaiting user activation)
Calibration Hold (awaiting user input to read calibration point)
Finish
Inactive/Passive
Run acquisition
Awaiting Resistance Trigger to start run
Calibration acquisition (acquire 1 point)
Single point acquisition (acquire l point)

BIPREAD MAIN MENU
With run data loaded into a

chan¡rel and is active.

(U)pdate channel

Cha¡urel number to be edited.

(M)odify the run.

Run Set up menu
refer to flow
chart 2 at (ü).

When the
modifications are
complete, the
system retums to
the MAIN
MENU, awaiting
channel restart.

(R)eplace the run.

Enter run number
[xxxx.uu] - refer to
flow chart 2 at (i).

(N)ormal

"Channel '#' is currently active
(status = X). Do you wish to"

(K)ill the run. (C)ontinue the run
unchanged.

Returns system to
MAIN MENU
unchanged and
the run continues.

All data collection will
be ended and the
channel will be taken
to a "Finished" status
and the system will
return to the MAIN
MENU.
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Analysis using the BRAT
(C)opy to Floppy
Transfer floppy disk to the BIIAT

StaTtTRANSHDR

Enter run number 11234.0L1

BIPCON Analvsis Flowchart

Analysis using the BIPCON
(S)ave to the Hard Disk

(Q)uit and (T)erminate BIPREAD.

The default settings for the TRANSHDR
program have been customised on the
BIPCON and BRAT systems. On the
BIPCON system, the file location defaults
to the folder where the data and info files
would be saved by BIPREAD on the hard
disk. The BRAT system has bem
optimised to automaticalty find the files
on a floppy disk, reducing the amount of
file manipulation required.

(Y)es

I

(N)o

+
START KINPROG
Do you want a brief copy of the ouþut? (Y)es often sufficient
ENTER infile [R1æa-01.all]
Do you want output on file? (Y)es often desired
gNiSn outfile näme [R1234-0L.ouX] (X = 1 for the fi¡st analysis, 2 for the second etc.)

"THE MORE MPORTANT EXTERNAL VARI.ABLES USED IN KINPROG"
DO NOT ALTER - N NOPASS, NPARAM, NOCAL, INFOBS, ISEQ or IDSCD
Enter the appropriate letter code to adjust the following:
RINF = the infinite resistance. This can be estimated from a single point reading after 10 half lives

RATE = the known rate.

REILIM = the reject limit. If the maiority of points are being discarded, adjust this value.

K-SOLVENT = the solvent dissociation constant. If large, and known accurately, input for better results.

When satisfied, select (N)o to "Do you wish to change a value?" then press ENTER. KINPROG will
calculate the rate const¿mt, infinity concentrations and half life, and display them at the completion
of the data scroll.

TRANSHDR will then prompt for the
locations of the info and data files for the
run, as well as the location of the
calibration file and the directory to save
the ouþut file [R1234-01.aI1]. The default
values should be accepted.

TRANSHDR will read the information off
of the Hard Disk and save the output file
into the main c:\bipcon directory.

Do you wish to translate another data set?
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About this thesis:

This thesis has been written utilising Australian-English spelling and grammar.

The text was entered using Microsoft Word 98/200'J,, the technical diagrams

created using AppleWorks 5.1., the photographic images were manipulated using

Adobe Photoshop 5.0, the charts were generated using Microsoft Excel 2001. and

the chemical diagrams created using ChemDraw. The thesis was created on a

Apple Macintosh PowerPC 6500, and typeset in Palatino l'2 point.
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Addendum.

Throughout this thesis, the term "Hammet" has been misspelt, and should be read as "Hammett." In

addition the following terms were misspelt through typographical error. The term "adamantyl should

replace "adamantly," the term "halide" replace "hailde," the term "trial" replace "trail," the term "requisite"

replace "requisit," the term "sulfonate" replace "solfonate," the term "unequivocally" replace

"unequivically," the term "quantitative" replace "quantatative," and the term "deutero" replace "durtero."

Vy'here used, the symbol for electron withdrawing nature shown as "oI" should appear as "o,".

For clarity, where discussed, the withdrawing nature of a substituent refers to the electron withdrawing

nature. Further discussion of the p value describes the polar susceptibility value.

on pages L44,145, 146,148,149, 150, 156, 158, 159, 160 and 163, the chemical name "phenyl

adamantane" should appear as one word, as "phenyladamantane." Further, where mentioned l-phenyl-

adamantan-3-ol should appear as 3-phenyl-adamantan-1-ol.

Where named, dihalide bicyclofl.1.l]pentanes should be named in a the manner of, for example, 1-bromo-

3-iodobicycloll.1.l]pentane, and not as shown in the text separated with a comma. The naming of

substituted adamantanes should appear in a similar fashion without spacing, such as 3-methyl-l-adamantyl

tosylate.

Vy'here mentioned 1-bromo-adamantane-3-carboxylic acid should appear as 3-bromo-adamantane-1-

carboxylic acid.

Pinacolyl should refer to 3,3-dimethyl-2-butyl and not 2,2-dimethyl-2-butyl as shown in the text.

On page 136 "3-methoxy carbonylbicyclo[2.1.1]hexyl triflate" should be read as "3-

methoxycarbonylbicyclo[2.1.1]hex-1-yl triflate"

On page 32, Section 1.4, reference to Figure 1.9 should read 1.8.

On page 135, compound 45 is misnamed, and should be read as 1-bicyclofl.1.1]hexyl bromide.

On page 135, compound 46 is misnamed, and should be read as l-bicyclo[1.1.1]heptyl bromide.

For clarity, on page 151, the sentence beginning "This has been attributed..." should read "We have

attributed this..."
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system is very sensitive to solvation factors. By definition any substrate solvolysing by a similar scenario
should yield an "m" value of unity. With respect to the notion that there is..frontside', bimolecular
substitution it is worthwhile noting that even in the case of the tert-butyl cation it has been shown that the

carbocation is not diffusionally equilibrated but reacts at the ion-pair stage within the pool ofsolvent
molecules that are present when the bond to the leaving group is broken (J. Am. Chem. Soc.1996, I Ig,
11434). It is reasonable to assume that a similar situation may occur for the l-adamantyl cation.

The generous gift of 1,1-dibromo-2,2-bis(chloromethyl)cyclopropane utilised in the formation of
Il.l.l]propellane from Dr. rtr. Adcock (Flinders University of South Australia) is kindly acknowledged.
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